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Minister of State for Communications (Independent Charge) Manoj Sinha is being seen as the front runner for the muchcoveted job of Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister. Seven days after the U.P. results came in, BJP legislators will meet on Saturday to elect their new leader. 쑺 PAGE 8
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Khattar fails to turn up for talks with Jat leaders Green spread: Mangoes of all varieties that have arrived at the Gaddiannaram Fruit Market in Hyderabad on Friday.



NEW DELHI



A day after consensus was reached on most of the demands of the Jat leaders , the talks abruptly broke down in a dramatic turn of events on Friday after Haryana Chief Minister Manohar Lal Khattar failed to turn up for a meeting scheduled with the Jat leaders at Haryana Bhawan here. 쑺 PAGE 5
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DELHI METRO 쑺 6 PAGES



A University Grants Commission letter to Jawaharlal Nehru University on Thursday, saying that it would not fund its Centre for the Study of Discrimination and Exclusion after the12th Plan, has taken academics teaching social exclusion across universities by surprise. Established in about 35 Central universities since 2007, the Centres for the Study of Social Exclusion and Inclusive Policy are dedicated spaces for research on Dalits, tribes and minorities.



Kavita Upadhyay Dehradun



Six days after results of the Uttarakhand Assembly elections were declared, the BJP announced on Friday that former RSS pracharak Trivendra Singh Rawat would be the State’s Chief Minister. Mr. Rawat will be sworn in on Saturday as the ninth Chief Minister of the State in a ceremony at the Parade Ground here. The decision follows intense discussions within the party to find a candidate acceptable to the leadership and the Rashtriya



T.S. Rawat greets supporters. *



VIRENDER SINGH NEGI



Swayamsevak Sangh. The announcement followed the BJP legislature party meeting, held in the presence of



When contacted, a top Commission official said the latest letter just meant that the expenditure under the scheme to fund these Centres would move from Plan to Plan and not be merged with non-Plan expenditure. Written to the Registrar of JNU by the UGC, the letter, accessed by The Hindu, says: “... Regarding the establishment of the Centre for Study of Social Exclusion and Inclusive Policy in your University, I am directed to inform you that UGC will not provide financial support to the Centre after the end of the 12th Plan as per the or-



der received from the Ministry of Human Resource Development...” The 12th Plan period was 2012-17. The letter adds: “Further, the UGC will not be liable to the Scheme of Social Exclusion and Inclusive Policy after the completion of the XIIth Plan in any matter of functioning of the Centre; no communication whatsoever will be entertained or solicited by the UGC.” A senior UGC official said: “This just means that the expenditure will move from Plan to Plan since this is a scheme”. CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 8



central observers for Uttarakhand — Narendra Tomar and Saroj Pandey — where Mr. Rawat was unanimously elected leader. Mr. Rawat (56), the MLA from Doiwala, is known to have close links with Prime Minister Narendra Modi and BJP president Amit Shah. Both Mr. Modi and Mr. Shah are scheduled to attend the swearing-in ceremony.



Transparent government Speaking to the media after being elected the legislature party leader, Mr. Rawat said,



Plastic ₹10 notes in ive cities soon Special Correspondent



Five citieswith diverse geographical and climatic conditions will be the first to start using plastic bank notes of ₹10 denomination, with the Centre approving a field trial. The Finance Ministry has asked the Reserve Bank of India to go ahead with the procurement of the requisite plastic substrate material and approved the printing of ₹10 notes, Minister of State for Finance Arjun Ram Meghwal told Parliament on Friday. CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 8



Fear no sum with his YouTube lessons Rural teacher uses videos, website to help Class 10 learners with mathematics ‘Maths World’ laboratory, all students from Class VIII onwards get hands-on experience through models, audio-visual tools and charts. Of about 750 pages of notes that he has created, about 360 are in Kannada and the rest in English, Mr. Koyyur said. The notes, Q and A, ‘passing package’ run to about 4,000 pages in all.



Raviprasad Kamila MANGALURU



CM YK



Yakub Koyyur in his math laboratory. RAVIPRASAD KAMILA *



Mathematics is a hard nut to crack for many students. The IT-enabled initiative of Mr. Koyyur reaches out to Class 10 students to help them pass the mathematics examination. They learn partly through video lessons on YouTube and through notes, questions and answers, and a ‘passing package’ available on the internet at www.inyatrust.co.in/2016/ 05/yakub.html In his bright and colourful



Syllabus change trigger “I felt the need to create online content when both teachers and students were looking for answers, after the government changed the Class 10 syllabus in 2014-15,” he said. The Kannada video lessons on YouTube are themed ‘Target 50’. They prepare the students to score at least 50 marks out of 80 in theory. The notes on the website have a ‘Target 40’. Three years after he planned his laboratory, the



“Our efforts will be towards forming a corruption-free government, which works with transparency… Like the Centre, here too we shall work towards eradicating poverty.” BJP leaders, including Satpal Maharaj and Prakash Pant, were in the race to become Chief Minister. However, Mr. Rawat’s close affiliation with the RSS, and links with Mr. Modi and Mr. Shah seem to have worked in his favour. CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 8 A GRASSROOTS WORKER 쑺 PAGE 8



Calcutta High Court judge C.S. Karnan has “refused to accept” the bailable warrant issued against him by the Supreme Court in a suo motu contempt of court order. On Friday, West Bengal Director-General of Police (DGP) Surajit Kar Purkayastha, along with several high-ranking officials, went to Justice Karnan’s residence in the New Town area on the eastern fringes of the city to hand over the warrant. “I rejected the same [the warrant] after assigning valid reasons. This kind of demeaning acts from your Lordships and further perpetrating the Atrocities Act (Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes [Prevention of Atrocities Act], 1989) is absolutely out of law to the utter embarrassment of a Dalit judge,” Justice Karnan stated in a letter to the seven-judge Bench of the Supreme Court.



‘Stop harassment’ He also urged the Bench to “stop further harassments” and “uphold the dignity and decorum of our courts.” Justice Karnan sought a compensation of ₹14 crore from the seven judges for having stopped his judicial and administrative work. In the letter he accused



Malappuram



.



Mumbai



teacher opened it in 2015, with partial government funding of ₹2.5 lakh. School alumni chipped in with the major share of ₹13 lakh. The results have been encouraging. Mathematics exam results of Class 10 students of 2013-14 and 2014-15 batches were at 77% during both years, but rose to 95% in 2015-16. “We are making all efforts to take it to 100% this year,” he said. During 2012-13, the results stood at 69%. Encouraged by the model, other government high schools have set up their own labs, said Srinivasa Shetty, a mathematics teacher at BSS Government Junior College in Hassan. Mr. Shetty said, “Material created by Mr. Koyyur has become the reference for many teachers and students across Karnataka. When all mathematics teachers meet in June in taluks and districts, we share and discuss his content.”



C.S. Karnan at his residence in New Town near Kolkata on Friday. PTI



about 20 police personnel, came to Justice Karnan’s residence today [Friday] to hand over the warrant. But he refused to accept it,” Justice Karnan’s lawyer W. Peter Ramesh told The Hindu. He alleged that the police personnel “barged into the compound” of Justice Karnan’s residence. “Not only did they [the police] enter the compound by force but they also slapped a security guard of the building,” he alleged. He said that they were “considering legal action” against the police for “barging and trespassing” into the judge’s residence.



*



them of having disturbed his mind and his normal life, “besides you have insulted me in the general public...” “Now all seven judges shall pay a part of the compensation within a period of seven days from the date of receipt of this order,” he said. The SC had earlier directed the DGP to serve the warrant on him. Accordingly the police team reached the judge's house on Friday. “The DGP of West Bengal, the ADGP of IntelligenceCriminal Investigation Department [CID] and a Superintendent of Police [SP] from Tamil Nadu, along with



No force used: Police However, State police officials not only claimed that Justice Karnan “accepted” the warrant but also denied the allegation that they forcefully entered the judge’s residence. Speaking to The Hindu, Additional DirectorGeneral of CID Rajesh Kumar, who visited the judge’s residence, said he had “accepted” the warrant. “He gave his observation on the warrant in writing and accepted it,” said Mr. Kumar. Last month, the SC issued a contempt of court notice against Justice Karnan for allegedly degrading the judicial institution. (With PTI inputs)



Strong opposition needed: President Pranab quotes Nehru, says millions shouldn’t say yes to one man anguish that the functioning of India's Parliament has taken a deep dive into inefficiency over the years, mostly due to disruptions, and exhorted that there should be public opinion against such incidents.



Special Correspondent Mumbai



New Delhi
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A school teacher in a village in Karnataka has produced more than 80 YouTube videos, 4,000-plus pages of lessons on a website, and opened a complete laboratory, all with a single purpose — to help students overcome their fear of mathematics. Yakub Koyyur, who teaches the subject in a government secondary school, is helping students in government Kannadamedium schools with lessthan-average attainments improve their learning levels and examination scores. An assistant teacher at the government high school in Nada village, Belthangady taluk in Dakshina Kannada, he has created content which the rural students would otherwise not have access to. Such materials are normally available only to their counterparts in urban areas, in English.
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PM Modi, Amit Shah to attend swearing-in of former RSS pracharak today



Move takes academics across universities by surprise Vikas Pathak
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Trivendra Rawat chosen as Uttarakhand CM



UGC stops funds to JNU centre NEW DELHI
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Justice Karnan rejects warrant issued by SC Staff Reporter
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Seeks ₹14 cr. in damages from Bench for stopping his work



Manoj Sinha front runner for UP CM’s post
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President Pranab Mukherjee converted his prepared speech into an impromptu one at the India Today Conclave in Mumbai on Friday, but the media group's consulting editor Rajdeep Sardesai read out two operative parts from the prepared address, in which Mr. Mukherjee had quoted Jawaharlal Nehru as saying, “I do not want millions of people saying ‘yes’ to one man; I want a strong opposition.” Mr. Mukherjee did not expand on that thought, but Mr. Sardesai read out another quote from his speech: “We do not want Caesars,” Mr. Mukherjee had written in his original oration, once again quoting Mr. Nehru. Both parts were missing from the President’s hourlong address at the annual



President Pranab Mukherjee



conclave. The President, a Congress party parliamentarian of 43 years until he assumed the country’s highest office in July 2012, spent a considerable part of his address speaking about the various prime ministers he has worked with, but gave special emphasis to his career as a minister in the cabinets of Prime Ministers Indira Gandhi, Rajiv Gandhi, P.V. Narasimha Rao and Manmohan Singh. However, he expressed



Reduced sittings “I am deeply disturbed at the reducing number of working days of Parliament,” he said. “When I first entered Parliament in 1969, it was normal for us to sit for 2 or 27 weeks of the year discussing and debating laws. Nowadays it is not so.” Mr. Mukherjee, who has held several key positions in various Congress and Congress-led governments, said in 1952, there were 677 sittings of Parliament and 319 Bills were passed. “In the 15th Lok Sabha (2009-2014), they had only 357 sittings and passed 181



Bills,” he said. “Why is this happening? Because the disease of disruption has crept in. Disruption in parliament and legislative assemblies is totally unacceptable to me. It can never be an effective parliamentary intervention.” He added, “Session after session passed by without any Bill being transacted. Who will pass laws? Who will scrutinise? India has a fine institution called the CAG. Who will look into its findings?” Mr Mukherjee said “the nation’s money and finance have to be discussed in Parliament. No tax can be levied, no expenditure can be incurred, and money can be withdrawn by governments without parliamentary approval. The rationality of expenditure must be examined. It is taxpayers’ money.” SEE ALSO 쑺 PAGE 5



Man mowed down after parking spat Accused had parked their car in front of the victim’s restaurant right to ask him to leave. He started fighting with me and abused me,” he said.



Staff Reporter New Delhi



In a road rage incident in North-West Delhi’s Begampur two days ago, a restaurant owner was run over by a car outside his eatery following an argument over parking with the occupants of the vehicle. The victim, Tarun Gupta, 39, is a resident of Jain Nagar. The accused, Sanjay Pandey and Raman Kumar, were arrested by the police on Friday evening. Manish Gupta, the younger brother of the victim, said he owns a Chinese food restaurant in Jain Nagar with Tarun and the accused parked the car in front of the food joint. The argument began when Manish asked the driver and his friend in the



Tarun Gupta car to park it elsewhere as they weren’t getting customers. “I asked him to move the car stating that my customers will not be able to see the restaurant,” he said after which the duo started abusing Manish. “He told me that he was the owner the land. I retaliated saying that I also own the restaurant and it was my



The commotion Listening to the commotion, Manish’s parents and Tarun came downstairs from their residence right above the restaurant and tried to calm the situation. “They tried to pacify the accused and asked them to relax but their anger only increased,” said Manish. As the situation went out of hand, Manish called the police, which scared the accused, who started to leave. In an attempt to stop the two, Manish ran to the driver’s side and Tarun stood in front of the car. The accused ran the car over Tarun and fled. “I reached the driver’s



side but they had locked the car from inside. I even broke the window of the car while trying to stop them. In a fit of rage and hurry, he pressed the accelerator and left hitting my brother, who was standing in front of the car,” Manish said. The family then took the victim to a private hospital, which told them they weren’t equipped to handle the case. Tarun was then taken to Jaipur Golden Hospital where he was declared dead. The police have arrested the two and booked them under section 304 of the IPC. “We had the car’s number. Our informers told us about the location and the two were arrested from Begumpur Chowk,” said a senior police official. SEE ALSO 쑺 DELHI METRO PAGE 3 A ND-ND
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Punjab to plan new strategy Banawari Lal is Congress on SYL canal issue: Minister nominee for Dholpur State to adopt consumer-friendly power tarif policy, says Rana Gurjit Singh



By-election to the Assembly seat will be held on April 9 Special Correspondent



Special Correspondent Chandigarh



Punjab Irrigation Minister Rana Gurjit Singh on Friday said the previous Akali-BJP government had ‘failed to fight’ a strong legal battle on the Sutlej-Yamuna Link (SYL) canal but the Congress government would now come out with a well-planned strategy to safeguard the rights of the State. “The SAD-BJP government failed to fight a strong legal battle on SYL.. I have called Mr. Atul Nanda, Advocate General Punjab to discuss this issue and frame a wellplanned strategy to present Punjab’s case during the



Rana Gurjit Singh next hearing in the Supreme Court on March 28”, Mr. Singh, told reporters here after taking charge. He said his top priority would be to fulfil the promises made by the Congress in its manifesto and accordingly he would focus on developing a strategy on SYL to safeguard the water rights of



Punjab, besides adopting a consumer- friendly power tariff policy. Mr. Singh said a number of industrial units from Punjab have shifted to others parts of the country during the last 10 years because of the mismanaged power tariff policy of the SAD-BJP government. “We have promised to reform power tariffs for domestic, industrial and commercial consumers. I have called a meeting with Secretary, Power and chairmancum-managing director of the Punjab State Power Corporation Limited to discuss the issue,” he said, adding



the government was committed to putting Punjab back on the fast track of economic growth and prosperity.



White paper PTI adds: Punjab Finance Minister Manpreet Singh Badalon Friday said the government will come out with a white paper on the State’s finances and alleged that there was “systematic loot” of resources during the SAD—BJP rule. The Amarinder Singh—led government will take some important decisions in its first cabinet meeting on Saturday, he said.



Jaipur



After much deliberation, the Opposition Congress on Friday declared senior party leader and former Minister Banawari Lal Sharma as its candidate for the upcoming Rajasthan Assembly by-election in the Dholpur constituency. Mr. Sharma has been a four-time MLA from Dholpur. A statement issued by the AICC in New Delhi said party vice-president Rahul Gandhi had approved his candidature for the April 9 by-election. Mr. Sharma, a septuagenarian leader who had contested the 2013 Assembly



election, was defeated by B.L. Kushwah of the Bahujan Samaj Party by a margin of 9,000 votes. Kushwah has since been disqualified after his conviction in a murder case, following which the Dholpur seat fell vacant.



BJP candidate The ruling BJP has fielded Kushwah’s wife Shobharani Kushwah as its candidate after inducting her into the party. She is an accused, along with her husband, in a chit fund fraud case registered against a financial company run by the couple. The Congress, which was finding it difficult to identify a strong candidate with the



right caste credentials, has zeroed in on Mr. Sharma with an eye on the Brahmin community which has a significant strength among the 1.82 lakh voters in the constituency. Mr. Sharma himself was reportedly keen on fielding his son and District Congress president Ashok Sharma , but the PCC did not get the right feedback about it. Mr. Sharma has contested the Assembly election nine times from Dholpur. Other than Brahmins, the Dholpur constituency has a significant population of Kushwah, Muslim and Dalit communities.



Taj security beefed up after IS ‘threat’ J&K to have tourism policy soon: oicial



Press Trust of india Lucknow



Security has been enhanced at the Taj Mahal in the wake of a media report of a threat to the 17th Century monument from terror outfit ISIS. “A link has been circulated in which it is claimed that Taj Mahal is on the target of ISIS. We are probing it. However, security has been



enhanced in and around the monument,” Additional Director General, Law and Order, Daljeet Singh Chowdhury told PTI here. The security was jacked up after a website showed graphics of the Taj Mahal with a terrorist standing alongside holding what looked like a weapon. According to reports, a



pro-ISIS media group published a graphic depicting Taj Mahal, one of the wonders of the world, as a possible target of the terror outfit. The graphic was released almost a week after security agencies carried out combing operation in Uttar Pradesh in which one accused — Saifullah — was killed and six others were arrested.



0 DISCLAIMER: Readers are requested to verify and make appropriate enquiries to satisfy themselves about the veracity of an advertisement before responding to any published in this newspaper. Kasturi & Sons Limited, the Publisher & Owner of this newspaper, does not vouch for the authenticity of any advertisement or advertiser or for any of the advertiser’s products and/or services. In no event can the Owner, Publisher, Printer, Editor, Director/s, Employees of this newspaper/ company be held responsible/liable in any manner whatsoever for any claims and/or damages for advertisements in this newspaper.



‘Will lay down road map till 2030’ SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT Mumbai



In a bid to attract tourists, Jammu & Kashmir will unveil its first tourism policy within the next six months, Farooq A. Shah, State’s tourism secretary, said. Speaking to the media on the sidelines of an event, Mr Shah said: “We will release the policy which is in the final stages, within the next six months. The policy will lay down the roadmap for tourism till 2030.” He said the State govern-
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ment will invest ₹ 2,400 crore over the next four years for developing tourism and expects the private sector investment to the tune of ₹ 30,000 crore over the next 10 years. He said many global hospitality chains are planning to open properties in the State. “Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, Oman, Saudi Arabia, and UAE are our key markets, where we are focusing on non-resident Indians,” he said.
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IN BRIEF



Fake currency in ₹2,000 notes seized GUWAHATI



Fake Indian currency notes with a face value of ₹4.4 lakh were recovered by the BSF personnel from Khusnimara village along the IndoBangladesh border in Dhubri district of Assam, BSF said in a statement on Friday. Altogether 220 notes, all in the denomination of ₹2,000, were seized. The courier managed to escape. PTI



‘ONGC discovers gas deposit in Mizoram’ AIZAWL



Mizoram Geology and Mineral Resources Minister H Rohluna on Friday told the State Assembly that ONGC has discovered hydrocarbon (gas) deposit at Meidum village in Kolasib district. Rohluna said ONGC estimated the field would be able to produce 5,52,674 standard cubic feet of gas in a day. PTI



Four Border Haats to be set up in Mizoram AIZAWL



Four Border Haats will be set up in Mizoram to facilitate border trade with Myanmar, State Commerce and Industries Minister H. Rohluna said on Friday. The Haats would be established at Hnahlan, Vaphai, Zote and Pangkhua in Mizoram. PTI



HC judge to head health Ten elephant corridors in Odisha viable for restoration regulatory commission Noted expert R Sukumar roped in by government to prepare management plan



The commission in Kolkata will have 11 members Special Correspondent



< >



Satyasundar Barik BHUBANESWAR



Ten of the 14 proposed elephant corridors identified to facilitate unhindered movement of jumbos and prevent their inbreeding have been found viable for restoration in Odisha. Raman Sukumar, noted elephant expert and professor at the Centre for Ecological Sciences at Indian Institute of Science, Bengaluru, said not all the 14 elephant corridors identified by the State government can be restored for a variety of reasons. Prof. Sukumar has been roped in by the State government to prepare a management plan for elephant reserves, assess carrying capacity of forests with respect to elephant population and firm up an action plan for the future.



Keonjhar, a major elephant area, is hit by mining



Prof Sukumar



Indian Institute of Science, Bengaluru



A group of wild elephants in the agricultural ields in Keonjhar district. FILE PHOTO



“Mayurbhanj reserve is quite rational with compact and contiguous forest patches. Other two elephant reserves, Mahanadi and Sambalpur, are too restricted. Keonjhar, another major elephant area, is hit by mining, while south Odisha is not in a good shape,” said Prof Sukumar.



*



“I am not in favour of large-scale land acquisition. Land is a very sensitive issue. We have to identify very strategic area that holds the corridor almost like a crutch. We will require small land parcel to stitch the corridors,” he said. Odisha, which houses 70% of the total elephant population in eastern India, is witnessing frequent human-elephant conflicts with 423 elephants perishing since 2011-12 and 421 humans deaths reported during the same period. Elephants move long distances in search of food and



‘Need to be realistic’ “We are assessing which are the viable corridors that can be protected and strengthened for elephant movement. There is no point in drawing a line on a map identifying corridors. We need to be realistic,” he said speaking to reporters here recently.



require substantial areas to support their ecological needs. The wildlife wing of the State forest department says habitat loss, expansion of human habitation and fragmentation of traditional elephant corridors have forced elephants to split into a number of metapopulation. To protect elephant habitats, the State government had identified 14 corridors having a cumulative length of 421 km and a total area of 870.6 sq km. Odisha has three elephant reserves – Mayurbhanj, Mahanadi and Sambalpur.



Infrastructure projects He said all linear infrastructure projects such as railway roads and transmission lines cause enormous fragmentation. Engineering structures of road projects should allow animals to cross roads. The State government has already conducted a survey to find out the width and broad land use of the 14 corridors using satellite imageries. Besides, ground-truthing and demographic survey have been done to know the number of human population in these corridors. In addition to the 14 corridors, nine more corridors have also been identified.



ADRI to host international meet



Kolkata



West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee on Friday named senior Calcutta High Court judge Asim Kumar Roy as chairman of the West Bengal Clinical Establishment Regulatory Commission. The Principal Secretary of the State’s Consumer Affairs Department, Anil Verma, will be vice-chairman of the 13-member body that will look into allegations of irregularities against private health facilities in the State.



Interim chief “Justice Roy will be retiring in five months’ time. If he says he will join after retiring, then we have no prob-



lem. Verma will be in-charge till then,” the Chief Minister said. The Commission, provisions for which were made in The West Bengal Clinical Establishments (Registration, Regulation and Transparency) Bill, 2017, passed earlier this month, will have 11 members. As for the Commission members, the Chief Minster said it would include renowned doctors, a nurses’ representative, the director of medical education, a nominee from the State’s health department, representatives from the police and private health establishment. The Chief Minister emphasised that no politician has been inducted into the



body that will have the powers of a civil court.



‘Blackmailing tactics’ Asked if such measures are not leading private hospitals to close shop, Ms. Banerjee said: “There are 2,000 private health facilities. But there are complaints against only seven or eight of them. Should we succumb to such blackmailing tactics?” “All kinds of business are not the same. Hospital business is not like promoting real estate,” she added. Expressing hope that other State governments will also take similar steps to put a check on private hospitals, she claimed that many doctors were supporting the initiative.



‘Will apprise Centre of illegal NSCN camps’ Press Trust of India Imphal



Manipur Chief Minister N Biren Singh on Friday said he would apprise the Centre about reports of “unofficial designated camps of NSCN (IM) in the State”. The first BJP Chief Minister of the State said a report would be soon be compiled about the reported presence



EDUCATIONAL



of “unofficial designated camps of NSCN(IM) and lawlessness prevailing along the Indo-Myanmar border areas”.



‘Govt. duty’ The “official designated camps are the duty of the government” but the reported “existence of unofficial camps needs to be identified



with photographs,” Mr Singh told reporters here. The Chief Minister said he would also apprise the Centre on what basis they (unofficial designated camps) have been set up in the State. He said development in the State could be achieved only after the hill areas are developed.



EDUCATIONAL



Scholars to deliver talks on history, development and future of region Amarnath Tewary Patna



A galaxy of scholars will participate in an international conference here on “Bihar and Jharkhand: shared history to shared vision” from March 24 to 28. The five-day event is being organised by the Asian Development Research Institute (ADRI) as part of its silver jubilee celebrations. At the conference, the participants will share their vision about the future of the region based on recent State-specific experiences. “Over 150 scholars shall be deliberating on the path that Bihar and Jharkhand would traverse in the near future. They will also talk about the shared histories of development, agitation, decline and



divergences,” said Shaibal Gupta, member secretary of the ADRI.



Worldwide participation During the event, there will be 26 silver jubilee lectures and 20 technical sessions apart from two special lectures. Scholars from universities such as Oxford, Cambridge, Yale and London School of Economics will be delivering talks. A congregation of over 100 select academics from universities across Bihar and Jharkhand will also take part in the event, besides prominent journalists and civil servants. The conference, which is the final event of the year-long silver jubilee celebrations, is being organised in the memory of eminent



journalist and author Arvind N. Das. Mr. Das was ADRI’s chairman from 1992 till his demise in 2000. Eminent economist Lord Meghnad Desai is the chairman of the Academic Advisory Committee of ADRI Silver Jubilee Celebrations, 2016-17.



President to attend President Pranab Mukherjee, Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar, his Jharkhand counterpart Raghubar Das, Bihar Deputy Chief Minister Tejashwi Yadav, State Education Minister Ashok Choudhary, and Governors of Bihar and Jharkhand, Ram Nath Kovind and Droupadi Murmu, respectively, will attend the event. Union HRD Minister Prakash Javadekar will deliver a lecture on March 26.



‘Return Assam’s treasure’ 16th Century’s Vrindavani Vastra is in London



Separate Mizo cadre sought Press Trust of India Aizawl



Press Trust of India Guwahati



Assam Governor Banwarilal Purohit on Friday urged British Deputy High Commissioner, Kolkata, Bruce Bucknell to take steps to ensure return of Assam’s treasure -- 16th Century’s Vrindavani Vastra -- to the State. The Governor drew Mr Bucknell’s attention to Assam’s treasure, Vrindavani Vastra, a drape woven by Assamese weavers during the 16th Century under guidance of the Vaishnavite saint Srimanta Sankardev and sought his help in the getting the drape back. It is now in Victoria and Albert Museum in London. The British diplomat, who was in Assam, met the Governor at Raj Bhavan here and the duo discussed a number of issues of mutual interest, an official release said here. The Governor pointed out that the State is rich in Eri and Muga silk,



EDUCATIONAL



British Deputy High Commissioner with Assam Governor. PTI



Mizoram Assembly on Friday unanimously adopted a private resolution by T. Sangkunga of the ruling Congress seeking a separate Mizoram cadre for All India Services. The resolution said concerted efforts should be made for Mizoram to have a separate cadre of the All India Services.



*



handloom and bamboo craft, and both Assam and Britain could work together in these sectors for further promotion so that both could reap rich dividends. The Governor also requested Britain’s help to organise an exhibition of Assam’s handicraft in that country. He also appreciated the British Deputy High Commissioner’s gesture of visiting Assam and hoped that both would keep working to strengthen bilateral relations.



Tribal girl found dead in State-run Ashram school



TENDERS



TENDERS



Press Trust of India Phulbani (Odisha)



The body of a nine-year-old tribal girl, a student of a State-run primary Ashram school in Odisha’s Kandhamal district, was found hanging in a hostel room, the police said on Friday. The victim was a student of Class III of the school at Belpadar, run by the State’s Tribal and Rural Development Department. The girl allegedly hanged herself by using a bed sheet, said Kandhamal District Welfare Officer Ganeswar Bharimala. The victim was identified as Tulasha Kanhar, a tribal girl, who had appeared for her drawing examination earlier in the morning. The girl was taken to the District HQ Hospital at Phulbani where the doctors declared her brought dead. Her class teacher Sarojini Swain said, “There was no apparent reason on her part to take such an extreme step. We are surprised.” CM YK
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Cabinet reshule in the oing: Patnaik



IN BRIEF



Assam CM invites insurgents for talks



Likely to take place after the budget session ends on April 7 Special Correspondent



GUWAHATI



Assam Chief Minister Sarbananda Sonowal has invited all the insurgent outfits of the State for peace talks and said his government wants to rid the state of militancy and corruption. - PTI



Tiger dies during treatment NAINITAL



Hours after being captured, the tiger, which had killed two persons in Bail Padav forest range in the district, died at the Nainital Zoo here on Thursday evening. The big cat had not just killed two persons, but also two tigers earlier. - PTI



Rescue operations end at Kanpur blast site



BHUBANESWAR



Odisha Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik on Friday indicated that a major Cabinet reshuffle was in the offing. The reshuffle is likely to take place after the budget session of the State Assembly ends on April 7. “We will look into that matter and decide on what is to be done,” Mr. Patnaik said to a query on reshuffle after his return from a seven-day visit to New Delhi. The need to induct new faces in the Cabinet has become essential after the Biju Janata Dal lost many zilla parishad seats to the Bharatiya Janata Party in the recently held panchayat polls in the State.



KANPUR



The rescue operation at the cold storage in Shivrajpur, where an explosion claimed five lives, has come to an end with no other bodies or injured person being pulled out of the debris which has now been cleared. - PTI



Couple attempts suicide, girl dies JAIPUR



An 18-year-old girl was found dead and her friend was hospitalised in critical condition after they allegedly attempted suicide by consuming poison on Friday in Rajasthan’s Jalore district, police said. - PTI



Seized drugs burnt in Mizoram AIZAWL



The Mizoram Excise and Narcotics department’s Drugs Disposal Committee on Friday destroyed seized drugs worth ₹2.5 crore in Aizawl. As much as 2.65 kg heroin, 368.88 kg ganja and 22.54 lakh pseudoephedrine tablets were burnt. - PTI



Performance review Mr. Patnaik, who heads the BJD, said the party has already started reviewing its



Odisha Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik *



performance in the panchayat elections. The BJD performed badly in many constituencies represented by its Ministers in the Cabinet. This is the first time that the BJD has suffered a jolt in any State-wide elections, with the BJP emerging as the main opposition overtaking the Congress. Although the BJD won the majority of zilla parishad seats and its nominees were elected presidents in more



districts than the BJP and the Congress, the party is worried about its decline in many regions. The regional party won 473 zilla parishad seats as against 651 in 2012. The BJP improved its tally to 297 from just 36 five years ago. The Congress finished third with 60 seats as against 128 in the 2012 panchayat elections.



Countering BJP According to political analysts, the BJD has to work hard to strengthen its position as the BJP has already chalked out a grand plan with its eyes set on the general elections in 2019. When the BJP has started choosing leaders in different Assembly constituencies, the BJD is considering replacing many of its legislators who have failed to remain popular in their areas.



Skin diseases common among Valley food handlers: study ‘Skin lesion most common, 41% of bakers sufering from it’



Special correspondent



Peerzada Ashiq



CHANDIGARH



Srinagar



A study conducted by Government Medical College (GMC), Srinagar, has found that a large percentage of food handlers in Kashmir Valley suffer from infectious or non-infectious skin diseases, induced by the food items they have to deal with. The study revealed that skin lesion was the most common type of disease among food handlers. Bakers were found to be especially affected by the dermatological disorder with 41.8% suffering from the condition. The survey was conducted by Dr. Iffat Hassan Shah, a dermatologist at Shri Maharaja Hari Singh Hospital and a post-graduate student of Dr. Insha Latif.



500 surveyed Around 500 food handlers, including chefs and cooks, were surveyed for the study.



Painful business: Fungal infection was found among 13.4% of food handlers FILE PHOTO *



The study stated that acne vulgaris, a chronic skin disease, was the second-most common disease with 25.4% of food handlers suffering from the condition; 16.7% had hand eczema or hand dermatitis; while 15.8% had Callosities, a type of skin corn. Fungal infection was found among 13.4% of food handlers. The study attributed the



diseases to the kind of items being handled by the cooks on a daily basis.



Several factors “Skin diseases in food handlers is caused by several factors such as exposure to irritants and allergens, prolonged glove wearing, irritating food juices, use of chemicals and extreme changes in temperature,” said Dr. Latif.
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Rajasthan prison inmates ind an outlet for their creativity A unique departmental store selling handicrafts and paintings made by inmates of the Central Jail is gaining popularity Mohammed Iqbal JAIPUR



A unique departmental store selling handicrafts and paintings made by inmates of the Central Jail here is gaining popularity among art connoisseurs, tourists and city residents, besides enabling the convicts to utilise their skills in a productive manner.



Trained by masters “Aashayein: The Jail Shop” was launched at the Central Jail premises in January this year after completion of training of a select group of convicts by master



craftspersons and painters. Since then, most prisoners have enthusiastically joined the task of filling up the shop with their products. Director-General of Prisons Ajit Singh, the moving force behind the initiative, took up a careful study of the production and sale model of some other jails in the country before roping in some leading art and design experts to evolve an impressive branding and packaging design for Jaipur. Groups of jail inmates were trained by designer Rakesh Thakore, who taught them weaving, and Nathdwara-style painter



EDUCATIONAL



Work of art: Handicraft items made by jail inmates on sale at ‘Aashayein’ outside the Central Jail in Jaipur. ROHIT JAIN PARAS *



Yashwant Shrivastava. “Thanks to our sustained efforts, hardened criminals have turned into



craftspersons and painters. The shop is a new medium for their re-integration into society,” Mr. Singh told The



EDUCATIONAL



ICRISAT, ICAR join hands for crop improvement



Hindu. Products such as carpets, durries, quilts, skirts, shirts, wooden furniture, cushions, bed-covers, candles, pickles, spices and paintings are available at competitive prices in the shop. To encourage the jail inmates, the State government has exempted all products from value added tax. Chief Minister Vasundhara Raje, who inaugurated the shop on January 18, praised the details of designs, quality and fineness of the products. She also commended the work of a convict, Dev Kishan, who along with a few others did wall paintings



on the showroom’s facade.



Regular buyer Mr. Singh said the police department was a regular buyer of durries manufactured in the jail earlier as well, but now several other departments have started procuring items from the shop. The revenue generated from the retail store goes towards the Prisoners’ Welfare Fund for purchase of more raw material. On the sprawling Central Jail premises, prisoners are also engaged in organic farming of vegetables, which are sent to the jail mess.



EDUCATIONAL



In a bid to benefit small farmers in India and globally, Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR) and the International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) would work together on crop improvement and agronomy programmes for grain legumes and dryland cereals. ICAR and ICRISAT, recently signed an agreement in New Delhi, in which climate smart crops, smart food and digitalisation of breeding database were identified as some of the core areas of research. ICAR director general Dr Trilochan Mohapatra said that the collaboration will benefits Indian farmers and they are committed to achieve real impact through the partnership with continuous monitoring by both sides. He said other areas of focus over the next three years include - integrating systems modelling tools for upscaling climate resilient agriculture, developing genetic and genomic resources of finger millet and enhancing genetic gains for priority traits. Meanwhile, ICRISAT director general Dr David Bergvinson said that dryland cereals and grain legumes are branded as smart foods – good for consumers, farmers and the planet as they diversify farming systems and help smallholder farmers adapt to climate change. “We enjoy a strong partnership with ICAR so we can deliver real results to improve the lives of farmers,” he added. On crop improvement front, the pact will facilitate research on pigeonpea and chickpea for insect resistance.



EDUCATIONAL



EDUCATIONAL



SITUATIONS VACANT GENERAL



CM YK
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Haryana-Jat talks break down



IN BRIEF



Chief Minister Khattar fails to turn up for meeting scheduled with leaders Ashok Kumar New Delhi



A day after consensus was reached on most of the demands of the Jat leaders in a meeting with a high-level committee headed by Haryana Education Minister Ram Bilas Sharma in Panipat, the talks abruptly broke down in a dramatic turn of events on Friday after Haryana Chief Minister Manohar Lal Khattar failed to turn up for a meeting scheduled with the Jat leaders at Haryana Bhawan here.



Won’t seek votes if houses are not built: KCR HYDERABAD



Telangana Chief Minister K. Chandrasekhar Rao said on Friday he would not seek votes in the next election if his government failed to complete two lakh doublebedroom houses by the end of 2017-18.



HC seeks details of Bilkis rape convicts from CBI



Conspiracy alleged Akhil Bharatiya Jat Aarakshan Sangharsh Samiti national president Yashpal Malik, who is spearheading the reservation campaign, accused the Haryana Government of hatching a conspiracy against the community to mislead the people and weaken the agitation after the talks failed. He said that the Jats would continue with their ongoing agitation and march towards



MUMBAI



The Bombay High Court on Friday asked the CBI to submit details of all the convicts in the 2002 Bilkis Bano gangrape case related to the sentence given to them and the period they have spent in jail so far. A division Bench of Justices V.K. Tahilramani and Mridula Bhatkar last year reserved its judgement on the appeals iled by 11 persons convicted in the case. PTI



Manohar Lal Khattar



Yashpal Malik



Delhi on March 20 as decided earlier. On whether there was any further possibility of talks, Mr. Malik said that now the talks could only happen at the Delhi-Haryana border when the protesters march towards the national capital. “A meeting was scheduled with the Chief Minister to prepare the final draft of agreement before the announcement at a joint press conference in the afternoon. But the Chief Minister did not turn up for the meeting at the eleventh hour and in-



stead headed to Chandigarh,” said Mr. Malik. Mr. Sharma along with a few of his Cabinet colleagues and Chief Secretary D.S. Dhesi reached the Haryana Bhawan in the afternoon to hold a joint press conference with the Jat leaders, but the Jat leadership refused to come for the conference without a prior meeting with the CM.



Accord reached: Minister Mr. Sharma claimed that an agreement was reached on all the seven demands of the
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Spring collection



Jat community in the Panipat meeting and the government had already started working on it. “The government has agreed to reinvestigate the cases registered against the members of the Jat community and give permanent jobs to the next of kin of those killed and handicapped. “Also, 90 of those injured have already been given ex gratia and the rest would also get the compensation in the next 15 days. The Jat leaders have also agreed to lift all dharnas except 10 held by the executive members and suspend their plans to march towards Delhi on March 20,” said Mr. Sharma. He, however, did not explain why Mr. Khattar did not turn for the scheduled meeting. Later, Mr. Khattar held a press conference in Chandigarh claiming that he had no information about a joint press conference with the Jat leaders in Delhi.



Regional parties are here to stay, says Mehbooba ‘People like Mayawati are down but not out’ Mumbai



Jammu and Kashmir Chief Minister Mehbooba Mufti on Friday said regional parties still have a space in the country and leaders like Mayawati could not be written off in the backdrop of the BJP’s performance in the UP Assembly polls. “People like Mayawati are gone but not out. Regional parties are going to stay, they cannot be ignored,” she said at the India Today Conclave here. Replying to a question on the BJP’s growth in the country, she said “Regional aspirations are still going to be there, which cannot be ignored. Political landscape is going to change, it won’t be like this always”. Comparing the approach of the governments led by A.B. Vajpayee and Narendra Modi towards her State, Ms. Mehbooba said she found



Mehbooba Mufti



*



the current Prime Minister ‘open to ideas’. “I have spoken to him (Modi) many times. In my personal opinion, Prime Minister Narendra Modi is open to ideas. Like Vajpayee, he also came from the grassroots and we are discussing various issues,” she said. “PM Modi is trying to evolve the country as a true federal structure. We need to reach out to the youth of the state,” the J&K Chief Minister said.On the Armed



Conduct divorce hearings via videoconferencing: SC



Venue for the lecture has been changed



‘It will spare couples the drudgery of coming to courts’ Krishnadas Rajagopal NEW DELHI



Nagpur



*



Labour code to provide social security cover to all workers Centre’s proposal will include self-employed, agricultural workers Somesh Jha NEW DELHI



The National Democratic Alliance (NDA) government has proposed a labour code which will provide social security cover to the entire workforce in the country, including self-employed and agricultural workers. Even households employing domestic help will also have contribute towards schemes including provident fund and gratuity for the worker, according to a ‘draft code on Social Security and Welfare’ proposed by the La-



bour Ministry on Thursday. Factories employing even a single worker will have to contribute towards social security benefits, as per the proposal. “Every working person in the country will be covered under the social security code whether she belongs to the organised sector or the unorganised sector. For the first time, we intend to cover agricultural workers along with self-employed people and target to provide social security benefits to 45 crore workers,” said a top Labour Ministry offi-



cial, on conditions of anonymity. A National Social Security Council, chaired by the Prime Minister, has been proposed to streamline and make policy on social security schemes related to all the Ministries. Other members would include: Finance Minister, Labour Minister, Health and Family Welfare Minister along with employer and employees’ representatives. The council will co-ordinate between central and State governments, monitor the implementation of social security schemes.



‘Safest place for women’ “I would like to say, Kashmir is the safest place for women. Though relations between two nations (India and Pakistan) do affect us, it is still true with women’s safety in Kashmir,” she said. Terming Jammu and Kashmir as a “modern State”, she invited people to visit her State. “I invite people to come and spend time with your family, not just come and invest,” she said.



Yechury to go ahead with Nagpur speech Special Correspondent



Pink touch: The lowers of the Pink Tecoma tree transform the looks of the Se Cathedral Church at Old Goa giving it a picture postcard look. ATISH POMBURFEKAR



Forces (Special Powers) Act, Ms. Mehbooba said she feels that it will be good if in some areas of the State it can be revoked for, may be three to six months. “Being a border State, Jammu and Kashmir has a little different situation. We are being given special treatment and what is wrong in that, because we are the victims.



Press trust of india



A day after the Communist Party of India (Marxist) general secretary and Rajya Sabha MP Sitaram Yechury’s programme was indefinitely postponed by the Rashtrasant Tukadoji Maharaj Nagpur University Vice-Chancellor S.P. Kane, a college of the same university has come forward to organise the programme. “Mr. Yechury will deliver a lecture on ‘Democracy’s decline: Challenges and Solutions’ on March 18 at a hall in Dr. Ambedkar college,” said Professor A.D. Fulzele of Dr. Ambedkar College in Nagpur in a press statement issued here on Friday.



‘ABVP pressure’ Some politicians and thinkers from Nagpur had accused the VC of postponing Mr. Yechury’s programme due to alleged pressure from the rightwing Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad, a charge denied by both the VC and the ABVP.



Sitaram Yechury



The VC told reporters on Friday that the university has nothing to do with Mr. Yechury’s programme on Saturday and claimed that he had postponed the earlier event as no proper permission had been sought by the organisers. Senior Congress leader Nitin Raut, who had led the delegation to meet the VC on Thursday, said he was happy that Mr. Yechury would speak in Nagpur tomorrow. “We appealed to Mr. Yechury that he has to speak in Nagpur and he has relented,” informed Mr. Raut.



Divorce cases may be fought on video in future rather than in crowded courtrooms amidst strangers. The Supreme Court said, in modern times, couples lead hectic work and personal lives with hardly any child care or family support. So, a Bench of Justices A.K. Goel and U.U. Lalit has, in a recent judgment, asked High Courts to pass administrative directions to district and lower courts to open up their videoconferencing facilities so that couples engaged in matrimonial cases need not travel distances, probably even to other States, to personally attend their divorce hearings. The Supreme Court said videoconferencing would spare couples the drudgery of coming to courts in person, waiting for hours, probably days, to testify.



The jurisdiction The court noted that a divorce case is usually filed in a court within which jurisdiction the husband lives or the wife lives or where the couple had their matrimonial home. In most



cases, estranged couples may very well go their separate ways, probably to other States. The Supreme Court found that the odds are usually stacked against the estranged husband when the wife prefers a transfer of the matrimonial proceedings to a court in her vicinity. When such a transfer application comes up, the courts either order the husband to foot the wife’s travel and accommodation expenses or mechanically allow her plea.



Three factors The judiciary justifies that this empathy towards women are based on three factors – the constitutional scheme to provide women equal access to justice, the power of the State to make special provisions for women and children and duty to uphold the dignity of women. However, this judgment does not fully agree with the idea of courts “mechanically” transferring cases to the wife’s place of abode. Justice Goel, who wrote the verdict for the Bench, said it was time courts also considered a man’s genuine difficulties.



Distress call by Indian workers Marri Ramu HYDERABAD



Yet another traumatic story of dinar dreams turning sour came to light on Thursday as 13 men from Telangana were abandoned by their employer — leaving them without food and water — in Saudi Arabia. Along with 16 others from Andhra Pradesh, Kerala and Tamil Nadu, they were working with a private company as labourers in Riyadh.



Terms not honoured The unskilled workers — most of them school dropouts — were told by the brokers that they could return home after two years. “We completed two years and wanted to go home, to which the company didn’t agree. We petitioned the labour department here,” one of them, Mr. Chandrashekhar said on an overseas telephone call. Hailing from Jagtial district, he went there two years ago. Apparently annoyed by the petition, the firm didn’t provide them any work for the past two months. CM YK
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Tamil Nadu at an inlection point Fifty years after the DMK irst swept to power, both leading parties in the State face their severest tests yet



A road map for health



T



amil Nadu’s politics of Dravidianist mobilisation is at a historical crossroads, which is ironic given that this month marks the 50th anniversary of the social movement’s emergence as a supreme political force in the State. For the irst time since 1967 there are questions about whether either of the leading parties of this movement, the Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK) and the All India Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (AIADMK), will continue into the 21st century in the role of a pre-eminent force dominating State politics. The question of paramount importance now facing Tamil Nadu politics is this: will a charismatic leader emerge, of the calibre of former Chief Ministers Jayalalithaa of the AIADMK or M. Karunanidhi of the DMK, to restore governance centred on welfare schemes, or will national parties such as the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) inally succeed in breaching the impregnable politics of this State?



Leader-dependent parties Powerful leaders have always mattered in the irmament of Dravidian politics since the early phases of the movement that unseated the Congress party. At that time, resurgent Dravidianism envisioned by Periyar E.V. Ramasamy and C.N. Annadurai was purposefully fashioned as a policy of “assertive populism” feeding the sentiments of small-propertied groups among the middle castes of Tamil Nadu. The momentum of Dravidianist mobilisation during those years, which derived strength from the campaigns against Brahminism, Hindi and the diktats of north Indian politics, was driven primarily by the personas of these charismatic leaders. To the extent that the centralisa-



F



ears that the tide of populism would sweep relentlessly across Europe have been somewhat belied by the result of the election in the Netherlands. Prime Minister Mark Rutte’s centre-right People’s Party for Freedom and Democracy (VVD) retained its primacy by winning 33 seats, ahead of Geert Wilders’s anti-European Union, anti-Islam and anti-migrant farright Party for Freedom (PVV). The proportional representation system, with 28 parties competing for 150 seats in the lower House of a bicameral legislature, means that a coalition government is inevitable. Until a week or so before the elections, Mr. Wilders was leading the opinion polls, slipping behind Mr. Rutte only in the very last stretch. The Prime Minister’s pre-election gains have now translated into an electoral victory. This is being attributed in part to his tough stand against the Turkish government’s attempts to campaign in the Netherlands for its President, Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s upcoming referendum to consolidate power. The spectacle of clashes between the police and people of Turkish origin in Rotterdam, following bans on Turkish ministers addressing crowds, could have also worked in favour of Mr. Wilders, who argues that migrants and Muslims do not it into Dutch society. Mr. Wilders, who wants to ban the Koran, ‘de-Islamise’ the Netherlands, and pull out of the EU, has indicated the country has not seen the last of him. His warning must be taken seriously: the PVV won 20 seats, ive more than last time. The most notable gains on Wednesday, however, were for pro-EU parties, the liberal D66 and the GreenLeft, led by 30-year-old Jesse Klaver who is pro-refugee, opposes populism and speaks of tolerance and empathy. This may have cost the PvdA (Labour) party, which sufered a precipitous decline in seats from 38 to nine, losing voters to other parties on the left. Overall, the election results have, at least for now, stemmed the growth of populism and given the EU a much-needed shot in the arm. The irst task for Mr. Rutte will be to stitch together a coalition, which is likely to consist of other centrist parties. The government will then have to navigate what is a turbulent period in Europe. This will involve protecting the rights of refugees and treating those displaced with compassion and respect, while at the same time addressing the legitimate concerns and needs of those who have been hit by austerity and are feeling left behind by globalisation. It will require having meaningful and fair conversations about immigrant integration and Dutch values without giving in to Islamophobia and the scapegoating of minorities. In this, Mr. Rutte and his partners will be assisted by the economy, which is growing at a respectable 2%, and by the fact that the far right in France and Germany — which go to the polls this year — will not ind it easy to capitalise on Dutch populism, thanks to how people have voted. CM YK



Sustainable policy agenda In terms of policy focus, the blunting of the radical edge of Dravidian politics by social accommodationism meant that the only vestige of the prior era that remained in vogue was the sharp policy focus on mass welfare schemes and the social sector more broadly. Could this reliance — some would call it over-reliance — on pro-poor welfarism enable the parties of the Dravidian era to over-



Reality check There appears to be a deep-seated distaste of the entire Sasikala clan among the general population, including of AIADMK Deputy General Secretary T.T.V. Dinakaran, for their association with political subterfuge bankrolled by dubiously acquired wealth. If the AIADMK could escape the shadow of this family, it would in some regards win itself a reprieve and perhaps even some much-needed public goodwill. Across the aisle, Mr. Stalin has a question mark hanging over his State-wide popularity, particularly regarding whether he will be considered the legitimate inheritor of the historical legacy of his father, a bold screenwriter and avant garde Dravidianist leader. Yet he would be wise to sidestep the sort of theatrics that his party appeared to be



basking in last month in the State legislature, when DMK members reportedly engaged in unruly conduct on the loor of the House. He would be wiser still to rise above petty political bickering around the issue of delegitimising the legacy of Jayalalithaa by demanding her name and photographs be removed from all government oices and policies. In Tamil Nadu, there is space for a credible, well-intentioned opposition party to make its voice heard on the behalf of the people, and hold the party in power to account. If the DMK prioritises this aspect of its wider responsibility, it could regain the political capital that it may have squandered during recent bouts of misdirected rambunctiousness.



Mood of a nation However, neither Dravidian party may have the luxury of time to recalibrate its leadership and organisational engines and chart a new course in the post-2016 reality of Indian politics, because a safron shadow is creeping across the land and sweeping past all manner of social cleavages in numerous States. The BJP’s stunning victories in the Assembly elections in Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand this month are indicative of the magnetic pull of economic development rooted in the values of Hindutva, a muscular, majoritarian pragmatism in governance that eschews “appeasement” and is built on the image of a “strongman” Prime Minister. What might worry the leadership of the Dravidian parties the most is the fact that this socio-economic paradigm is in stark contrast to the philosophy of mass welfarism, their core modus operandi since 1967. If that pro-BJP, proModi mood that so obviously animated the voters of Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand captures the imagination of Tamil Nadu’s voter demographic, the road ahead for the AIADMK and DMK is likely to be quite bumpy indeed. [email protected]



Big test at the Élysée Palace The French have tended to be more relaxed about corruption but their patience may be running out



Beyond the vote The Dutch election result is a boost for parties facing populist rivals elsewhere in Europe



through tertiary leadership structures over decades and genulection became the sole means of political survival. The implosion of the party in a bitter conlict between Jayalalithaa acolyte O. Panneerselvam and the current Chief Minister, Edappadi K. Palaniswami, is symptomatic of the malaise in its ranks. The situation facing the DMK is no less serious. The party’s working president, M.K. Stalin, despite being the planned successor to Mr. Karunanidhi, has hardly been tested politically as his father was over multiple decades. He must also contend with his brother M.K. Alagiri’s popularity among party cadres in the southern districts, especially Madurai. Further, the extended branches of the irst family of the DMK, including the Maran clan, could throw up challenges to Mr. Stalin’s ambition of State-wide pre-eminence.



tion of leadership runs contrary to the principles of organisational equity and delegated political authority, both highly relevant in the diverse, stratiied social landscape of Tamil Nadu, the DMK and the AIADMK developed institutional weakness in terms of over-reliance on these leaders. Nevertheless, the fact that these two regional parties did not cede ground in State politics to national parties, such as the Congress and the BJP, over the past ive decades, demonstrates the political acumen and lexible approach of their leaders. Speciically, these dominant personalities must be credited for bending, in the twilight decades of the 20th century, the very deinition of the Dravidian philosophy that they had built their parties and political careers on, making the State’s agenda more inclusive of groups in Tamil society that had been, until then, excluded from their ethnic-based appeals. However, the task facing the two Dravidian parties today does not end with the mission to ill the extant leadership vacuum, which has emerged since the death of Jayalalithaa and the retreat of Mr. Karunanidhi. It must include radical organisational reforms if they are to deliver stable governance to the people. In the AIADMK, Jayalalithaa deliberately degraded the primary
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F



rance has long had a problem with political corruption. At the very bottom of the scale, local mayors are routinely hauled up in front of the courts for embezzling funds or using their inluence to get favourable planning decisions. And, at the very top, almost every French President has at least one major corruption scandal to his name. The problem is made worse by what the French call the ‘cumul des mandats’, which allows politicians to hold multiple oices at the national, regional and local levels simultaneously. In 2016, a staggering 86% of Members of Parliament held another elected oice, ensuring a steady low of political patronage and fraud.



Deep roots A few recent examples will give us a sense of how widespread the problem is. Take the centre-right politician, Alain Juppé, for example. For the past few years, opinion polls have consistently shown him to be



the strongest candidate to contest next month’s presidential election, but he was found guilty of abuse of public funds in 2004. It is the same story with Jacques Chirac. In 2011, he became the irst former French President to be tried and found guilty of using public money to employ political staf while he was mayor of Paris in the early 1990s. And, of course, few recent politicians can match former President Nicolas Sarkozy’s remarkable talent for venality. Mr. Sarkozy was — and still is — embroiled in no fewer than nine ‘afairs’. These include iddling with his campaign inancing, negotiating dodgy deals with Kazakh businessmen and accepting illegal party donations from both the heiress of the L’Oréal cosmetics empire, Liliane Bettencourt, and the former Libyan dictator, Muammar Qadhai. Even Marine Le Pen, the leader of the far-right Front National, has developed an impressive record. She is currently under investigation for tax fraud by the French authorities and she has been formally accused of using European Union money to pay for ictitious jobs for her party in the European Parliament.



Turning point In this crowded ield, no one paid much attention to Mr. Sarkozy’s former Prime Minister, François Fil-



LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Political jottings The Congress has tried unsuccessfully to wipe of the egg on its face by levelling an array of allegations against Governors, claiming the use of “inducements”, but has failed to counter the argument that what the BJP is doing today is no diferent from what the Congress had done in the past. The only diference now is that it was outgunned this time. Propriety and morality have ceased to play a role in political afairs and to identify who triggered the decline in standards would prove embarrassing to Congress vice-president Rahul Gandhi. That said, Manohar Parrikar’s return to Goa will beneit the BJP. But heading a coalition government is a diferent ball game and
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he National Health Policy 2017, which the Centre announced this week after a nudge from the Supreme Court last year, faces the challenging task of ensuring afordable, quality medical care to every citizen. With a ifth of the world’s disease burden, a growing incidence of non-communicable diseases such as diabetes, and poor inancial arrangements to pay for care, India brings up the rear among the BRICS countries in health sector performance. Against such a laggardly record, the policy now ofers an opportunity to systematically rectify well-known deiciencies through a stronger National Health Mission. Among the most glaring lacunae is the lack of capacity to use higher levels of public funding for health. Rectifying this in partnership with the States is crucial if the Central government is to make the best use of the targeted government spending of 2.5% of GDP by 2025, up from 1.15% now. Although a major capacity expansion to produce MBBS graduates took place between 2009 and 2015, and more initiatives were announced later, this is unlikely to meet policy goals since only 11.3% of registered allopathic doctors were working in the public sector as of 2014, and even among these, the number in rural areas was abysmally low. More health professionals need to be deployed for primary care in rural areas. Availability of trained doctors and nurses would help meet the new infant mortality and maternal mortality goals, and build on the gains from higher institutional deliveries, which exceeded 80% in recent years. Contracting of health services from the private sector may be inevitable in the short term, given that about 70% of all outpatient care and 60% of inpatient treatments are provided by it. But this requires accountability, both on the quality and cost of care. No more time should be lost in forming regulatory and accreditation agencies for healthcare providers at the national and State levels as suggested by the expert group on universal health coverage of the Planning Commission more than ive years ago. Without such oversight, unethical commercial entities would have easy backdoor access to public funds in the form of state-backed insurance. It should also be mandatory for all health institutions to be accredited, and to publish the approved cost of treatments, in order to remove the prevailing asymmetry of information. For the new policy to start on a irm footing, the Centre has to get robust health data. Currently this is fragmented because inputs from multiple sources and sample surveys are not reconciled, and the private sector is often not in the picture. To reduce high out-of-pocket spending, early deadlines should be set for public institutions to ofer essential medicines and diagnostic tests free to everyone. This was estimated in 2011 to require a spending increase of only 0.4% of GDP, which is within the 2.5% that the Centre is talking about.
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Afordable, quality health care for all requires more human resources and cost control



come the climate of deep political uncertainty? Distribution of largesse can help garner political legitimacy in the eyes of the voting populace, yet in a highly aspirational State such as Tamil Nadu, it will probably take more than “freebies” to emerge as a top performer, not to mention the risk that runaway public expenditure can endanger iscal stability. If growth industries are to view Tamil Nadu as the investment destination of choice, then a profound shake-up in governance philosophy may be needed, one that moves away from extortion and political thuggery and toward a commitment to providing public goods such as robust infrastructure, in a transparent, accountable manner. For this to become a reality, a signiicant transformation of attitude within the senior leadership of both parties may be a prerequisite. In the case of Chief Minister Palaniswami, the man picked to helm the government by the powers that be, broad-based support from the Tamil Nadu polity may only come if he demonstrates the willingness to strike out on his own and the courage to snap the strings of control of the family of V.K. Sasikala, Jayalalithaa’s conidante and convict in the disproportionate assets case.



lon. A traditional and subdued igure, he was mostly ignored in the run-up to this year’s presidential election. It came as a surprise, therefore, when he beat both Mr. Juppé and Mr. Sarkozy in the rightwing primary in November. At the time, his victory was widely interpreted as a rejection of Mr. Sarkozy’s ‘bling-bling’ politics and Mr. Juppé’s cronyism. But in late January the satirical newspaper, Le Canard enchainé — famous for exposing hundreds of corruption scandals since it was founded in 1915 — revealed that Mr. Fillon used parliamentary expenses to pay his wife a salary to do a nonexistent job from the late 1980s to 2013. The consequences were explosive. The story immediately grabbed the headlines and Mr. Fil-



lon was forced to ire-ight. In a preemptive conciliatory move, he told the press that although he was innocent, he would step down if he was formally indicted. Unfortunately for him, the revelations kept coming. Prosecutors claimed that his children had also beneitted from ‘fake jobs’ and investigations revealed that he had received illegal loans and free gifts, among them more than €48,000 worth of suits. When he published his tax returns in early February in an efort to prove his innocence, it only served to highlight the scale of the problem. According to the igures, his wife was paid an average of €3,600 per month over 15 years, 50% more than the average income in France. Given that Mr. Fillon owns €1 million worth of property, the overwhelming impression was of a rich man making himself (and his family) richer. He was inally indicted in late February but immediately broke his promise to step down. Instead, he did the exact opposite. He organised a huge rally on March 5 at the Trocadéro in Paris, and, in front of a crowd of 100,000 people, proclaimed that he would ight to the end. It was a bold move on the part of a desperate man. Mr. Fillon is now a politician in danger. The French right and its



candidates were supposed to make major gains in the upcoming election cycle, but he currently languishes in third place in the polls which would mean certain elimination.



Edging closer More importantly, this latest corruption scandal has served to heighten the already acute sense of dissatisfaction that many French voters feel with politics. It is surely no coincidence that the current front-runner, Emmanuel Macron, has spoken a great deal about how he intends to restore the morality of public life. Like François Hollande before him, he has promised to break some of the entrenched structures that have made corruption endemic. There is little assurance that a future President Macron would succeed in achieving his goals, but the task is urgent. The French may traditionally have been more relaxed about corruption than some of their other European counterparts but Mr. Fillon’s elimination would be the clearest sign yet that their patience is running out. Emile Chabal is a Chancellor’s Fellow in History at the University of Edinburgh and the author of ‘A Divided Republic: Nation, State and Citizenship in Contemporary France’



Letters emailed to [email protected] must carry the full postal address and the full name or the name with initials.



those who helped the BJP in the numbers game will demand their pound of lesh. The going will be tough and it remains to be seen how he survives a full ive-year tenure while keeping his Ministers under check. J. Akshay, Bengaluru



folded before being put into the box, was still wet and had not dried enough. This led to another impression on the same paper which rendered a number of votes invalid, thereby resulting in a landslide victory for the Congress. Needless to say, all the charges were later on proved to be baseless. Arun Malankar,



EVM outcry The hue and cry being raised by a few Opposition parties over the alleged tampering of electronic voting machines reminds me of something similar in the early 1970s. The Opposition, at that time, had termed the victory of Prime Minister Indira Gandhi as “syahi ka chamatkar (miracle of the ink)”, thereby insinuating that the stamp paper ink on the ballot paper, when
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Health spend The report, “Health spending to be 2.5% of GDP” (March 17), on the National Health Policy 2017, should instead have looked at the neglect of the poor rural population and those in backward, hilly and remote regions who are deprived of basic health infrastructure and personnel. Doctors are unwilling to serve in these areas, leading to the neglect



of India’s rural health care. Medical research on drugs and vaccines for tropical diseases is another neglected area, unattractive for multinational pharmaceutical companies due to their low proitability. Moreover, the budgetary support and encouragement for the development of afordable, indigenous, alternative systems of medicine has been inadequate. Dr. Joseph Abraham, Gurugram, Haryana



Bridging the Gulf The threats being faced by Indians in the U.S. need expeditious action from the government (“Prejudice makes no distinction”, March 15). But unfortunately, we do not show the same concern for



the plight of millions of Indians working in West Asia. The workforce, mainly from the lower strata, has helped ill Indian cofers with foreign exchange decades before IT professionals trooped to the West. There are several instances of reported ill-treatment and even coniscation of



passports by Gulf employers which cannot be overlooked. Many a time, the Indian Embassy’s soft approach of not wanting to antagonise local governments is to blame. V. Subramanian, Chennai
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corrections & clarifications: In the Friday Review cover story titled “The Ustad’s world of swaras” (March 17, 2017), there was an erroneous reference to a 25stringed sarod. It should have been 19-stringed. The story also got the tabla artiste’s name wrong. It was Sathyajit and not Suresh Talwalkar. The headline “Stayzilla founder hauled to jail over unpaid debts” (some editions, March 16, 2017) was erroneous as the arrest of the co-founder of the Chennai-based online homestay aggregator was over unpaid dues — not debts. It is the policy of The Hindu to correct signiicant errors as soon as possible. Please specify the edition (place of publication), date and page. The Readers’ Editor’s office can be contacted by Telephone: +91-44-28418297/28576300 (11 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday to Friday); Fax: +91-44-28552963; E-mail:[email protected]; Mail: Readers’ Editor, The Hindu, Kasturi Buildings, 859 & 860 Anna Salai, Chennai 600 002, India. All communication must carry the full postal address and telephone number. No personal visits. The Terms of Reference for the Readers’ Editor are on www.thehindu.com
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No country for baby girls The village of Mhaisal on the Maharashtra-Karnataka border hit the headlines recently when 19 foetuses were found buried near a homeopath’s clinic. Jyoti Shelar reports on the trail of rapacious doctors and touts who tapped into the desperation for a male child On the morning of May 19, 2016, two medical officers came calling at the Bharti Hospital in Mhaisal, a tiny village on the banks of the Krishna river in Sangli district. Perched on the edge of Maharashtra and bordering Karnataka, rumours of sex-selective abortions at the hospital had brought it under the lens of the authorities. Barely a km away, at the government-run Primary Health Centre (PHC), colourful posters on protecting the girl child aimed at changing mindsets. ‘Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao’ (educate the girl child, protect the girl child), the posters exhorted villagers. Armed with an anonymous complaint received by the Collector, Dr. Vijay Jadhav and Dr. Ashok Mohite, both government medical officers, examined the two-storey bungalow in a narrow lane that also houses a dozen residential premises. They checked the registers and looked around. There were no signs of pregnant women. However, two patients were found admitted — one for diarrhoea and the other with typhoid. Dr. Babasaheb Khidrapure, a Bachelor of Homeopathic Medicine and Surgery (BHMS), the owner of the hospital, was given a clean chit. “Nothing suspicious found,” their report stated. Ten months later, on March 3, 2017, two State medical officers, Dr. J.K. Momin and Dr. Suresh Kamble, raided the hospital again. Twenty-six-year-old Swati Jamdade had died on March 1, following a botched-up abortion on the hospital’s premises. This time, the doctors arrived with a police team in tow. To their horror, they discovered a fullfledged operation theatre in the basement being run by the homeopath, who was not eligible to conduct surgical procedures. The white-tiled basement also had two clean rooms, with beds. Dr. Khidrapure was nowhere to be seen. He had fled before the raid. A computer table in the corner was stacked with registers. While many things appeared displaced and missing to the raiding officers, they seized everything they could lay their hands on, and questioned locals. A routine line of questioning led the investigating team to Ravi Sutar, the local milkman who was also tasked with disposing biomedical waste from the hospital. Sutar pointed to an area barely 150 m away. On March 5, the police unearthed what Dr. Khidrapure had been burying — 19 foetuses were exhumed, bundled in blue plastic bags and buried in a mud pit. Some in advanced stages of decomposition, others freshly buried, these were the aborted foetuses over the past two months, concluded the police. The foetuses have been sent for DNA testing. If Dr. Khidrapure had carried out 19 illegal abortions in two months, how many unborn babies had the doctor killed in his practice over the last eight years, the police now wonder.



< >



The district health oicials were well aware about all the illegalities from the very beginning. But they simply turned a blind eye.



Ashok Wadar An activist from Mhaisal village



A botched-up abortion Swati, from Manerajuri village, 40 km away from Mhaisal, was a mother of two — four-year-old Swaranjali and oneand-a-half-year-old Pranjali — and was pregnant with her third child. Her husband Pravin, a farmer, wanted a boy and was desperate to know the sex of the unborn child. “Chachni karun ghe (Get the test done),” a friend suggested to Pravin and referred him to Dr. Khidrapure’s hospital. On February 28, Pravin landed at the Bharti Hospital with his wife, then in her fifth month of pregnancy. After a brief meeting with Dr. Khidrapure, the couple was referred to Dr. Srihari Ghodke’s clinic in the bordering Kagwad village in Karnataka, six km away from Mhaisal, where a sonography was conducted. With the Maharashtra government keeping an eagle eye on hospitals, sex determination was a strict no-no. But in bordering Karnataka, rules were lax. There was no paperwork involved. Dr. Khidrapure informed Pravin that it was a girl and he promptly offered to abort the foetus. Despite his wife’s pleadings, Pravin admitted her to the Bharti Hospital on March 1. He called his father-in-law Sunil Jhadhav, who lives in Puducherry, to inform that he was going ahead with the abortion. “I dissuaded him from going ahead with the procedure and asked him to consult a doctor,” Jhadhav told The Hindu. But by then, Dr. Khidrapure had already induced labour by placing abortion pills Misoprostol in the patient. In a span of four hours, Misoprostol induces cramps and bleeding through which a woman aborts. Doctors also carry out a vacuum aspiration to remove the contents of the uterus. But before Dr. Khidrapure could carry out the



I ever wanted was for my < > All son-in-law to keep my daughter happy. Sunil Jhadhav Swati’s father



Unabated practice: “To date, the police have arrested 12 people who conducted the sex determination tests.” (Clockwise from top): Swaranjali and Pranjali, the daughters of Swati Jamdade who died following a botched-up abortion in Mhaisal village, with their paternal grandmother Padmini Patangrao Jamdade in Manerajuri village; Dr. Babasaheb Khidrapure being produced in court in connection with the abortion racket case; Dr. Srihari Ghodke's sonography centre in Kagwad, Karnataka; and Swati’s parents Sunil Jhadhav and Vijaya with her sister Arthi at their home in Khandrajuri village. ARUNANGSU ROY CHOWDHURY *



procedure, Swati became breathless and her condition deteriorated. Illequipped to handle an emergency, Dr. Khidrapure asked Pravin to rush his wife to the Bharati Vidyapeeth Hospital in Miraj, 20 km away from Mhaisal. Swati succumbed on her way to the hospital. Her family subsequently forced Pravin to take the body to the Sangli Civil Hospital. As the patient was brought dead, the doctors informed the Miraj police as per protocol. The police, in turn, quizzed Pravin, who blurted out that his wife had died during an abortion. But when the police stumbled on the foetuses, what emerged was a multiState racket that Dr. Khidrapure was running. To date, the police have arrested 12 people including Dr. Khidrapure, two doctors from Karnataka who conducted the sex determination tests, and four agents — Saatgonda Patil and Veerangonda Gumte from Belgaum and Yasin Tehsildar and Sandip Jadhav from Kolhapur — who preyed on couples desperate for a male child and eager to abort the female foetuses.



While authorities were sleeping… Dr. Khidrapure grew up in Kanwad village that falls under Kolhapur district. After completing his studies in homeopathy in Belgaum, he opened a small dispensary in Mhaisal where he prescribed medicines for minor ailments like fever, pain and dog bites. It was sometime in 2008 that he bought a piece of land on which he built the Bharti Hospital and began offering hysterectomy and appendectomy surgeries by inviting doctors from Sangli, most of whom were retired practitioners from the Sangli Civil Hospital, to operate on patients. The police are questioning the doctors who worked here. “The district health officials were well aware about all the illegalities from the very beginning. But they simply turned a blind eye,” alleges Ashok Wadar, an activist from Mhaisal who had written the anonymous letter to the Collector in 2016 following which the medical officers were sent for an inspection. He also claims to have made 30 calls on the government’s toll-free number meant for whistle-blowers who want to highlight Pre-Conception and



The police have learnt that most of the abortions were carried out using Misoprostol; the hospital was buying the drug in bulk from a Sangli-based distributor, Sunil Khedkar. However, the absence of a sonography machine used to determine the sex of the foetus puzzled the police. The search took the police across the border into Karnataka.



Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (PCPNDT) Act violations. “But no one paid heed to my complaints,” he says, adding that Dr. Khidrapure had “top connections” due to which no one dared to take him on. Incidentally, the PHC that stands within a km from Dr. Khidrapure’s hospital is administered by a District Health Officer (DHO) who also has the responsibility of keeping tabs on private nursing homes in the area. “I never received any complaints about the hospital,” says Dr. Ram Hankare, DHO since the past three years. “The doctor was probably conducting illegal abortions during night and it is the civil surgeon’s job to keep a watch,” Dr. Hankare told The Hindu. When questioned, the civil surgeon, Dr. Sanjay Salunkhe, tossed it right back at the DHO: “It is the DHO’s responsibility to keep a watch on the medical establishments in his area.” Of the 25 private nursing homes in Mhaisal, only one has the licence to run an In-Patient Department (IPD) and can admit patients. Bharti Hospital does not feature on this list but Dr. Khidrapure still admitted patients. During the March 3 raid on Bharti Hospital, the police found, besides the basement operation theatre and two rooms, surgical equipment such as abdominal retractors, curved artery forceps, Sims speculum, dilator, allis tissue forceps and spiral needles; oxygen cylinders; an X-ray machine; huge quantities of abortion pills; and other medications that were charred. A large pipe connects the basement to the drainage system outside and the police suspect that some of the aborted foetuses would have been discarded through it.



The multi-State racket During the search at Bharti Hospital, the Miraj Rural police stumbled upon names of some doctors in the registers. A raid conducted in Dr. Srihari Ghodke’s clinic in Kagwad, Karnataka yielded two sonography machines. The clinic functioned mostly at night. “The patients were sent for sonography tests to Kagwad and the abortion would be conducted in Mhaisal,” says Dattatray Shinde, Superintendent of Police, Sangli. Run from a two-storey bungalow, the clinic stands barely 100 m from the Kagwad police station and another 200 m from the government-run Community Health Centre. Dr. Ghodke, 68, who has been arrested, is said to have been running the clinic for over two decades. “It was a maternity home at first that abruptly shut down. Later on, we could only see some action after 11 p.m. There would be couples going in and out of the bungalow,” says a local, adding that everyone in the area knew that something illegal was happening. But the police chose to turn a blind eye. “Why should we visit any clinics? We only investigate cases that come to us,” says Laxman Ajjanagi, head constable at the Kagwad police station. Kagwad falls under the Belgaum district that has 242 registered PCPNDT centres and over 2,400 medical centres. Meanwhile, the Miraj police have arrested another doctor, Ramesh Dev-



wants one boy at < > Everyone least. What is there to understand in this? It is not that I am not going to look after my daughters. But a son will complete our family. Namdeo Suryavanshi A farmer in Mhaisal



gikar, 64, from Bijapur in Karnataka who has a Diploma in Medical Radio Diagnosis and is suspected to have sent several patients for abortion to Dr. Khidrapure’s hospital. The police have seized two sonography machines from him as well. The Devgikar X-ray and Sonography Centre is among the dozen-odd small and large hospitals, nursing homes and radiology centres strewn across a 300-metre radius in the busy, narrow lane in Meenakshi Chowk. A retired doctor from the governmentrun district hospital in Bijapur, Devgikar set up his private centre 15 years ago. His tryst with the law dates back to 2015 when he was first booked under the PCPNDT Act by health officials who also seized his sonography machine. While the machine was later returned, the case is still pending in court. Neighbours say Devgikar had the busiest practice in the area. On average, he conducted more than 50 obstetric sonographies in a day. Police are still investigating into how many of these were for sex determination. Health workers from Bijapur say that sex-selective abortions are extremely common in the area. “We come across many women who have one or two daughters and tell us that they don’t want another girl. Suddenly during a medical check-up, we learn that these women have had a miscarriage or a stillbirth,” says a health worker, adding that the government has made it mandatory for them to maintain ‘tayee’ or mother cards on which details of pregnant women and their existing children are mentioned. According to her, a health worker keeps track of 20-22 pregnant women annually, of which at least 3-4 undergo abortions. Sources from Bijapur say most clients coming to Devgikar were from Sangli and Miraj. “The doctors are closely connected with the agents who operate from border districts of Karnataka such as Belagavi. Some of the agents have their own vehicles which they use to carry the pregnant women to Bijapur from Maharashtra for sonographies,” says a source, adding that the gender is disclosed in a very methodical way. All the doctors have their unique code words. “The disclosure is done to the agent always. One of



the most popular codes is pointing at the ear when it’s a girl, as girls wear earrings. If they touch the nose, it means a boy.” A massive crackdown on sonography centres had begun in 2011 in Maharashtra, and health officials and the police suspect this is what prompted Dr. Khidrapure to explore options across the border. According to Deputy Superintendent of Police (Miraj division) Dheeraj Patil, Dr. Khidrapure charged anywhere between ₹15,000 to ₹25,000 per abortion while the doctors conducting the sex determination tests would charge ₹3,000 to ₹10,000 per test depending on the profile of the patients and the agents would make ₹3,000 to ₹5,000 per couple.



Oh, for a boy! At the core of these abortions is the deep-rooted desire in society to have a boy, an heir to the family. “Everyone wants one boy at least. What is there to understand in this?” says Namdeo Suryavanshi, a Mhaisal farmer who has two daughters aged four and two and whose wife Meenakshi is expecting a third baby soon. “It is not that I am not going to look after my daughters. They are also important. But a son will complete our family,” says Suryavanshi, who works in a sugar-cane farm. When asked if he went for any sex determination tests, Suryavanshi promptly says, “I have got all my wife’s tests done at the Miraj Civil Hospital.” Shafiabi Inamdar, 62, from the neighbouring Kanwad village has seven daughters. “Today if I had a boy, he would have been there to look after me and take care of this house,” she says. “The mothers are helpless. There is tremendous pressure on them to have a boy. The in-laws and the husbands are brutal when it comes to having a girl child back-to-back,” says Rajashri Zare, an Accredited Social Health Activist (ASHA) from the village. “Everyone just wants vanshacha diva (lineage flame).” “All I ever wanted was for my son-inlaw to keep my daughter happy,” says Swati’s father Sunil Jhadhav. “We had shelled out ₹3 lakh in cash, 150 grams of gold and an entire ‘sansar set’ that consists of all household things like television, refrigerator, dining table, sofa set, utensils, bed etc.” Clearly, that was not enough. with Firoz Rozindar in Bijapur
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Manoj Sinha is front runner for U.P. CM



FROM PAGE ONE



Plastic ₹10 notes in ive cities soon “Plastic bank notes are expected to last longer than cotton substrate-based ones,” Mr. Meghwal said. “Over the years, central banks across the world have been exploring solutions for extending the life cycle of bank notes. These include introduction of plastic ones and other developments in substrates for enhancing durability including use of natural fibre blends and varnish,” he said. The RBI has been planning the introduction of plastic notes for a while. Under the previous UPA government, Parliament was told in February 2014 about a plan to print one billion plastic notes of ₹10 denomination for a field trial. The cities selected at the time were Kochi,



< >



Central banks across the world are exploring ways to extend the life cycle of bank notes



Arjun Ram Meghwal Minister of State



Mysuru, Jaipur, Shimla and Bhubaneswar, but it’s not clear if the same cities will be considered for the upcoming field trials as the junior Finance Minister was silent on the locations. “It has been decided to conduct a field trial with plastic bank notes at five locations. Approval for procurement of plastic substrate and printing of bank notes of ₹10 denomination has been conveyed to RBI,” Mr. Meghwal said in a written reply in the Lok Sabha.



New Uttarakhand CM The party’s Uttarakhand in-charge Shyam Jaju told The Hindu, “Trivendra ji is a dedicated party worker. He has administrative as well as ministerial experience… We wanted a chief minister with a clean [corruption free] image, and while there were other party leaders [including Mr Pant and Maharaj] who wanted to become chief minister, and they too had a clean image, but there can only be one chief minister [so we chose Mr Rawat over others].” When Uttarakhand was



carved out of Uttar Pradesh in 2000, Mr Rawat was the party’s Uttarakhand General Secretary (Organisation). He won the Doiwala seat in 2002 and 2007. He became a Cabinet minister in 2007 after the BJP formed the government. According to the Uttarakhand BJP president Ajay Bhatt, few ministers in the Rawat Cabinet are also likely to be sworn in on Saturday. However, the final list of Ministers has not been finalised.



UGC stops funds He further said: “It will not be merged with non-Plan expenditure. It does not mean that we are closing down this scheme.” However, a letter written by the UGC to JNU before the end of the 11th Plan had a somewhat different language, a source in the university claimed. “The Centre for the Study of Social Exclusion and Inclusive Policy will continue from Plan to Plan basis subject to satisfactory progress of the work undertaken by the centre... It is the general



policy of the UGC to extend support from Plan to Plan period on long term basis to sustain such Centre,” the 2011 letter had said. While top UGC officials say the present letter was also as a prelude to continuation of the scheme in the next Plan, academics teaching in these courses are uneasy given the language used in the latest letter. “The language of the letter is serious. It is worrisome,” said an academic in a Central university who did not want to be named.



BJP legislators will meet today to elect new leader; Rajnath’s consent taken by party leadership to make the choice Special Correspondent New Delhi



Minister of State for Communications (Independent Charge) Manoj Sinha is being seen as the front runner for the much-coveted job of Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister. Seven days after the U.P. results came in, BJP legislators will meet on Saturday to elect their new leader. A source said Home Minister Rajnath Singh had been kept in the loop on the decision and the BJP leadership would announce the name of their new U.P. leader on Saturday. “The Home Minister is not going to attend the meeting in Lucknow tomorrow [Saturday] as he is not an MLA. Second, party observers would be there. His consent has been taken by the party leadership for the CM contender,” said the source.



Mr. Singh was also being seen as one of the contenders for the post along with BJP State unit chief Keshav Prasad Maurya, who was admitted to Ram Manohar Lohia hospital with low blood pressure and attendant complaints on Thursday. Mr. Maurya, who was discharged from hospital on Friday, tweeted, “On 18th March a meeting of U.P legislators will be held in Lucknow and all should reach there by 2 p.m. and the meeting would start at 4 p.m.” Mr. Sinha, however, told reporters on Friday that he was “not in any race.” The comment came a day after BJP president Amit Shah left everyone guessing with his remark that he has given the responsibility of choosing the CM to Mr. Maurya. “Naa mujhe kisi race kaa



Mahana, a Khatri from Kanpur, and Suresh Khanna from Shahjahanpur are also being talked about. The party’s central observers — Union Minister M. Venkaiah Naidu and national general secretary Bhupendra Yadav —will be present at the Lucknow meeting.



Head hunt: Minister of State Manoj Sinha and Uttar Pradesh BJP president Keshav Prasad Maurya outside Parliament on Friday. SANDEEP SAXENA & PTI *



pata hai, naa main kisi race main hoon [neither do I know about any race for U.P. CM, nor I am in any race],” Mr. Sinha, an upper caste Bhumihar who represents



Trivendra Singh Rawat has a long association with RSS and BJP in Uttarakhand Kavita Upadhyay



The suspense over Uttarakhand’s ninth chief minister ended on Friday, after Bharatiya Janata Party leader and former Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) pracharak Trivendra Singh Rawat was unanimously chosen as the legislature party leader. Mr. Rawat is quintessentially an organisation man, having been with the RSS since 1979. He became a pracharak for Dehradun in 1985. After an active association with the parent body for nearly 14 years, he was made BJP’s organisational secretary, having worked closely with senior U.P. BJP leader, Lalji Tandon. He was also actively associated with the Uttarakhand statehood agitation, during which he was arrested several times. A postgraduate in journalism from Garhwal University’s Shrinagar campus, Mr Rawat continued as pradesh BJP organisation secretary before being elected for the first time from the Doiwala seat in the State’s first



leaders to increase presence among various castes.



After a dismal showing in Uttar Pradesh elections, the Bahujan Samaj Party has wasted no time and is back to the drawing board to stitch together a rainbow coalition of castes with a special focus on the Other Backward Communities, which observers feel deserted it in large numbers. The BSP had experimented with a Dalit-Muslim combination for the Assembly polls even as a number of leaders belonging to the backward castes jumped ship to join the BJP. The party has re-organised its community-based bhaichara (brotherhood) committees and assigned duties to top



Office bearers The rainbow caste alliances are also reflected in the party’s choices for posts in the legislature. Senior leader Lalji Verma has been nominated leader of the Legislature Party. Mr. Verma, a four-time MLA and former Minister, is a Kurmi, among the largest backward castes in the State. After Swami Prasad Maurya, an OBC, quit the party last year to join the BJP just months before the election, BSP chief Mayawati had nominated Gaya Charan Dinkar, a fellow Jatav (Dalit) as the Leader of the Opposition. Mr. Dinkar however, lost his seat in the polls. Uma



Mayawati



Shankar Singh, MLA from Rasara in Ballia, has been appointed deputy leader in the Vidhan Sabha. Mr. Singh is a Kshatriya and one of the few BSP MLAs who won with a handsome margin. One of the BSP’s Brahmin faces Ramveer Upadhyaya



Goa Governor’s role Cong. charges her with ‘impropriety’



Dehradun



Special Correspondent New Delhi



Assembly elections in 2002. He won again in 2007 and was made Agriculture Minister. However, this was followed by two debacles when he lost the Raipur seat in the 2012 Assembly polls and the Doiwala seat in the 2014 byelections to the Congress. Mr. Rawat went on to build a place for himself in national politics after he worked closely with BJP national president Amit Shah in Uttar Pradesh during the 2014 Lok Sabha polls. He is also credited with the party’s victory in the 2014 Jharkhand polls when he



was State party in-charge. “He [Rawat] was a snooty individual… That’s probably the reason why he couldn’t garner votes in the two polls [2012, 2014]. However, the debacles brought a noticeable change in him and now he’s much better while dealing with people,” a highly placed source in the BJP told The Hindu.



‘Fit man for the job’ Another source in the BJP said, “It’s difficult to overpower Trivendra-ji and that’s what the party’s central leadership needs for Uttarakhand… The bureau-



Party posts have been reassigned to include more OBCs, who abandoned the BSP during elections Omar Rashid



in U.P., told reporters how he could choose himself after Mr. Shah had given him the responsibility to select the CM. Names of Swatantra Dev Singh, an OBC Kurmi; Satish



Grassroots worker now set to lead Ruckus in RS over



Mayawati returns to the drawing board LUCKNOW



the Ghazipur constituency in the Lok Sabha, told reporters outside Parliament. Asked if he was a contender for the post, Mr. Maurya, the BJP’s OBC face



Shah to consult RSS Before this, party chief Amit Shah is expected to visit Coimbatore, where the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh’s top decision-making body, the Akhil Bharatiya Pratinidhi Sabha, is meeting. “Before the final decision on something as important as choosing the Chief Minister of India’s most populous State, the party will hold final consultations with the Sangh,” said a BJP leader. Party sources say the swearing-in is likely on Sunday.



has been named chief whip, while Hargovind Bhargava, a Pasi (Dalit), and Shah Alam alias Guddu Jamali, a Muslim MLA from Azamgarh, have been made whips of the legislature party. To increase outreach among various castes, BSP chief Mayawati has also handed out responsibilities to more than a dozen leaders. Sources said a special focus would be on the 17 most backward castes (MBCs), which have steadily deserted the BSP over the last decade.



Banking on Kanshiram Party sources also said leaders have been instructed to gather at least 100 “influential or active persons” belonging to the castes as-



signed to them from each of the 403 Vidhan Sabhas. Old speeches of BSP founder Kanshiram would also be played in village to connect youth with him. “Coordinators have been asked to purchase projectors,” said a source, who attended Ms. Mayawati’s meeting of legislators and co-coordinators in Lucknow on Thursday. While Rajya Sabha member Satish Mishra continues to be responsible for connecting Brahmins to the BSP, Mayawati-aide Nasimuddin Siddiqui and his son Afzal will do the job among Muslims. The BSP also plans to stage demonstrations on the 11th of every month on their opposition to EVMs.



cracy needs to be put under control and Trivendra-ji is fit for the job.” Born in Khairasain village in Pauri Garhwal region, Mr Rawat is the ninth and youngest in his family that still retains its rural roots. One of his elder brothers is the postmaster at Khairasain, while another grows aromatic plants near Jahariyakhal. The Doiwala MLA’s major challenge will be to keep the BJP’s flock of 57 MLAs together, including the other contenders for the post of chief minister and 11 defectors from the Congress.



The Rajya Sabha witnessed repeated interruptions during the zero hour on Friday morning as Congress leader Digvijaya Singh sought to raise the issue of what he called constitutional impropriety by Goa Governor Mridula Sinha over the formation of the new government there. Mr. Singh was referring to a reported statement of the Governor that she being a psychologist took a call on the letters of support of MLAs produced by BJP leader Manohar Parrikar and also called up Finance Minister Arun Jaitley to consult him. As per Ms. Sinha’s interview, Mr. Jaitley told her that any party that had the majority needed to be considered, which “settled it.” Mr. Singh wished to raise the issue under rule 267 so that proceedings of the listed business of the House be suspended to discuss it.



ED goes after its own former Joint Director ‘J.P. Singh took money from racketeers’



However deputy chairman of the House P.J. Kurien reminded him that the conduct of a Governor could be discussed only on the basis of a substantive motion. Congress leaders Ghulam Nabi Azad and Anand Sharma also tried to raise the issue, even as the House had to be adjourned shortly after Congress members rushed into the well of the House. Backing Mr. Singh, Leader of the Opposition Ghulam Nabi Azad said: “This is her own statement... This is the statement of the Governor of Goa which is being reproduced... How can a Governor seek the permission of a Union Minister for forming a Government of a particular party?” The matter was settled after Mr. Kurien asked them to give a notice and the government said it was ready for such a discussion. Mr. Azad agreed to give a substantive motion notice to raise the issue.



Extradition order against Vijay Mallya Special Correspondent Mumbai



Special Correspondent New Delhi



The Enforcement Directorate has launched a money laundering probe against one of its former Joint Directors, J.P. Singh, who was arrested by the Central Bureau of Investigation for allegedly receiving money from several suspects in two cases of hawala and cricket betting rackets busted by his team about two years ago. About a month ago, the CBI arrested Mr. Singh along with his former subordinate Sanjay Kumar and alleged middlemen Bimal Agrawal and Chandresh Patel. The agency had registered a corruption case against him in



2015 following a complaint from the ED. Based on reports allegedly revealing that the IRS officer was indulging in corrupt practices, the ED had shifted him out of its Ahmedabad zone. It was alleged that he and the then Enforcement Officer, Sanjay Kumar, conspired with their contacts to extort money from the suspects in the Surat-based hawala racket and the Rs. 2,000-crore cricket betting racket for not taking legal action against them. Last year, the CBI arrested three “bookies” for allegedly working for Mr. Singh as informers.



In what seems to be more trouble for business tycoon Vijay Mallya, an order for his extradition was issued by the Esplanade court on Friday. The Chief Metropolitan Magistrate issued the order against Mr. Mallya and Kingfisher Airlines CEO Sanjay Aggarwal in a case of service tax evasion of ₹1,000 crore. It also issued non-bailable warrants (NBW) against both. Advocates Ruju Thakker and Advait Sethna filed an application for issuance of NBWs with a letter of request to the judicial authorities in the U.K. and U.S. for their extradition.



Supreme Court collegium reserves inal call on judges



Avoid blame game on national security: Jaitley



Final Memorandum of Procedure handed over to govt.



Devesh K. Pandey



Krishnadas Rajagopal NEW DELHI



The Supreme Court Collegium has handed over the finalised Memorandum of Procedure (MoP) for appointment of judges to the government. While maintaining the government’s proposal for a national security clause in the MoP, the Collegium has reserved to itself the right to reiterate a name rejected by the government. In the final draft MoP handed over by the government to the Supreme Court Collegium in August 2016, the government had included the controversial clause that allowed it to reject a judicial candidate reCM YK



commended by the Collegium if he or she is perceived to be a security threat. The clause resulted in an government-judiciary impasse for over a year. Now, while accepting national security and public interest as the new ground of objection to appoint a candidate as a judge, the collegium is learnt to have made it clear that the government will not have a right to reject its recommendation. The body of five seniormost judges of the apex court, headed by Chief Justice of India J.S. Khehar has made it clear that if the government has objections on the ground of national se-



curity and public interest, it will convey the same to the collegium. The collegium will then take a final call, sources said. While accepting the government's demand to set up secretariats in the apex court and the 24 high courts to assist collegiums in SC and HCs in selecting judges, the collegium has refused to accept the demand for committees of retired or sitting judges to assist the collegiums. . Since last January, the government and the apex court have been trying to finalise the Memorandum of Procedure — a document to guide appointment of judges to the higher judiciary.



Our forces are fully prepared to meet any challenge, Defence Minister tells the Lok Sabha NEW DELHI



National security is an issue on which political parties should refrain from blame games, said Defence Minister Arun Jaitley in Lok Sabha on Friday. In response to the statement of Congress MP Jyotiraditya Scindia, during the debate on defence dudget allocations, Mr. Jaitley said Indian security forces were fully prepared to meet any challenge. While there were long-standing problems in the defence sector, there were also good policies formulated, followed and developed over the past several decades under various regimes. Countering Mr. Scindia’s arguments on the lack of resources, Mr. Jaitley — who is



also the Finance Minister — said in the past two years, 147 contracts worth over ₹2 lakh crore had been concluded for the procurement of equipment.



Many deals As part of the deals, 155 mm ultra-light howitzers, BrahMos missiles, Pinaka rockets and ballistic helmets are being supplied to the Army. For the Navy and the Coast Guard, there are ongoing shipbuilding projects of P17A frigates, deep-sea rescue vessels, P-8I long-range maritime reconnaissance aircraft, the upgrade of Kamov-28 helicopters, Dornier aircrafts, off-shore petrol vessels and fast patrol vessels; and for the Air Force, Rafale fighter aircraft, heavy-lift and Apache attack choppers are



Arun Jaitley speaks in the Lok Sabha on Friday. PTI/ TV GRAB *



being procured. On Mr. Scindia’s remarks that government’s ‘Make in India’ plan in the defence sector had failed to take off, Mr. Jaitley said the project — of which FDI (foreign direct investment) is just a part — was looking up. He said foreign manufacturers were looking for partners in India and that several



such arrangements were being made. To say that manufacturing was not being done in India was not a correct assessment, he said. Mr. Jaitley informed the Lok Sabha that in the past three years, 134 procurement projects worth more than ₹4 lakh crore had been approved, though the supplies would take time. Of these, 100 projects worth ₹2.51 lakh crore are under ‘Buy and Make in India’ and 34 projects are under the Buy Global arrangements. He said the 2016 Defence Procurement Policy has also attempted to compress the time frames to ensure proper evaluation and transparency in price determination. Explaining the limitations, Mr. Jaitley said that from the



total revenue collected, a sizeable chunk went towards paying off debts, welfare programmes, subsidies to the poor and developmental works. Increased salaries and pensions, on account of the 7th Pay Commission, added to the fiscal burden. A substantial part of the defence funds allocation also goes towards the payment of salaries and pensions. “Revenue mobilisation of the State must increase, that is, the primary resource that the Government gets, and this is not necessary to be done by raising the level of taxation,” Mr. Jaitley said. “The obvious method is, you expand the base…check evasion,” he said, adding: “It is only then the slice, which will be available for national security, will also increase.” A ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



Pak. silent on missing clerics, govt. worried The Delhi-based religious leaders were reportedly taken into custody at the Lahore and Karachi airports Ministry spokesperson Nafees Zakaria acknowledged receiving a note verbale from India regarding events surrounding the two clerics, and told journalists that the Interior Ministry and “all relevant institutions are looking into the matter”.



Suhasini Haidar NEW DELHI



Dismay over UN’s struggle to deine terror LONDON



India has expressed dismay at the UN’s struggle to find a definition for terrorism, saying there seems to be more cooperation between terror groups than the countries fighting them. MoS for External Affairs M. J. Akbar on Thursday said India would not allow the forces of violence in its neighbourhood to succeed. PTI



Govt. plans PG quota for doctors in remote areas NEW DELHI



In an attempt to encourage government doctors to serve in remote areas, the government plans to provide them with reservation in post-graduation courses, the Lok Sabha was informed on Friday. Minister of State for Health Faggan Singh Kulaste revealed the plan during Question Hour. PTI



After leak, nod for online exam for Army hiring NEW DELHI



Concerns over the whereabouts of two Sufi clerics in Pakistan — the 80-year old “Sajjadnashin” or a headpriest of Delhi’s Nizamuddin Dargah and his 65-year-old nephew — grew on Friday, with no word from Pakistani authorities 48 hours after they were allegedly taken into custody. External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj tweeted about the case on Friday morning, saying that the government had “taken up this matter with Government of Pakistan and requested them for an update on both the Indian nationals (Syed Asif Ali Nizami and Nazim Ali Nizami) in Pakistan.” The matter had been taken up by both by the Ministry of External Affairs in Delhi and the High Commission in Islamabad on Thursday. Pakistan’s Foreign Affairs



Visited relative According to the note verbale, details of which are available with The Hindu, Mr. Asif Nizami and Mr. Nazim Nizami had travelled to Karachi on March 8 to visit a relative there, and attend annual exchanges at the Data Darbar and other Sufi shrines in and around Lahore. The relative, Syed Wazir Nizami told officials that the two men had flown to Lahore on March 14 carrying a return ticket for the next day. However, when they reached the Lahore airport to take their return flight to Karachi on March 15, Mr.



Nizami received a call from a man who said that Mr. Nazim Nizami was being “detained” in Lahore since some of his travel papers were found to be “incorrect”. The 80-year-old Mr. Asif Nizami then flew alone to



Karachi and even called his relative after landing to say he would be out soon. But he didn’t appear for hours, and when contacted, officials of the private airline, Shaheen Air, that he had flown in, said Mr. Asif Nizami
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Back on track



The government has approved the introduction of an online entrance examination for recruitment of personnel in the Army, following a paper leak. MoS for Defence Subhash Bhamre told the Lok Sabha that the government had ordered a CBI probe into the incident. PTI



Path inder: Vehicles inch towards Kashmir on the Jammu-Srinagar Highway, which reopened after 10 days, at Nagrota on the outskirts of Jammu, on Friday. PTI *



Agreement expected to address India’s concerns with respect to Russian-origin military equipment conference. Observing that India has the third largest armed forces in the world, Mr. Jaitley said, “We are also one of the largest importers of defence equipment and this definitely is not a label we are happy with.” This agreement covers about 57,000 spares and components related to the Su-30 aircraft, a defence official said.



Dinakar Peri NEW DELHI



More irepower: The deal covers about 57,000 spares and components related to the Sukhoi Su-30 aircraft. AP *



“Since most of our defence platforms and weapon systems are of Russian-origin, their maintenance and life-cycle support is ex-



tremely important for us from the point of view of our defence preparedness,” Defence Minister Arun Jaitley said after inaugurating the



Direct agreement The deal follows a Russian legislation permitting its companies to enter into direct agreement with foreign companies for long-term support agreements. Currently, procurement of spares is a long



Parliamentary panel fumes as NATGRID posts remain vacant



‘Probe abuse of women by Bengal police’



Ministry says it cannot ind qualiied personnel for 35 slots



Vikas Pathak



Vijaita Singh



The Union Home Ministry informed a parliamentary panel earlier this week that it couldn’t get qualified IT professionals to fill 35 posts in the National Intelligence Grid (NATGRID), an ambitious intelligence project conceptualised by the United Progressive Alliance government after the 26/11 Mumbai terror attacks in 2008. The panel has asked the Ministry to “re-publicise the posts” and “offer remuneration commensurate with that of the private sector to attract the most qualified professionals.” The NATGRID is a centralised agency which stores sensitive personal information on citizens, from almost two dozen agencies, to be made available for counterterror investigations.



‘Raise remuneration’ “These posts were not filled because of the non-availability of qualified professionals for various posts in the organisation,” Ministry offiCM YK



Remove the accused: Opposition



Kolkata



Long-term supply pact for Sukhoi jets inked



New Delhi



A special NIA court in Panchkula issued summons to 13 Pakistani witnesses on Friday. The court directed them to appear in Panchkula by July 4 to depose in the 2007 Samjhauta blasts case. “These Pakistani witnesses are required to attend the trial Court at Panchkula 4th July onwards. These summons will be served to the witnesses through Home Ministry and External Affairs Ministry. The trial in this case is in advanced stage. The court proceedings in respect of 249 witnesses have been completed. There are 299 witnesses in total,” an NIA spokesperson said. The Hindu had reported on June 5, 2016 that the Pakistani witnesses will be asked to depose before a special National Investiga-



HC orders CBI to inquire into Narada sting operation Special Correspondent



AGARTALA



In a move to address a longlasting concern of India with respect to Russian-origin military equipment, the two countries on Friday signed two long-term supply agreements for the Sukhoi fighter aircraft fleet of the Indian Air Force (IAF) to address issues of life-cycle support and maintenance. The deals were signed between Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) from India and the United Aircraft Corporation and United Engine Corporations of Russia at the first India-Russia Military Industrial Conference in the national capital.



(See also Delhi Metro Page 1)



Special Correspondent New Delhi



Orders agency to ile FIR, take possession of evidence



3 tribal villagers killed in BSF firing in Tripura Border Security Force personnel on Friday shot dead three tribal villagers, including a woman, on the south Tripura border, police said. Two villagers sustained injuries in the incident, which occurred after residents allegedly attacked a security patrol, following the seizure of cattle meant for smuggling to Bangladesh.



too had been “taken away” by a group of people, presumably officials. Unnamed Pakistani officials quoted by local papers reportedly also raised the possibility that the clerics had been “taken by milit-



ants”. In recent months there have been a growing number of attacks on Sufi shrines in the country as they are seen as moderate and even heretic by radical Islamic terror groups. But, Indian officials were sceptical of the theory, maintaining that the two men had been clearly stopped by officials inside the Lahore and Karachi airports. “How can militants enter the airport?” asked an MEA official, while others questioned why their documents were even checked for domestic travel, suggesting that the government believes that the two men could even be in the custody of Pakistan’s intelligence agencies. The family members of the clerics have blamed the neighbouring country for failing to provide adequate security to the visitors.



NIA court issues summons to



Home Ministry < > The has to clear the confusion over the NATGRID’s future Parliamentary Panel



cials were quoted in the report — Demands for Grants (2017-18) — tabled in Parliament on March 15. On Friday, CPI(M) MP Mohammad Salim raised the issue in the Lok Sabha and said: “We are known in the world as an IT superpower. Either we are offering less remuneration or we have not advertised enough for these posts. I am not ready to believe that we have not been able to operationalise the NATGRID as we haven’t got skilled IT professionals.” The panel, headed by the Congress leader and former Home Minister P. Chidambaram, had asked the Ministry for the reasons for the cut in the NATGRID’s budget from ₹45 crore to ₹18.71 crore last fiscal. “The 2016-17 budgetary allocation included a provision of ₹11.50 crore under revenue head in connection with the engag-



ment of 35 consultants,” the Ministry said. The panel pulled up the officials and said: “In a country like India, known worldwide for its highly skilled IT professionals, it is simply not acceptable that the nonavailability of professionals was the reason for not filling the 35 posts of consultants. The Committee feels that either the Ministry had failed to publicise the posts widely or the remuneration being offered was not attractive enough. The Committee recommends that the Ministry needs to clear the confusion looming large over the NATGRID’s future by completing the construction of its main building at the earliest.” In July 2016, the NDA government appointed Ashok Patnaik, a serving officer of the Intelligence Bureau, as the CEO of the NATGRID. The post had been lying vacant after the former CEO Raghu Raman’s contract expired in April 2014. The government refused to renew his contract following an adverse intelligence report.



and cumbersome process as India cannot deal directly with the Original Equipment Manufacturers but designated intermediaries like Rosoboronexport. Officials said they were exploring the possibility of Russian OEMs allowing licence manufacture of the spares locally by Indian vendors. India has contracted 272 Su-30 fighter jets from Russia in various batches and has so far inducted over 230 jets. However, their serviceability rate has been an issue of constant concern with availability rates dropping below 50% at one point and has improved to over 60% over the last couple of years.



Observing that the conduct of people holding high public offices should be “beyond reproach”, the Calcutta High Court on Friday directed the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) to conduct preliminary inquiries in the Narada News sting operation where several Trinamool Congress leaders were seen allegedly accepting cash on camera. The order by the Division Bench of Acting Chief Justice Nishita Mhatre and Justice Tapabrata Chakraborty directed the CBI to conduct preliminary investigation in 72 hours, and depending on the result of the inquiry, the CBI shall forthwith register an FIR, in respect of the alleged crimes.



Society affected “The CBI must act promptly since persons with doubtful integrity and who commit crimes affecting society at large, must be brought to the book swiftly,” Justice Mhatre said in the order. The Court also directed the CBI to take custody of the devices and the CFSL reports, which are maintained in the bank locker, within 24 hours. Describing the High Court order as “unfortunate”, Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee on Friday said her party and government “will go to the higher court for justice”. “It was planned. It was



Staff Reporter Kolkata



Mamata Banerjee



planted. The sting was published from the BJP office at the time of Assembly elections,” Ms. Banerjee told journalists at the State Secretariat, Nabanna. Raising allegations against the BJP, Ms. Banerjee said State BJP president Dilip Ghosh had said after the Assembly elections in U.P. that a CBI probe would be ordered into the Narada videos. “How did the BJP president know [of a CBI probe] before the order was even passed?’ Ms Banerjee asked.



Police criticised In the 58-page order, Justice Mhatre has come down strongly on the State police, describing it as “puppets on a string”. “The State police are at best, unfortunately, puppets on a string, the end of which is with the respondents,” the order said, adding that the CBI was the most suitable agency for conducting an independent probe into the matter.



In the wake of the Calcutta High Court’s order instructing the CBI to conduct a preliminary inquiry into the Narada news sting videos, the Opposition in Bengal demanded immediate removal of all the Ministers involved in the case. While both the CPI(M) and the Congress accused Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee of “shielding the tainted Ministers,” the BJP alleged that Ms. Banerjee’s comment regarding the State BJP president’s “prediction” of the CBI probe amounted to “contempt of court.” CPI(M) State secretary Surjya Kanta Mishra alleged that instead of taking action against the “tainted Ministers and MPs” the Chief Minister has always tried to shield them.



Credibility questioned The Leader of the Opposition and senior Congress MLA Abdul Mannan questioned the “credibility” of the Chief Minister. Accusing the TMC government of “trying to hush up the case” BJP national secretary Rahul Sinha said the TMC government has “repeatedly misused the State police” in this regard.



New Delhi



CPI(M) leader Brinda Karat has written to the National Commission for Women demanding an enquiry into the alleged “abuse” of four young women of the CPI (M)’s student and youth wings by the West Bengal police. She has also demanded prompt action against the guilty. “We wish to bring to your notice an atrocious case of abuse, persecution and humiliation by the West Bengal Police of our young women from Students’ Federation of India and Democratic Youth Federation of India at Kolkata, West Bengal, on 10 March, 2017,” Ms. Karat said in her letter to NCW chairperson Lalitha Kumaramangalam. “They were arrested, along with others, on March 9. They were participating in a protest march against the scam in appointments in primary schools. Many students were beaten up by the police and a few were hospitalised,” the letter, signed by other All-India Democratic Women's Association members, said. A ND-ND
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ELSEWHERE



U.S. puts North Korea on notice Secretary of State Rex Tillerson says military action against Pyongyang is an ‘option on the table’ Agence France-Presse Seoul



George Osborne to edit Evening Standard LONDON



Britain’s former Treasury chief George Osborne has been appointed as the editor of the Evening Standard. The newspaper’s owner, Evgeny Lebedev, said in a statement that Mr. Osborne put himself forward for the job and “was the obvious choice”. AP



In U.S., Indian-origin man’s attacker charged WASHINGTON



One person has been charged with hate crime for assaulting an Indian-origin man, mistaking him for a Muslim. Jeffrey Allen Burgess, 54, of Bethel Park, Pennsylvania, was accused of harming Ankur Mehta and shouting anti-Muslim slurs in an incident that occurred on November 22. PTI



Japanese govt. liable for Fukushima failures: court TOKYO



The district court in Japan’s Maebashi city on Friday held the government and the Tokyo Electric Power Co. liable for neglecting tsunami safety measures at the Fukushima nuclear plant and ordered them to pay 62 of the thousands of people who had to leave their homes due to radiation during the March 2011 disaster. AP



Syria fires back after Israeli air strikes JERUSALEM



Syria fired missiles at Israeli warplanes early on Friday after a series of Israeli air strikes inside Syria — a rare military exchange between the two hostile neighbours. The Israeli military said its aircraft were back in Israelicontrolled airspace when several anti-aircraft missiles were launched from Syria toward the Israeli jets. AP



Military action by the United States against nuclear-armed North Korea is an “option on the table” if the threat from the rogue regime escalates, Washington’s top diplomat Rex Tillerson said on Friday. The strong comments from the Secretary of State, in Asia for his first foray into crisis management, appear to signal a sea change in American policy towards the isolated country. Mr. Tillerson’s tour comes after a missile launch last week that Pyongyang described as a drill for an attack on U.S. bases in Japan. The U.S. has 28,000 troops stationed in South Korea to defend it from the North, but the capital Seoul is within range of Pyongyang’s artillery and analysts believe any conflict could risk rapid escalation and heavy casualties.



End of strategic patience Even so, Mr. Tillerson announced the end of United States’ “strategic patience” — the stance of the previous



Hawkish stance: U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson looks at South Korean Foreign Minister Yun Byung-se during a news conference in Seoul on Friday. REUTERS *



administration under Barack Obama. Under that previous policy, the U.S. ruled out diplomatic engagement with the North until it made a tangible commitment to denuclearisation, hoping that internal stresses in the isolated



country would bring about change. “We are exploring a new range of diplomatic, security, economic measures. All options are on the table,” Mr. Tillerson told reporters at a joint press conference with



U.K. rubbishes snooping charges Says U.S. claims that Trump was spied on are ‘ridiculous’ Agence France-Presse London



Britain said on Friday it had received White House assurances that claims it had snooped on Donald Trump would not be repeated, after spy agency GCHQ dismissed them as “utterly ridiculous” in a rare public denial. Prime Minister Theresa May’s spokesman reiterated GCHQ’s denial of the claims — which had been repeated by the U.S. President’s spokesman on Thursday — as “utterly ridiculous” and said they “should be ignored”.



“We have made this clear to the administration and have received assurances that these allegations will not be repeated.”



‘Laws not bypassed’ “The facts is, within the Five Eyes pact, we cannot use each other’s capabilities to circumvent our laws,” he said. “We have a close, special relationship with the White House and that allows us to raise concerns as and when they arise as was true in this case.” Britain and the United States — along with Aus-



Trump welcomes Merkel to the White House



tralia, Canada and New Zealand — are part of the ‘Five Eyes’ intelligence-sharing alliance forged from the embers of World War II. Late on Thursday, a spokesman for GCHQ said: “Recent allegations made by media commentator Judge Andrew Napolitano about GCHQ being asked to conduct ‘wiretapping’ against the then-president elect are nonsense.” The agency said on Friday that it was “not unusual” for the agency to make public comment but acknowledged that “perhaps the tone of it was unusual”.



his South Korean counterpart Yun Byung-se. “Certainly we do not want to, for things to get to military conflict,” he said. “If they elevate the threat of their weapons programme to a level that we believe require



action, then, that option’s on the table.” But Russia’s deputy Foreign Minister called for an end to a “vicious circle” of tough U.S. reactions to nuclear tests by Pyongyang, which in turn further escalate tensions on the peninsula. “We suggest looking at the situation in a multi-dimensional way in order to break the vicious circle of tensions,” Igor Morgulov told Japan’s JiJi Press in an interview posted on the Foreign Ministry’s site Friday. Mr. Tillerson’s remarks came a day after he said in Tokyo that 20 years of efforts to denuclearise the North had “failed” and promised a new approach, without giving specifics. On Saturday Mr. Tillerson will head to Beijing to press it to do more. Beijing shares U.S. concerns, but has also blamed Washington for escalating tensions. The issue is also made more complicated by the deployment of the US Terminal High Altitude Area Defense anti-missile system to South Korea.



Suicide attacker targets Bangladesh forces camp Agence France-Presse Dhaka



A man blew himself up on Friday at a camp for Bangladesh’s elite security forces, wounding two others, in an apparent botched suicide attack. The incident came a day after a series of raids on suspected militant hideouts in the troubled country, which has suffered a series of Islamist attacks in recent years. Home Minister Asaduzzaman Khan said a man carrying explosives entered the Rapid Action Battalion (RAB) camp near the Dhaka



international airport on Friday morning. The explosives went off after he was challenged by two RAB men, wounding them both. There were no casualties. “Security has been beefed up at all international and domestic airports,” Bangladesh Civil Aviation authorities’ spokesman Rezaul Karim told reporters. The bomb exploded after the man, who entered the camp by jumping over a wall, was confronted by RAB officers, spokesman Mufti Mahmud Khan told reporters.



China and Pakistan step up military ties Mass production of FC-1 Xiaolong combat aircraft is on the cards Atul Aneja Beijing



China appears set to strengthen Pakistani military forces to protect the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and to combat cross-border infiltration by militants in China’s western Xinjiang province. The Global Times, the tabloid affiliated with the Communist Party mouthpiece People’s Daily, has reported that talks between visiting Pakistani Army chief Gen. Qamar Javed Bajwa and Gen. Fang Fenghui, chief of the Joint Staff Department under the Central Military Commission of China, covered weapon exchanges, including the mass production of FC-1 Xiaolong, a lightweight and multi-role combat aircraft developed jointly by the two countries. The two sides also discussed the security of the CPEC on Thursday. On Tuesday, Masood Khalid, Pakistani Ambassador to China, said at a news conference that Pakistan had deployed more than 15,000 troops to protect the CPEC. The Hong Kong-based South China Morning Post had earlier reported that China was planning a five-fold increase in its marine force — from 20,000 to 100,000. Some of the Chinese marines would be stationed at Djibouti in Africa, and the Pakistani port of Gwadar, the starting point of the CPEC. Song Zhongping, a military expert who served in the Second Artillery Corps now known as the PLA Rocket Force, explained the rationale behind ChinaPakistan military cooperation. He told Global Times that Pakistan faced frequent threats from terrorist forces



General Fang Fenghui such as the Tehreek-eTaliban and al-Qaeda. This required military support to ensure a safe environment for the regions where China has made huge investments.



Making missiles He said China’s authorisation to Pakistan to produce ballistic missiles, cruise missiles, anti-aircraft missiles, anti-ship missiles and main battle tanks was also on the agenda of Gen. Bajwa’s talks. Xinhua quoted Chinese Vice-Premier Zhang Gaoli, whom Gen. Bajwa met, as saying that the two countries should enhance defence and security cooperation and push forward the building of the CPEC in an orderly manner. The Pakistani daily Dawn has reported quoting a statement from the Inter Services Public Relations that China’s leadership appreciated Pakistan’s fight against terrorism with a special mention of eliminating al-Qaeda, Tehreek-e-Taliban and the East Turkmenistan Islamic Movement (ETIM). The daily said China blames the ETIM for carrying out attacks in its far western region of Xinjiang, and has long urged Islamabad to weed out what it says are militants from the region.



Turkish daily likens Merkel to Hitler Agence France-Presse



Diicult talks between long-time allies of to a cordial start Agence France-Presse Washington



U.S. President Donald Trump greeted German Chancellor Angela Merkel with a handshake at the White House Friday — a cordial start to difficult talks between long-time allies, who now differ on a host of issues from immigration to NATO. The veteran Chancellor arrived at a snowy White House, hoping to reverse a chill in relations after Mr. Trump’s tough election rhetoric. The two leaders shook hands and smiled for the cameras before entering the West Wing, for a meeting that had been delayed three days because of bad weather.



Distinct approaches The unlikely pair — a cautious German Chancellor and impulsive U.S. President — moved to the Oval Office, hoping to narrow differences on immigration and NATO but also Russia and



New beginning: U.S. President Donald Trump and German Chancellor Angela Merkel in the White House on Friday AFP *



global trade. For years, Ms. Merkel — a trained physicist — had been president Barack Obama’s closest international partner, with the two sharing a strong rapport and a similar deliberative approach. Before coming to office in January, the U.S. President called Ms. Merkel’s acceptance of refugees a “catastrophic mistake” and said she was “ruining Germany”.



He also demanded that countries like Germany step up defence spending, a sensitive issue for a nation that has had a strong pacifist tradition since World War II and proselytises fiscal prudence. In a similar vein, Ms. Merkel has sought to remind — some in the White House would say lecture — the real estate mogul about democratic values.



Ankara



A Turkish pro-government newspaper on Friday depicted German Chancellor Angela Merkel on its front page in Nazi uniform with a Hitler-style moustache, labelling the German leader ‘She Hitler’ amid a bitter war of words between Ankara and Berlin. Right-wing tabloid-style daily Gunes (Sun) printed the picture along with the words in German: “#Frau Hitler” and called her an “ugly aunt”. The mockedup image took up most of the front page of the daily, with a Nazi swastika on Ms. Merkel’s “uniform” and another swastika next to her head . Turkey and Europe are locked in a bitter spat after Germany and the Netherlands blocked Turkish ministers from holding rallies to campaign for a ‘yes’ vote in next month’s referendum on expanding President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s powers. Erdogan has repeatedly accused Germany and the Netherlands of acting like “Nazis”.



‘Wilders remains force to be reckoned with’ Observers feel he has already succeeded in shifting the tone in Dutch politics enough to place his Freedom Party (PVV) second. “It would have been great if we were the largest, but we’re willing to talk and help govern. That’'s my hope,” Mr. Wilders told journalists on Thursday. But he warned his party would “show our hard opposition side” if he were excluded.



Agence France-Presse The Hague



Geert Wilders may have been beaten into second place in the Dutch elections but the far-right MP will enjoy a magnified role in parliament and remain a force to be reckoned with, analysts said. While he failed in his aim of starting a “patriotic revolution”, Mr. Wilders has already succeeded in shifting the debate and the tone in Dutch politics on immigration and integration, observers said. Campaigning on an anti-Islam ticket, the peroxidehaired politician saw his hopes wilt from an all-time high in January when opinion polls had said he could CM YK



Geert Wilders win as many as 37 seats in the 150-seat Dutch lower chamber. Instead, he captured a more sobering 20 seats in Wednesday’s general elections, behind the 33 won by the Liberal party of Prime Minister Mark Rutte, but



Cobbling up a coalition The long process to form the next government has begun with the VVD sounding out other parties to try to cobble together a coalition. Most parties leaders, including Mr. Rutte, have already vowed not to work with Mr. Wilders, alienated



by his fiery anti-immigrant, anti-EU rhetoric, and his goit-alone attitude.



Long shadow But analysts say Mr. Wilders, who quit the VVD in 2006 to set up his party, will continue to cast a long shadow across the Dutch political landscape and has already succeeded in pulling the lowlands country to the right. “What's telling is that many parties, including Rutte’s VVD, have already taken on some of the PVV’s viewpoints and content... particularly when it comes to immigration policies,” said Matthijs Rooduijn, a political sociologist at the University of Utrecht. A ND-ND
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market watch 17-03-17



% CHANGE



Sensex dddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 29,649 dddddddd 0.21 US Dollar ddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 65.46 dddddd -0.08 Gold dddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 28,950 dddddd -0.52 Brent oil ddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 51.80 dddddddd 0.00



Taurus faces ‘Engine issues won’t impact investor pique aircraft deliveries in India’ Working to ix ‘teething trouble’ in A320neo: Airbus CEO



NIFTY 50 PRICE CHANGE



ACC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1411.50. . . . . . -10.50 Adani Ports. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 325.40. . . . . . . . -0.30 Ambuja Cements. . . .. . . . . . 234.10. . . . . . . . -1.30 Asian Paints. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1079.45. . . . . . . . -8.10 Aurobindo Pharma . . . . . . 687.55. . . . . . . . -0.05 Axis Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 517.15. . . . . . . . . 3.50 Bajaj Auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2912.50. . . . . . -23.90 Bank of Baroda . . . . . .. . . . . . 164.90. . . . . . . . -3.65 Bharti Airtel . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 346.85. . . . . . -13.80 BHEL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 168.65. . . . . . . . -0.20 Bosch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22798.80. . . -128.20 BPCL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 642.10. . . . . . . . -5.65 Cipla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 597.30. . . . . . . . -4.10 Coal India . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 289.25. . . . . . . . -2.70 Dr Reddys Lab . . . . . . . .. . . . 2736.25. . . . . . -15.45 Eicher Motors. . . . . . . . .. 24691.40. . . . . 176.60 GAIL (India). . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 375.15. . . . . . . . -3.65 Grasim Ind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1041.40. . . . . . . . -9.15 HCL Tech. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 865.75. . . . . . . 10.35 HDFC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1451.20. . . . . . . . . 0.95 HDFC Bank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1425.85. . . . . . . . . 8.50 Hero MotoCorp . . . . . .. . . . 3346.10. . . . . . . . -1.90 Hindalco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 196.20. . . . . . . . -2.55 Hind Unilever . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 902.55. . . . . . . . -3.65 ICICI Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 280.60. . . . . . . . -3.90 Idea Cellular . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 108.10. . . . . . . . -4.85 IndusInd Bank . . . . . . . .. . . . 1383.55. . . . . . . . . 7.00 Bharti Infratel . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 309.70. . . . . . . . -0.80 Infosys . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1040.30. . . . . . . 11.45 ITC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 281.25. . . . . . . 12.80 Kotak Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 848.25. . . . . . . . -3.15 L&T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1552.55. . . . . . -18.50 Lupin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1456.55. . . . . . . . . 1.15 M&M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1303.85. . . . . . -17.05 Maurti Suzuki . . . . . . . . .. . . . 6192.60. . . . . . . 37.15 NTPC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 159.95. . . . . . . . -1.30 ONGC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 190.00. . . . . . . . -1.80 PowerGrid Corp . . . . .. . . . . . 194.00. . . . . . . . -1.10 Reliance Ind . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1300.70. . . . . . . . . 3.05 State Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 274.15. . . . . . . . -5.15 Sun Pharma . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 707.50. . . . . . . . -3.30 Tata Motors . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 476.50. . . . . . . . -4.45 Tata Motors DVR. . . .. . . . . . 287.00. . . . . . . . -5.85 Tata Power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86.35. . . . . . . . . 0.15 Tata Steel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 502.20. . . . . . . . . 2.55 TCS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2525.75. . . . . . . . . 4.85 Tech Mahindra . . . . . . .. . . . . . 484.25. . . . . . . . . 3.15 UltraTech Cement . .. . . . 4039.80. . . . . . -16.75 Wipro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 504.25. . . . . . . . . 3.70 YES Bank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1507.90. . . . . . -20.05 Zee Entertainment . . . . . . 519.25. . . . . . . . -6.20



EXCHANGE RATES Indicative direct rates in rupees a unit except yen at 4 p.m. on March 17 CURRENCY



TT BUY



TT SELL



US Dollar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 65.26. . . . . . . 65.58 Euro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 70.09. . . . . . . 70.44 British Pound . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 80.62. . . . . . . 81.02 Japanese Yen (100) . .. . 57.68. . . . . . . 57.96 Chinese Yuan . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 9.45. . . . . . . . . 9.50 Swiss Franc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 65.47. . . . . . . 65.79 Singapore Dollar . . . . . . .. . 46.53. . . . . . . 46.78 Canadian Dollar . . . . . . . . .. . 48.92. . . . . . . 49.16 Malaysian Ringitt . . . . . .. . 14.71. . . . . . . 14.79 Source:Indian Bank



BULLION RATES



CHENNAI



March 17 rates in rupees with previous rates in parentheses Retail Silver (1g) . . . . . . . . . . . 43.70. . . . . (44.00) 22 ct gold (1 g) . .. . . . . . . . . . . 2,745. . . . . (2,741)



PE deals slump by 50% in Feb. Press Trust of India New Delhi



Private equity investments in February declined by more than 50% to $585 million in the absence of bigticket deals, a report showed. According to assurance, tax and advisory firm Grant Thornton, there were 44 PE transactions last month worth $585 million, as against 97 deals worth $1.26 billion in the year-earlier period. “The month saw PE investment volumes decline to a 32-month low, while deal values declined by more than half year-onyear in the absence of big ticket investments,” the report said. Last month saw only one deal valued over $100 million, while in February 2016, there were five such deals.



PSU banks question fund house’s decision to invest in BILT paper



Ofering assurance: We have been updating investors on the repayment plan, says Taurus Mutual Fund CEO Waqar Naqvi. ASHISH RUKHAIYAR MUMBAI



There is more trouble at Taurus Mutual Fund with large investors questioning the risk management policies and prudential investment guidelines of the fund house after it took a massive hit due to the recent downgrade of the commercial paper (CP) issued by Ballarpur Industries Ltd. (BILT). Public sector banks like Bank of India and Canara Bank had written to the fund house, questioning Taurus’ decision to invest in BILT’s commercial paper even after reports of stressed liquidity in the company. They have sought an explanation on how it planned to make good their losses. However, Taurus Mutual Fund chief executive officer Waqar Naqvi said the fund house had been regularly communicating with its investors and updating them on the repayment plan. “We have not violated any investment norms. We have made it clear that as and when repayment happens, it will go to investors as on the date of the markdown,” he said.



BILT’s CP The issue has its roots in the debt scheme of Taurus MF that bought short term CP issued by BILT with maturity dates between February 20 and February 27. On February 20, BILT did not honour its maturity obligation and the fund house on February 22 decided to mark down the securities to zero. The mark down impacted the net asset value (NAV) of the scheme and hence, the investment of the investors. Bank of India, in its letter dated February 27, states that it invested in Taurus Liquid Fund in January 2017 on the basis of the endDecember portfolio composition that had nil exposure to BILT. It further adds that the portfolio details available on the website of the fund house shows that the expos-



ure to BILT was ₹39.41 crore (2.43% of assets under management (AUM)) as on January 31 that rose to ₹71 crore (7.22% of the AUM) as on February 22. “It appears that you have shifted from some other scheme to liquid scheme with prior knowledge of expected default putting us into potential loss for the present,” said the letter. The Hindu has seen a copy of the letter.



Value erosion The net asset value (NAV) of the Liquid Fund Super Institutional Plan Direct Growth lost 7.21% in a single day from ₹1,751.9362 on February 21 to ₹1,625.5077 on February 22, said the letter adding that the fund house attributed the loss to the default by BILT. Canara Bank, in its mail to the fund house, sought clarification on the timing of the investment in the commercial papers of BILT. It highlights the fact that while the portfolio details for the months of December 2016 and January 2017 showed an exposure towards BILT, there was no such exposure in the previous months. The public sector bank invested ₹100 crore in the Liquid Scheme of the fund house on January 2. “We suspended fresh investments in the scheme. We did not increase our exposure to BILT paper post the default but it is just that the AUM went down and therefore the allocation appears to have gone up,” Mr. Naqvi told The Hindu. “We have even stopped charging management fee in the affected scheme. “We are in regular touch with SEBI as well and are seeking their guidance on the matter as well,” Mr. Naqvi said. This is not the first time a fund house had been impacted by a default and a downgrade in the credit ratings of a security. In August 2015, debt schemes of JP Morgan had to take a hit due to their exposure to Amtek Auto’s debt papers.



NEW DELHI



Two incidents of ire occured in A320neo aircraft using the Pratt & Whitney engines.



tunate. The engines have some teething problems, some maturity problems. This is something on which we are working very closely with the airline customers, with the engine maker (Pratt & Whitney) of course, and the authorities, and it is going very smooth. I don’t see this impacting our deliveries in India,” Mr. Enders said here at the ground-breaking ceremony of the Airbus India Training Centre. The Airbus chief also said



Fresh DGCA norms for pilots taking naps Action after incidents of radio failure



Helicopter plans “The helicopter market in India is very important for us. It’s a great place to sell, manufacture and assemble helicopters. Our plans to sell Airbus helicopters (in India) are no less ambitious than the commercial aircraft,” Mr. Enders said. The training centre, to be operational by end-2018, will be Airbus’s first pilot-training facility in Asia. It will have two A320 full-flight simulators initially, to be gradually increased to six. The centre can initially train more than 800 pilots and 200 maintenance engineers annually.



Music Broadcast up on debut Press Trust of India New Delhi



Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



The Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) issued fresh guidelines for airlines to address communication lag while pilots are taking controlled rest during the flight. The aviation regulator said on Friday the guidelines have been issued “in the wake of two incidents of radio communication failure involving Jet Airways and Air India aircraft in the European airspace” recently. Both the Londonbound planes had to be es-



MPs’ panel eyes efect on MSMEs



it had plans to increase its helicopter footprint in commercial and military areas in India. Although Mr. Enders said Airbus had no plans to set up final assembly lines for aircraft in India, he hinted at a possible assembly line for helicopters.



Special Correspondent



Airbus CEO Tom Enders on Friday termed the recent troubles with the Pratt & Whitney engines used in the aircraft manufacturer’s A320neo aircraft “unfortunate” but said it would not impact aircraft deliveries. Two incidents of fire were recently reported in A320neo aircraft using the engine — one with GoAir and the other with IndiGo — in the last two months. The engine has also posed challenges related to startup issues and erroneous technical messages to the pilot. “I have not heard from any airline which is dissatisfied with the way we are dealing with the situation with respect to any operational disruptions,” Mr. Enders said, adding the plane maker is set to deliver one aircraft a week, on average, in the next 10 years in India. “The incidents are unfor-



‘Assess impact of Make in India plan’



corted by air force jets after they lost contact with the air traffic control.



Speaker volume The DGCA has asked airlines to maintain speaker volume “at an appropriate level” and not to switch it off or keep it at minimum level during the flight. “Headset shall not be worn by the non-resting crew while the other crew is in controlled rest,” the aviation regulator said. The DGCA had previously issued guidelines in 2013 allowing pilots to take nap in the cockpit.



Music Broadcast, a Jagran Group firm that runs Radio City FM channel, on Friday made a stellar debut as its shares got listed at ₹420 on the BSE, a premium of 26% over the issue price of ₹333. At the NSE, it debuted at ₹413, up 24% over the issue price. The IPO, which opened for public subscription on March 6, was subscribed more than 39 times. The IPO comprised fresh issue of shares of up to ₹400 crore and an offer for sale of up to 26.59 lakh scrips by existing shareholders.



Impetus needed: The panel noted that manufacturing had grown only 1.6% on average in the last ive years. REUTERS *



Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



A Parliamentary panel has sought an assessment of how the government’s Make In India (MII) initiative has helped the micro, small and medium enterprises (MSME) in the country. It also said dedicated measures should be made to ensure that Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) promotes the MSME sector. The Department Related Parliamentary Committee on Commerce and Industry also asked the government to share with it the factors behind Foreign Portfolio Investments turning negative and its impact on the Indian industry. Given the large population of youth in the country, the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Commerce also wanted the assessment to show if the MII programme — aimed at boosting manufacturing in India and generating jobs mainly for the youth after ensuring that they get opportunities to skill themselves through skill development programmes — has seized the opportunity of the demographic dividend. The panel, chaired by Bhupinder Yadav, MP, Rajya Sabha, recommended that manufacturing growth in the country become robust.



“The manufacturing sector has grown only by an average of 1.6% in the last five years till 2015-16,” it said.



‘Capital goods crucial’ Stating that the capital goods sector is crucial for the industrial growth of the country, the panel said, “appropriate measures may be taken to revive the growth of the capital goods sector.” On industrial development of backward and remote areas, the panel said, “possibility of giving suitable subsidy may be explored for industries investing high capital, which may be ₹500 crore or above in select sectors like food processing and other employment generating industries congenial to the region.” On proposals to boost export performance, the panel said a healthy increase in the allocation of the Interest Equalisation Scheme would enable greater coverage and help augment export competitiveness, which otherwise, had been adversely affected by high rate of credit. Professionalism needed to be infused in the working of the Directorate General of Trade Remedies so that maximum benefit of the country’s foreign trade potential may be reaped, the panel said.



R-Cap to sell all non-core investments SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT Mumbai



Reliance Capital, the nonbanking finance arm of Anil Ambani’s Reliance group, has decided to sell all its non-core investments by March 2018, a move that is expected to lead to large capital gains. Addressing analysts, chairman Mr. Ambani said the firm would focus only on financial services with housing, SME and consumer finance planned as the 3 new growth engines. “All non-core investments to be monetised by March 2018 leading to large capital gains,” the call transcript cited Mr. Ambani as saying. Value-creating consolidation opportunities would be pursued, he said.



Indian drugmakers face squeeze in U.S. Threat of tougher rules and higher barriers are forcing irms to reconsider plans Reuters MUMBAI



India’s small and mediumsized generic drugmakers say the threat of tougher rules and higher barriers for outsiders in the U.S. healthcare market will force many to find a niche or focus their expansion efforts on other countries. India supplies nearly a third of medicines sold in the U.S., the world’s largest healthcare market. Cut-price generics sold by India’s small- and medium-sized drugmakers have been critical in bringing down prices there.



Protectionist stance A more protectionist stance by President Donald Trump, with the prospect of import tariffs and the U.S. boosting local drug manufacturing, mean the operating environment for smaller generic players will get worse, executives at Indian companies said. “If the challenges keep increasing, competition will CM YK



Bitter pill: Small and medium generic drugmakers may need to ind a niche or look beyond the U.S. REUTERS *



reduce, and this could actually increase prices there,” said D.G. Shah, secretary general of the Indian Pharmaceutical Association, which represents 20 large Indian drugmakers. J. Jayaseelan, who owns Nuray Chemicals, a maker of drug ingredients, said many Indian firms are reconsidering, or putting on hold, U.S. expansion plans. Ajanta Pharma is one such firm. The mid-sized generics drug maker said it had no plans to scale up its U.S. business and would invest



more in Asia and Africa instead. “It’s not a major market for us right now ... you’ve got to look at the risk-reward ratio,” said Rajeev Agarwal, general manager of finance at Ajanta. The risks comes as U.S. revenue growth for these firms is falling. U.S. revenues for Indian drugmakers rose 15% in 2016, half the average annual growth rate of 33% between 2011 and 2015, ratings agency ICRA said. It expects the growth rate to fall further this year. Consolida-



tion among U.S. drugs distributors and a federal probe into drug pricing have also reduced the pricing power of drugmakers. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has also banned dozens of Indian drug factories from supplying the U.S. market following inspections that found inadequate quality-control practices. Companies have invested significant sums to raise their quality standards. Firms that want to focus on the U.S. will have to increase investment in highermargin niche therapies, or products requiring specialised manufacturing, said Mitanshu Shah, senior VP of finance at Alembic Pharmaceuticals. “Smaller companies with a few regular products and no long-term vision for the United States won’t last,” Shah said. Even with a vision, the U.S. market is getting tougher, said Vijay Ramanavarapu, U.S. business head at Granules India. “You have to fight twice as hard today.” A ND-ND
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‘Stop selling products meant for direct sales’
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Chilli induces tears



Don’t facilitate deals, trade body tells Amazon, Flipkart Yuthika Bhargava New Delhi



Idea to sell 2G, 3G, 4G data at same price NEW DELHI



Telecom operator Idea Cellular will start selling 1GB and above mobile data plans across its 2G, 3G and 4G network at the same price by the end of this month. “Idea has now announced that it will allow open market data recharges of 1GB and above to work on Idea’s 2G, 3G or 4G network without any diferential prices and this will be rolled out nationally by March 31, 2017,” Idea said in a statement. PTI



Sun Pharma indirect arm to acquire Thallion NEW DELHI



Sun Pharmaceutical Industries has said an indirect arm of its group irm Taro will fully acquire Canada’s Thallion Pharmaceuticals for 2.7 million Canadian dollars. Taro Pharmaceuticals Inc (Canada) has entered into an agreement to acquire all of the issued and outstanding shares of Thallion Pharmaceuticals, Sun Pharma said in a regulatory iling. PTI



Reliance CPSE ETF FFO subscribed 3.7 times MUMBAI



The Further Fund Ofer of Reliance CPSE ETF was subscribed close to 3.7 times on Friday, the last day of the ofering. According to a statement from the fund house, the ofer received subscriptions worth ₹9,200 crore for an issue size of ₹2,500 crore. More than 1.2 lakh retail applications were received. The institutional portion was subscribed 7.6 times and the retail segment was subscribed two times.



CM YK



The Indian Direct Selling Association (IDSA) has written to leading e-commerce firms, including Amazon, Flipkart and Paytm, seeking action to stop unauthorised sale of products from member companies such as Amway, Oriflame, Avon Beauty Products, Herbalife International, Modicare and Tupperware, on their platforms. “Such products available online are usually not authorised sales. Most of our contracts with the direct sellers prohibit them to sell the product online. As a concept, they are supposed to sell directly to the consumer,” Jitendra Jagota, Chairman of IDSA told The Hindu. He, however, added that since e-commerce is booming, direct selling companies cannot turn a blind eye to the online retail channel. “In some cases, the direct seller’s contract with a company allows sales of these products online. Some companies are looking to have a digital strategy.”



‘Notices sent’ “From IDSA, we have sent notices to these sites that they should not sell these products. Individual companies are also approaching these marketplaces. If you look at the direct selling guidelines, they prohibit any person from selling such products on e-commerce platforms without prior consent of the company,” Mr. Jagota said. According to a recent IDSA and PHD Chamber survey, active direct sellers in India stood at over 40.31 lakh in 2015-16. The gross sales by the Indian direct selling industry stood at



Stamp of approval: Direct sellers wishing to sell online must have prior written consent from the direct selling entity. ₹83,085 million in 2015-16 and are pegged to grow to ₹2,58,261 million by 2024-25. The association has reached out to Amazon, Flipkart, Snapdeal, ShopClues and Paytm. While the first letter was sent out in November last year, a subsequent reminder was sent to the online marketplaces in January. However, till now, ShopClues is the only firm to have responded positively. “They had told us that they will look into the matter and try to close the gaps. They had said they will ask sellers to furnish an authorisation letter before sale of such products,” Mr. Jagota said. As per the relevant clause of the guideline, any person who sells or offers for sale, including on an e-commerce platform/marketplace, any product or service of a direct selling entity, must have prior written consent from the direct selling entity to undertake such a sale. “Since the aforesaid provision requires an express written consent from a Direct Selling Entity for sale of its products on an e-commerce platform/marketplace, it is necessary that the



e-commerce websites/marketplaces ensure that such consent is made available to them by persons intending to make such sales, before they permit/facilitate any such sales on the website/ marketplace,” IDSA said in the letter. Mr. Jagota, however, added that though these guidelines did not prohibit ecommerce firms directly, the direct selling industry wanted them to put in place measures to check the authorisation letter from the sellers. Asked about direct sellers losing out on the online commerce boom, Mr. Jagota said, “If we can control the pricing, online sales are manageable. However, the discounts you get online, many times because of sheer volume, cannot be matched in offline. Direct sellers work on a very thin margin. In online, price-cutting goes beyond control. If we have a regulated system, where direct sellers sell as per conditions of a contract, we have no problem. We don’t want to replicate the fight between offline and online retailers in direct selling.”



Hot potato: Sacks containing red chillies stacked at the Agricultural Produce Market Committee yard in Khammam, Telangana on Friday. While yield has climbed this year, prices have crashed to less than half of previous years’, causing huge losses. G.N. RAO *



ArcelorMittal set to resolve JV with SAIL



Ice-cream maker Creambell to venture into dairy business



Press Trust of India New Delhi



The Centre on Friday said it was hopeful that SAIL and ArcelorMittal would resolve differences over the setting up of the about ₹5,000-crore auto-grade steel plant before May. “May-end is the deadline and before that we think some solution should come up... Some problem is solved. Good news should come,” Steel Minister Chaudhary Birender Singh told reporters here. The much-awaited joint venture between steel giant ArcelorMittal and staterun SAIL will focus on producing specialised grade steel products for defence, space and automobiles.



Company allocates ₹150 crore for foray into Tamil Nadu Special Correspondent CHENNAI



Ravi Jaipuria-promoted Devyani Food Industries Ltd., the makers of Creambell ice cream, is planning to enter the dairy business, tap African markets and set up three more ice cream units in the country. “We recently entered into non-dairy business with the roll out of whip topping and cooking cream while our major focus is on ice cream,” said Nitin Arora, chief executive officer, Devyani Food Industries. “We are toying with the idea of getting into dairy



Creambell has three ice cream manufacturing facilities at Kosi, Baddi and Goa. The fourth facility will be commissioned in West Bengal by April end. In the first phase, it would increase the production capacity of ice creams by 15%. Announcing its entry into Tamil Nadu, Mr. Arora said: “We are planning to set up Nitin Arora, CEO, Devyani Food ice cream plants in MahaIndustries, at a press rashtra, Gujarat and Tamil conference on Friday. Nadu. We have already invested ₹150 crore for the business but it would take West Bengal plant. For Tamil some more time. Certainly, Nadu, we have set aside ₹150 we will set up our own crore for market asset creation and advertising.” dairy,” he said.



A ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



Rahul leads solid reply to Aussies’ 451 Smith’s monumental 178* and Maxwell’s maiden ton drive the visitors; Jadeja picks up ive S. Dinakar Ranchi



Smith’s average next only to the Don’s RANCHI



Steve Smith’s unbeaten 178 took his career average to 61.46, second only to Don Bradman’s 99.94 among those with at least 5,000 Test runs. His knock was the third highest by an Australia batsman in India behind Dean Jones’ 210 and Matthew Hayden’s 201, both in Chennai.



Maxwell joins an exclusive club RANCHI



With his 104, Glenn Maxwell became only the second Australian batsman — after Shane Watson — to score centuries in all three international formats. Eleven others have managed this feat, K.L. Rahul the last before Maxwell.



Jadeja’s most productive phase with the ball RANCHI



Ravindra Jadeja has struck a purple patch with the ball. His bowling average of 26.71 in the first innings, from the start of the England series, is the best among Indian spinners, better than even R. Ashwin’s 39.08. The leftarmer’s strike rate (62.6) is also higher compared to the off-spinner’s (85.6).



The flow in the lanky K.L. Rahul’s batsmanship is hard to miss. His batting, rooted in classicism but modern for its sheer sense of adventure, is a lot about balance. He stands tall, transfers weight to either leg with ease, and meets the ball with the sweet portion of the willow. The opener batted with grace and style after the visitor, powered by Steve Smith’s monumental, unbeaten 178 — the highest score by an Australian captain in India — and Glenn Maxwell’s feisty 104, his maiden century, reached a challenging 451 in its first innings. India’s response was spirited. The host was 120 for one at stumps with Rahul’s 67 grabbing eyeballs on the second day of the third Test here on Friday. On a surface that continues to favour batsmen — there are a couple of developing patches though — leftarm spinner Ravindra Jadeja bowled with control in the first half of the day to scalp five.



Fluent knock Then, Rahul delighted, dominating a 91-run partnership for the first wicket with a resolute M. Vijay. He appears to have so much time since he picks the length in a jiffy. He was decisive, either moving forward or going deep into his crease. A back-footed cover-drive off Pat Cummins was a top shot. It was Cummins who eventually got Rahul though with a nasty short-pitched delivery that followed the batsman and kissed his gloves. Bowling at speeds close to 150kmph and releasing from a rather explosive action, Cummins impressed. Between periods of studious defence, Vijay (42 batting) gloriously cover-drove Josh Hazlewood and swept



Press Trust of India New Delhi



Day’s heroes: Steve Smith notched up the highest score by an Australian captain in India. Right: Ravindra Jadeja, who was exceptional with the ball, brought the visitors’ innings to an end with a back-lick that found Josh Hazlewood short. K.R. DEEPAK *



Nathan Lyon. In the morning, Smith tormented India. His grip may be bottom-handed but the Aussie skipper was on top of the Indian attack. Like most bottom-handed batsmen, Smith is not the most fluent of drivers but can cut, punch and whip with confidence. Smith invariably takes an off-stump guard but is particularly strong on the leg-side. His batting mantra is simple — defend the good deliveries solidly and put away the loose ones to the fence. It’s a pretty effective method too, one that has made him a run machine. Smith displayed immense responsibility and strung together partnerships — the life-line of any innings. He put on 191 for the fifth with Maxwell, 64 for the sixth with Matthew Wade, who swept and whipped off a short back-lift, and 51 for the eighth with Steve O’Keefe. Maxwell held firm as he neared his century. His bat



may have been broken by an Umesh Yadav delivery — the first of the morning — but Maxwell quickly got into his stride, punching Umesh and Ishant Sharma square on the off side for boundaries in this crucial session. Paradoxically, for an innings of discipline, restraint and calculated aggression, Maxwell reached the threefigure mark with a chancy stroke — an uppish cut off Umesh that streaked between the two slips. His innings was a lot about triumph of the spirit.



Smart operator For India, Jadeja operated smartly. He consistently hit the area between back-of-alength and good length, bowled a middle-and-offstump line. On those occasions he hit the rough patches on the pitch, the left-arm spinner posed questions. He got Maxwell with a delivery of turn and bounce, consumed the left-handed Wade with bounce after ad-



eptly changing his line. Jadeja normally bowls quicker through the air but took out Cummins with a deliciously flighted delivery that drifted in and spun away. He deserved his wickets. And Jadeja’s back-flick to run-out Hazlewood underlined his athleticism and got a goodly crowd roaring.



Ashwin off-colour With the surface not offering him much assistance, Ashwin toiled. When the off-spinner operates on pitches that aren’t quite spinner-friendly, the lack of sufficient hip drive and pivot hamper him from getting his entire body into his action for a potent sideon release. This, perhaps, reduces the amount of fizz he can get out of the pitch. Ashwin is a clever bowler though and makes up for this shortcoming through his dexterous wrists, large spinning fingers and subtle changes in trajectory and



angles, but can, with his rather chest-on action, struggle when there is not



enough purchase from the pitch. The Aussies were not complaining.



Third Test, Day 2, JSCA International Stadium, Ranchi Australia — 1ST INNINGS RUNS BALLS 4s 6s Matt Renshaw c Kohli b Umesh dddddddddd ddd 44 dddddd 69 dddddddd 7 dddddddddd David Warner c & b Jadeja dddddddddddddd ddd 19 dddddd 26 dddddddd 2 dddddddddd Steve Smith (not out) ddddddddddddddddddd dd178 ddddd 361 dddddd 17 dddddddddd Shaun Marsh c Pujara b Ashwin dddddddddd ddddd2 dddddddd 8 dddddddddd dddddddddd Peter Handscomb lbw b Umesh dddddddddddd 19 dddddd 47 dddddddd 2 dddddddddd Glenn Maxwell c Saha b Jadeja dddddddddd dd104 ddddd 185 dddddddd 9 dddddddd 2 Matthew Wade c Saha b Jadeja dddddddddd ddd 37 dddddd 50 dddddddd 6 dddddddddd Pat Cummins b Jadeja ddddddddddddddddddd ddddd0 dddddddd 2 dddddddddd dddddddddd Steve O’Keefe c Vijay b Umesh dddddddddd ddd 25 dddddd 71 dddddddd 5 dddddddddd Nathan Lyon c Karun b Jadeja ddddddddddd ddddd1 dddddddd 6 dddddddddd dddddddddd Josh Hazlewood run outddddddddddddddddd ddddd0 dddddddd 2 dddddddddd dddddddddd Extras (b-9, lb-1, nb-2) dddddddddddddddddd ddd 22 Total (in 137.3 overs) dddddddddddddddddddd dd 451 Fall of wickets: 1-50 (Warner, 9.4 overs), 2-80 (Renshaw, 22.3), 3-89 (Marsh, 25.1), 4-140 (Handscomb, 42.2), 5-331 (Maxwell, 101.2), 6-395 (Wade, 115.4), 7-395 (Cummins, 115.6), 8-446 (O’Keefe, 134.3), 9- 449 (Lyon, 135.6).



INDIA — 1ST INNINGS RUNS BALLS 4s 6s K.L. Rahul c Wade b Cumminsdddddddddddd ddd 67 ddddd 102 dddddddd 9 ddddddddd M. Vijay (batting) ddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 42 ddddd 112 dddddddd 6 ddddddddd ddd 10 dddddd 26 dddddddd 1 ddddddddd Cheteshwar Pujara (batting) Extras (lb-1) ddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd ddddd1 Total (for one wicket in 40 overs) dddddddd dd 120 Fall of wickets: 1-91 (Rahul, 31.2 overs).



AUSTRALIA BOWLING: Hazlewood 9-2-25-0, Cummins 10-1-22-1, O’Keefe 10-3-30-0, Lyon 11-0-42-0.



Hayden backs Smith on DRS issue



Can’t predict how the wicket will behave, says Umesh



Former Aussie opener says sledging is part of the game



Special Correspondent



S. Dinakar



Ranchi



RANCHI



He lifted his arms in triumph and walked up to embrace his skipper. Labelled a limited-over specialist, Glenn Maxwell’s disciplined Test hundred here on Friday marked a breakthrough moment for him in the longer format. Talking about his maiden Test century, Maxwell said, “It was probably more the emotions of the whole night I had as well. You go to sleep 82 not out, I thought about it all night. I went through about 300 to 400 different scenarios that could’ve happened the next day, most of them weren’t good.” He added, “So much emotion fell out as soon as I got that hundred. Even thinking about it now, I’ve got a frog in my throat. It’s as special a moment as I’ve had in my career and hopefully it’s not the last.” His Test career — this is Maxwell’s fourth Test — has been one of unfulfilled promises. “It’s been a long time between drinks since 2014, my last Test. To get back in the side in the first place was something I really hold close to my heart.” Maxwell spoke about being consistent — an attribute



The big and strong Matthew Hayden was an imposing presence at the crease. In India, the Australian lefthander, dominating the spinners, was a ‘sweeping success’. The 45-year-old Queenslander’s 8,625 runs from 103 Tests at 50.73 reflect his greatness. This opener could demolish attacks. Speaking to The Hindu on Thursday, Hayden backed Steve Smith on the DRS issue and believed the Australians did not seek instructions from the dressing room on a regular basis. “I take Smith for his word. I believe what he said. Fifteen seconds is not enough to get a message across and back from the dressing room.” He looked at his watch, waited for 15 seconds, and said, “Look, it is over so quickly, in no time!”



Small hitch: Not even a broken bat could put Maxwell of.



*



K.R. DEEPAK



For India, paceman Umesh Yadav bowled with a lot of heart. On bowling to Smith, he said, “At times it's very difficult to bowl to him. You bowl with a particular plan but sometimes he changes his stance, shuffles from leg-stump to off. You have to keep an eye on him till the last moment and bowl accordingly.” Queried on the surface, he said, “I don’t think the pitch has changed. Still hope for the best. The pitch is easy to bat on. Can’t predict how it



will behave.” Asked about his bowling, Umesh said, “I am doing the same thing, but the confidence level is high. Now I have realised my strengths and weaknesses. Some wrote about my tendency to bowl at the pads, I no longer do that.” He had words of appreciation for left-arm spinner Ravindra Jadeja’s bowling. “He never moves away from his spots and bowls tirelessly at the same spot. If he gets the tiniest of rough, he knows where to pitch the ball.”



tell you from experience that this is true.”



Matthew Hayden.



*



FILE PHOTO



volved, the Boards come into the picture, everything gets magnified.” Hayden himself had the reputation of being someone who sledged. On the issue of sledging that has dominated the series, Hayden noted, “All teams sledge. And if you ask me, verbal sledging is only 10 per cent of the total package. Just look at a scenario where the batsman is under no pressure. Whatever words you say to him would hardly matter to him. He would just ignore them.” Hayden added, “Unless you create the stress, this includes the way you go about things on the field, how aggressive your body language is, verbal sledging has little value. Some people might disagree with me but I can



Keep it on the field Given the rather volatile nature of the first two Tests, Hayden said things spoken on the field should stay in the arena. “Once you take it outside the playing arena, then the media gets in-



Praise for the Boards He congratulated the two Boards for their efforts in putting a lid on the issue. “I think the two Boards acted well to nip the issue in the bud. The ICC and the match referee too handled the matter capably. And we could see the effect of that today, there were no incidents here.” Hayden came under scrutiny too in the ill-tempered Monkeygate series down under in 2007-08. He said, “That series in 2008 actually brought the two Boards, India and Australia, closer. There is a lot more trust between them now.” Asked to compare Harbhajan Singh with R. Ashwin, Hayden said, “It’s hard to do that. Their styles are different, their methods are different. Today, batsmen are more expansive, spinners tend to bowl flatter. I would not rate one over the other.” S. Sriram, Hayden felt, had added value to the Australian team as the spin bowling coach. “He has expertise and knowledge of the local conditions that is always welcome.”



Carlsen is still No. 1 but the others are closing in: Viswanathan Anand S. Prasanna Venkatesan CHENNAI



Viswanathan Anand had a mixed 2016 in terms of results but is eager to make amends this year. Besides his plan for this year, the five-time World chess champion spoke on wide-ranging issues on the sidelines of a chess workshop organised by the Velammal Vidyalaya here on Friday. Excerpts. Do you think reliance on computers these days impedes the ability of kids to think for themselves?



CM YK



■ Well, that is the big danger. I will try to emphasise that (in the workshop), especially with the end-games. I hope when I give the positions for them to solve, they will see how difficult it is to do, without someone keeping an evaluation that you can see. It’s not a question of understanding as such, because when someone tells you the right answer, it looks like the right answer. But when no one is telling you anything, can you still find the right answer? Because, then you have various concepts, and I will



this camp. I will try to show how mistakes happen in over-the-board play. Does chess have a performance-enhancing drugs problem?



try to show them that. A computer is an unbelievably effective tool. But you cannot completely rely on it. That’s part of the focus in



■ There is not much substance abuse in chess. I’ve occasionally heard stories, but it’s not a big problem. Electronic cheating, on the other hand, is a big problem. It requires very little assistance. So, at a critical moment in a game, the only piece of information that needs to be processed is if the move is good or bad.



With that little piece of information alone, the help is enormous; because looking at the same position knowing the conclusion makes everything easier. What’s your plan for this year, and who do you think will dominate this year?



I have two main objectives. I will play the Grand Chess Tour; that is one circuit. The other is the World championship cycle in which I will play the World Cup in September. If I qualify in the World



■



The Committee of Administrators (CoA) on Friday decided in unison that any State unit trying to sabotage Indian Premier League matches will face harsh punishment and the matter will be taken up at the appropriate legal forum. The CoA feels that the State units are trying to feed misinformation as they have never ever been required to spend any money from their coffers for arranging IPL matches. In fact, a top BCCI source abreast with CoA meeting said that it was found out that the State units are blatantly lying as it is the BCCI and franchises which share the cost of hosting association on a 50-50 basis and not the State units. Vikram Limaye, like the last time, will be representing BCCI at the ICC Board meeting, while CEO Rahul Johri will be present at the chief executives meeting. It was Amitabh Chaudhary, joint secretary, BCCI, who was India’s representative in the chief executives’ meeting in the first week of February. The Supreme Court hearing on March 20 also came up for discussion.



Kohli looks like he will bat: Umesh



INDIA BOWLING: Ishant 20-2-70-0, Umesh 31-3-106-3, Ashwin 34-2-114-1, Jadeja 49.3-8-124-5, Vijay 3-0-17-0.



I have a frog in my throat: Maxwell



that has eluded him so far — and said, “Hopefully, this innings ticks something inside me.” The Aussie spoke about skipper Steve Smith’s ability to lift the team. “He’s inspirational. He probably lifts the team to another level because he makes the game look so easy. He’s a guy that people feed off.” On how this surface could behave on the last three days, Maxwell said, “I have no idea but I hope it explodes.”



CoA warns against sabotaging IPL games



Cup, then I have to get ready for the Candidates tournament, and the Grand tour is five tournaments. As it is, of course, Carlsen remains No. 1. But the gap is now closer than it has been for a long time. And, generally you can see that the youngest players are the ones making up a lot of ground. Wesley So is the guy everyone’s keeping an eye on at the moment. In terms of players’ age, is chess getting younger?



I would say that the sport is getting younger, but not in



■



the last two or three years. When I once looked at the average age for the World’s top-10, it was 36. Then, when I looked at it some 20 years later, it had dropped to 26. And it was 26 since (Veselin) Topalov, and (Vladimir) Kramnik were somehow pushing it up. Otherwise, it would been even lower. But not much has changed in the last three or four years. I don’t know if the top-10, necessarily, will move into the teens. Anyway, it’s not something I think about a lot. It’s just an effect you notice.



Virat Kohli.



*



AFP



Special Correspondent Ranchi



Virat Kohli is expected to bat during the Indian innings. The Indian captain is believed to be making a good recovery from a shoulder injury. India paceman Umesh Yadav said here on Friday evening, “Bandage will obviously remain after an injury. But I think he’s fit to play. The way he’s practising at the nets, it seems he’s all set to come back.” Kohli came to the ground with the team in the morning but opted not to practise. His shoulder strapped, Kohli followed action from the dressing room. Since his is an external injury that occurred during the course of play, Kohli can bat at any stage of the Indian innings.



de Kock, Bavuma revive SA REUTERS WELLINGTON



Quinton de Kock (91, 118b, 10x4, 3x6) and Temba Bavuma (89, 160b, 9x4) fell short of the centuries they probably deserved but drove South Africa to 349 for nine, a first innings lead of 81, at the close of play on the second day of the second Test against New Zealand on Friday.



SCOREBOARD New Zealand — 1st innings: 268. South Africa — 1st innings: S. Cook c Neesham b Southee 3, D. Elgar c Neesham b de Grandhomme 9, K. Rabada b Southee 9, H. Amla c Nicholls b de Grandhomme 21, J-P. Duminy c Nicholls b Wagner 16, F. du Plessis c Watling b de Grandhomme 22, T. Bavuma c Neesham b Wagner 89, Q. de Kock c Watling b Neesham 91, V. Philander (batting) 36, K. Maharaj c Williamson b Wagner 1, M. Morkel (batting) 31; Extras (b-4, lb-5, w-12): 21; Total (for nine wkts. in 95 overs): 349. Fall of wickets: 1-12, 2-12, 326, 4-59, 5-79, 6-94, 7-254, 8-290, 9-302. New Zealand bowling: Southee 27-7-98-2, de Grandhomme 23-7-52-3, Wagner 21-1-96-3, Patel 12-0-53-0, Neesham 12-2-41-1. A ND-ND
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The Sood brothers clinch title



IN BRIEF



Man United advances AGENCIES ZURICH



Post a fantastic comeback victory in the inal over Balaji and Vishnu later, Chandril and Lakshit had evened it at one set apiece.



Principal Correspondent BENGALURU



Chandril Sood and Lakshit Sood bagged their seventh ITF Futures doubles title following a 2-6, 6-4, [10-6] win over N. Sriram Balaji and Vishnu Vardhan in the final of the $15,000 tournament here on Friday.



Dhoni’s words of advice to Goswami NEW DELHI



Bengal wicketkeeper Shreevats Goswami got some advice from the former India captain M.S. Dhoni on Friday. “He told me that if I am playing at this level, I need not worry about the basics,” Goswami said. “He said it is not possible to shut out all worries ahead of a big match, but the key is ensuring that external factors are kept at a bare minimum.” PTI



For a set and a half, though, the second seeds seemed to have little hope. Balaji and Vishnu, who had won a hat-trick of titles leading up to this competition, broke twice — in the fourth and eighth games — to pocket the first set. In the sixth game, the Soods did earn a break-point, but even that vanished into thin air.



Euro tour: India u-17 team to leave early CHENNAI



The Indian under-17 football team is likely to leave for its European tour earlier than scheduled, after its two friendlies against Mali were called off on Friday. The decision came after FIFA suspended the Mali football federation from playing international matches, citing government interference in the running of the association. The India colts were to play the African country in Mumbai on April 6 and 9, but now, the AIFF has decided that the team would play a few extra games in Europe.



Double delight: Lakshit Sood and Chandril Sood regrouped strongly to clinch the inal in a match tie-break SUDHAKARA JAIN *



At 3-3 in the second set however, the pattern changed. An expertly disguised down-the-line return helped the brothers get to a break-point. Even as that was squandered, on the subsequent chance Balaji aided them with an error in judgement by choosing to poach. Two



convincing



holds



Padhan pulls of a clean sweep A. JOSEPH ANTONY PANAJI



Maheswar Padhan was unstoppable in the RS:X section, sweeping all seven races in the Olympic class over both days of the competitions in the Goa International Sailing Week staged off the Dona Paula and Cidade de Goa beaches. “The RS:X is a lot more fun to sail than the Laser and Hobie 16 classes,” the 25year-old from the Indian Naval Watermanship Centre



Three Indian girls in semifinals KUCHING



Zeel Desai, Mihika Yadav and Mahak Jain reached the semifinals of ITF grade-1 junior tennis tournament in Kuching, Malaysia, on Friday. The results: Girls (quarterfinals): Zeel Desai bt Sohyun Park (Kor) 6-3, 6-2; Naho Sato (Jpn) bt Karolina Berankova (Cze) 6-3, 6-1; Mihika Yadav bt Denisa Hindova (Cze) 6-3, 6-0; Mahak Jain bt Anri Nagata (Jpn) 7-5, 6-3.



Clyne stuns Ghosal in semiinals LONDON



Top-seeded India’s Saurav Ghosal was shocked by fourth-seeded Alan Clyne of Scotland 11-3, 12-10, 11-9 in the semifinals of the Wimbledon Club Squash Squared Open, a PSA event, on Thursday.



The results: Semifinals: N. Sriram Balaji bt Karunuday Singh 4-6, 6-3, 7-5; Prajnesh Gunneswaran bt Sami Reiwein (Ger) 6-4, 6-4. Doubles final: Chandril Sood & Lakshit Sood bt Sriram Balaji & Vishnu Vardhan 2-6, 6-4, [10-6].



The saviour: A late second-half strike by Juan Mata gave Manchester United a 2-1 aggregate win over Rostov. REUTERS *



Sethi memorial meet



Rahul, 3. Kamlapati. Race 6: 1. Padhan, 2. Kamalapati, 3. Rahul. Race 7: 1. Padhan, 2. Rahul, 3. Kamalapati. Hobie 16: Race 4: 1. Ajay Patel & Guru Nath (GBSA), 2. Indramani Yadav & Naveen Vasisht (AWSA). Race 5: 1. Kaushal Kumar Yadav & Nitesh Kumar (AWSA), 2. Jaydeep Dhadhal & K. Kulegi (INSA). Race 6: 1. Kaushal & Nitesh, 2. Ashish Gaur & Naveen Kumar (AWSA). Race 7: 1. Kaushal & Nitesh, 2. Dhadhal & Kulegi.



Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



The cream of Indian shooting assemble for the 11th Sardar Sajjan Singh Sethi memorial masters shooting to be staged from March 18 to 22, at the Dr. Karni Singh Range. Since the scores will count towards national selection, it will be another good opportunity for those eligible in the first place in rifle and pistol events, and willing to capitalise on it, to



assert their efficiency. The championship will open with air rifle in the men’s and women’s sections apart from the 50m free pistol for men and 25m sports pistol for women, on Saturday. Deepak Kumar and Ravi Kumar, who had made the final of the World Cup at the same venue in air rifle, will be out to prove their prowess once again, in the company of Sanjeev Rajput, Gagan Narang, Akhil Sheoran and Chain Singh.



The organisers could not confirm the participation of Jitu Rai and Amanpreet Singh, who had won the gold and silver in the World Cup recently, but there will be no dearth of competition in the presence of Prakash Nanjappa and Omkar Singh. The competition in the junior and youth sections should make it an engrossing exercise for the shooters who are thirsting to make a mark in the international arena.



BENGALURU: Escala (Suraj Narredu up) won the Bull Temple Trophy, the feature event of the races held here on Friday (March 17). The winner is owned by Mr. S. Pathy and trained by Neil Darashah. THE RESULTS:



BENGALURU: Lady Barrington, who maintains form, may score an encore in the Bangalore Juvenile Million (1,400m), the chief event of the concluding day’s races to be held here on Saturday (March 18). There will no false rails. Jockeys for Dancing Princess and Jersey Beauty (fourth race) will be declared later. SOMANATHPUR PLATE (1,200m), rated 00 to 20, 5-y-o & over, 1-15 p.m.: 1. Golden Friend (9) A. Imran Khan 60, 2. Above And Beyond (3) K. Mukesh 59, 3. Shivalik Boy (11) Srinath 58, 4. Arziki (7) Darshan 57.5, 5. Galeno (12) Nazerul Alam 57, 6. Raziel (6) M. Ravi 57, 7. Tic Tac Toe (10) S. John 55.5, 8. Criquette (8) A. Ramu 54.5, 9. Sonic Star (2) P.P. Dhebe 54.5, 10. Flying Prince (1) Irvan Singh 53, 11. Oriental Belle (4) I. Chisty 53 and 12. The Dark Knight (5) Sahanawaz 52. 1. ORIENTAL BELLE, 2. SHIVALIK BOY, 3. GOLDEN FRIEND LEADING TIPSTER TROPHY (1,600m), rated 00 to 20, 1-45: 1. Elegant Star (8) K. Mukesh 60, 2. Midnight Sky (9) Rajesh Babu 60, 3. Simple Sum (5) Suraj Narredu 59.5, 4. Kings Kid (7) Srinath 59, 5. Campfire (2) A. Imran Khan 57, 6. Reverberating (6) S. John 56, 7. Crazy Pineapple (3) Rayan Ahmed 54.5, 8. Aakhri Dao (1) Irvan Singh 50 and 9. Braveheart (4) P.P. Dhebe 50. 1. SIMPLE SUM, 2. CAMPFIRE, 3. REVERBERATING TOTALIZATOR CUP (Div. II), (1,200m), rated 15 to 35, 5-y-o



KOLAR PLATE (Div. II), (1,400m), rated 15 to 35: WIND STRIKER ( Janardhan P) 1, Divino (Suraj Narredu) 2, Skybound (A. Imran Khan) 3 and Wonder Woman (Srinath) 4. Not run: Blessed One. 5, 3/4 and 3/4. 1m 26.92s. Rs. 1,271 (w), 208, 16 and 17 (p), SHP: Rs. 37, FP: Rs. 6,622, Q: Rs. 6,312, Trinella: Rs. 16,927 and Rs. 10,881, Exacta: Rs. 56,067 (carried over). Favourite: Wonder Woman. Owner: Mr. Devaraj Palaniswamy. Trainer: Azhar Ali.
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Russell Westbrook delivered his 34th triple double of the season as Oklahoma City Thunder won its fourth straight win with a 123-102 victory over the Toronto Raptors on Thursday. Other results: Warriors 122 bt Magic 92; Nuggets 129 bt Clippers 114; Nets 121 bt Knicks 110; Grizzlies 103 bt Hawks 91; Cavaliers 91 bt Jazz 83. AGENCIES



The results: Laser Standard: Race 4: 1. Upamanyu Dutta (INWTC), 2. Avinash Yadav (INSA), 3. Deelip Kumar (EMESA). Race 5: 1. Deelip, 2. Ajay Singh Rajput (INSA), 3. Upamanyu. Race 6: 1. Upamanyu, 2. Israj Ali (EMESA), 3. Himanshu Yadav (INSA). Race 7: 1. Upamanyu, 2. Israj, 3. Avinash Yadav (INSA). RS:X: Race 4: 1. M. Padhan (INSA), 2. Kamalapati Ojha (EMESA), 3. Rahul Chowdhury (INSA). Race 5: 1. Padhan, 2.



Balaji will have a chance to make amends when he meets Prajnesh Gunneswaran in the singles final on Saturday. While the former overcame a battling Karunuday Singh 4-6, 6-3, 7-5, the latter had a relatively easy path, beating German Sami Reiwein 6-4, 6-4.



The results: Anderlecht 1 (Acheampong 65) bt APOEL 0 (Anderlecht won 2-0 on aggregate); Borussia Monchengladbach 2



Lady Barrington may score an encore



PRINCE ARDENT TROPHY (Div. II), (1,100m), maiden 3-y-o only, (Terms): KING’S SON (P. Trevor) 1, Symphonica (Suraj Narredu) 2, Dunamis (S. John) 3 and Country’s Treasure (Srinath) 4. Not run: Aine. 2, 1 and 1-1/2. 1m 08.25s. Rs. 37 (w), 13, 14 and 58 (p), SHP: Rs. 42, FP: Rs. 92, Q: Rs. 46, Trinella: Rs. 638 and Rs. 490, Exacta: Rs. 1,537 and Rs. 605. Favourite: Symphonica. Owner: Mr. H. Thambuswamy. Trainer: S. Dominic.



TORONTO



now accomplished in riding the waves.



When Balaji planted an easy volley into the net, it gave the Soods their first match-point. They gladly took it, with Chandril executing a fine backhand return.



Escala wins Bull Temple Trophy



1



Four-in-a- row for Thunder



(Mumbai), told The Hindu shortly after he had all but bagged the crown on Friday. If the loop course here tested his skills on the beat and reach, he proved better at the former, not once losing his poise on a choppy sea. At hand to savour his fine showing was Asian Games J-24 silver medallist Shekhar Singh Yadav, who along with Ram Lal and multiple RS:X titlist Derek Menezes, has mentored the board sailor,



In the match tie-break, the brothers took a 5-2 lead. The gap slightly narrowed at 6-4 but a great down-the-line shot by Chandril helped it stretch again.



Manchester United, which held Rostov 1-1 on a difficult pitch in the first-leg, needed a 70th minute goal from Juan Mata, who turned the ball home from Zlatan Ibrahimovic’s back-heel, and two good saves from Sergio Romero. However, midfielder Paul Pogba was forced off with an injury in the second half, putting a dampener on the win which took it to the quarterfinals of the Europa League.



(Christensen 26, Dahoud 45+2) drew with Schalke 2 (Goretzka 54, Bentaleb 68-pen) (Schalke won on away goals 3-3); Roma 2 (Strootman 17, Tousart 60o.g.) bt Lyon 1 (Diakhaby 16) (Lyon won 5-4 on aggregate); Manchester United 1 (Mata 70) Rostov 0 (Manchester United won 2-1 on aggregate); Ajax 2 (B. Traore 23, Dolberg 45+3pen) bt Copenhagen 0 (Ajax won 3-2 on aggregate); Krasnodar 0 lost to Celta Vigo 2 (Mallo 52, Aspas 80) (Celta Vigo won 4-1 on aggregate); Besiktas 4 (Aboubakar 10, Babel 22, 75, Tosun 84) bt Olympiakos 1 (Elyounoussi 31) (Beskitas won 5-2 on aggregate); Genk 1 (Castagne 20) drew with Gent 1 (Verstraete 84) (Genk won 6-3 on aggregate).
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PRINCE ARDENT TROPHY (Div. I), (1,100m), maiden 3-y-o only, (Terms): DONT DILLY DALLY (Suraj Narredu) 1, Ultimate Magic (I. Chisty) 2, Aeisir (Srinath) 3 and Desert Falcon (K. Mukesh) 4, Not run: Eye Sign and San Bernardino. 3/4, 1-1/4 and 3-1/4. 1m 07.73s. Rs. 39 (w), 15, 17 and 13 (p), SHP: Rs. 49, FP: Rs. 108, Q:



Rs. 85, Trinella: Rs. 241 and Rs. 92, Exacta: Rs. 862 and Rs. 437. Favourite: Aeisir. Owners: Mr. Hemant Dhamidharka, Mr. Neil Darashah & Mr. Arjun Sajnani. Trainer: Neil Darashah.
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KOLAR PLATE (DIV. I), (1,400M), RATED 15 TO 35: ALAINA (S. John) 1, Duke Of Norfolk ( Janardhan P) 2, Paradiso (Suraj Narredu) 3 and Export Quality (Chetan Gowda) 4. 2-3/4, 2 and 3/4. 1m 26.77s. Rs. 29 (w), 14, 127 and 33 (p), SHP: Rs. 390, FP: Rs. 1,399, Q: Rs. 710, Trinella: Rs. 6,323 and Rs. 1,355, Exacta: Rs. 99,112 (carried over). Favourite: Alaina. Owners: Mr. Clinton Miller & Mr. Sujay Chandrahas. Trainer: Prasanna Kumar. SIDDAGANGA PLATE (Div. I), (1,200m), rated 30 to 50: TAX FREE (Suraj Narredu) 1, Blue Blazer (Irvan Singh) 2, Dagobert (Praveen Shinde) 3 and Varsha (P. Trevor) 4. 1-1/4, 3-1/4 and 1. 1m 13.33s. Rs. 52 (w), 18, 18 and 27 (p), SHP: Rs. 52, FP: Rs. 251, Q: Rs. 203, Trinella: Rs. 1,662 and Rs. 943, Exacta: Rs. 6,114 and Rs. 2,402. Favourite: Iron Man. Owner: Mr. Devaraj Palaniswamy. Trainer: Azhar Ali.
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BULL TEMPLE TROPHY (1,600m), rated 60 & above: ESCALA (Suraj Narredu) 1, Secret Dimension (Irvan Singh) 2, Flamboyance (Srinath) 3 and Gabino (P. Trevor) 4. Lnk, 1-1/2 and Lnk. 1m 38.81s. Rs. 25 (w), 13, 25 and 25 (p), SHP: Rs. 76, FP: Rs. 167, Q: Rs. 165, Trinella: Rs. 556 and Rs. 195, Exacta: Rs. 2,260 and Rs. 807. Favourite: Escala. Owner: Mr. S. Pathy. Trainer: Neil Darashah.



HASSAN PLATE (Div. I), (1,400m), rated 30 to 50, 5-y-o & over: AMAZING SKILL (A. Velu) 1, Royal Rein (M. Prabhakaran) 2, Manta Ray (P. Trevor) 3 and Leon (Sahanawaz) 4. 1, Nk and 2. 1m 26.77s. Rs. 231 (w), 49, 26 and 18 (p), SHP: Rs. 75, FP: Rs. 3,061, Q: Rs. 1,117, Trinella: Rs. 12,297 and Rs. 6,324, Exacta: Rs. 76,130 and Rs. 32,627. Favourite: Massive Dynamics. Owner: Mrs. Radhika Narredu. Trainer: S. Narredu.
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SIDDAGANGA PLATE (Div. II), (1,200m), rated 30 to 50: SIYOUNI (Suraj Narredu) 1, Romantic Helen (Rayan Ahmed) 2, Campari Girl (S. John) 3 and I Smile (M. Naveen) 4. 2, 2-1/2 and 2-3/4. 1m 13.32s. Rs. 43 (w), 17, 26 and 21 (p), SHP: Rs. 87, FP: Rs. 346, Q: Rs. 194, Trinella: Rs. 1,624 and Rs. 509, Exacta: Rs. 1,07,005. Favourite: Tamara. Owner: Mrs. Radhika Narredu. Trainer: S. Narredu.
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HASSAN PLATE (Div. II), (1,400m), rated 30 to 50, 5-y-o & over: MONTENEGRO ( Janardhan P) 1, Amazing Desire (Suraj Narredu) 2, Freestyle (A. Imran Khan) 3 and Cherie Amour (I. Chisty) 4. 1-3/4, 5-1/4 and Shd. 1m 26.56s. Rs. 74 (w), 25, 17 and 40 (p), SHP: Rs. 50, FP: Rs. 339, Q: Rs. 181, Trinella: Rs. 2,108 and Rs. 2,089, Exacta: Rs. 1,20,872 (carried over). Favourite: Amazing Desire. Owner: Mr. Devaraj Palaniswamy. Trainer: Azhar Ali. Jackpot: Rs. 59,562 (nine tkts.); Runner-up: Rs. 1,853 (124 tkts.); Treble: (i): Rs. 10,750 (carried over); (ii): Rs. 250 (60 tkts.); (iii): Rs. 10,713 (34 tkts.).



1



2



3



& over, 2-15: 1. Game Guy (5) Raja Rao 60, 2. Lovely Dancer (8) Janardhan P 59.5, 3. Cool Springs (12) Shobhan 58.5, 4. El Matador (10) K. Mukesh 58, 5. Real Generous (11) R. Pradeep 57.5, 6. Feet On Fire (3) Sunil Samson 56.5, 7. Power And Strength (1) S. Imran 56.5, 8. Emancipation (6) I. Chisty 55, 9. Cardigan Bay (9) A. Ramu 54.5, 10. Helios (4) Irvan Singh 54.5, 11. One Man Show (7) S. Shareef 54.5 and 12. White Snowdrops (2) Syed Imran 54.5. 1. EMANCIPATION, 2. HELIOS, 3. WHITE SNOWDROPS
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CHAMPION JOCKEY TROPHY (2,000m), rated 15 to 35, 2-45: 1. Ninon (4) Suraj Narredu 60, 2. Tree Lounge (9) S. John 59.5, 3. Dancing Princess (7) (-) 58.5, 4. Jersey Beauty (3) (-) 57.5, 5. Leopoldo (6) Irvan Singh 57.5, 6. Jack Of Hearts (5) A. Imran Khan 55.5, 7. Ocean Park (1) R. Manish 54.5, 8. Granada (2) K. Mukesh 54 and 9. Perfect Prince (8) A. Ramu 51. 1. JERSEY BEAUTY, 2. NINON, 3. GRANADA TOTALIZATOR CUP (Div. I), (1,200m), rated 15 to 35, 5-y-o & over, 3-15: 1. Able Master (4) R. Pradeep 60, 2. Chicago (11) Srinath 60, 3. Celestial Storm (8) Chetan Gowda 59.5, 4. Rock N Rolla (1) Irvan Singh 59.5, 5. All Thats Nice (6) Rayan Ahmed 59, 6. Boysterous (9) Vinod Shinde 58.5, 7. Sharonleon (12) M.D. Praveen 58.5, 8. Flame’s Fury (2) Praveen Shinde 57, 9. Man Of Law (7) Raja Rao 56.5, 10. Anmol Hira (10) Syed Imran 55.5, 11. Calico Star (3) Sunil Samson 55.5 and 12. Fioroloco (5) M. Prabhakaran
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54.5. 1. CHICAGO, 2. ROCK N ROLLA, 3. CELESTIAL STORM LEADING OWNER TROPHY (Div. I), (1,400m), rated 45 to 65, 5-y-o & over, 3-45: 1. Jersey Shore (7) Suraj Narredu 60, 2. Alexandrite (12) P. Trevor 59.5, 3. Eragon (8) David Allan 58, 4. Honour (3) A. Imran Khan 57.5, 5. Millrose (2) S. John 57.5, 6. Tronada (11) Praveen Shinde 57.5, 7. Virat (10) K. Mukesh 57, 8. El Fenix (6) Srinath 56.5, 9. Afore (9) P.P. Dhebe 56, 10. Native Elements (4) M. Prabhakaran 56, 11. Mariko (1) Rayan Ahmed 54 and 12. Soviet Union (5) Sahanawaz 52. 1. ERAGON, 2. EL FENIX, 3. AFORE
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BANGALORE JUVENILE MILLION (1,400m), 3-y-o, (Terms), 4-15: 1. Angel Power (8) Suraj Narredu 55, 2. Capo De Capi (6) P. Trevor 55, 3. Lord Buckingham (1) Irvan Singh 55, 4. Nostradamus (4) A. Ramu 55, 5. Psychic Warrior (5) Srinath 55, 6. Sun Blazer (2) Khurshad Alam 55, 7. Turf Star (3) S. John 55 and 8. Lady Barrington (7) David Allan 53.5. 1. LADY BARRINGTON, 2. PSYCHIC WARRIOR, 3. ANGEL POWER
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LEADING STUD TROPHY (1,200m), rated 60 & above, 445: 1. Goldberg (12) Nazerul Alam 65, 2. Dubai One (7) Srinath 64, 3. Ace Badraan (5) Irvan Singh 57.5, 4. Side Winder (10) S. John 57.5, 5. New Emperor (2) Sunil Samson 57, 6. Albertino (11) Anjar Alam 55, 7. Saladin (9) David Allan 54, 8. Summer Dawn (6) Ramesh Kumar 53.5, 9. Lightning Strikes (4) P.



Trevor 52, 10. Shan Ben Aari (1) Sahanawaz 52, 11. Top Striker (8) K. Mukesh 51 and 12. Dream Star (3) P.P. Dhebe 50.5. 1. SIDE WINDER, 2. LIGHTNING STRIKES, 3. SALADIN
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CHAMPION TRAINER TROPHY (1,600m), rated 30 to 50, 5-15: 1. Areca Wonder (5) S. John 60, 2. Lightning Attack (1) P. Trevor 58, 3. Tanoura (8) Suraj Narredu 57.5, 4. Admiral One (12) Rayan Ahmed 57, 5. Love Is Life (4) Praveen Shinde 56, 6. Tinderella (6) David Allan 56, 7. Inter Flora (9) R. Pradeep 55.5, 8. Lamrei (2) A. Ramu 55, 9. Proudprince (10) P.P. Dhebe 55, 10. Raw Gold (11) K. Mukesh 53.5, 11. Fiorenzo (3) Syed Imran 53 and 12. Intrepid Warrior (7) I. Chisty 53. 1. TINDERELLA, 2. LIGHTNING ATTACK, 3. TANOURA
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LEADING OWNER TROPHY (Div. II), (1,400m), rated 45 to 65, 5-y-o & over, 5-45: 1. Fair Game (2) Shobhan 60, 2. Trapezoid (6) Srinath 59.5, 3. Hector (10) Suraj Narredu 59, 4. Possimpossible (7) Rayan Ahmed 59, 5. Blues Legend (4) M. Prabhakaran 58, 6. Colossal Moments (12) Vinod Shinde 58, 7. Majestic Style (3) P. Trevor 58, 8. Wise Guy (1) K. Mukesh 58, 9. Sun Glow (5) Kiran Naidu 57, 10. Bazinga (9) Praveen Shinde 55.5, 11. China One (8) Irvan Singh 55 and 12. Capitalize (11) Adarsh 54.5. 1. HECTOR, 2. FAIR GAME, 3. MAJESTIC STYLE Day’s best: LADY BARRINGTON Double: TINDERELLA - HECTOR Jkt: 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10; Tr: (i): 2, 3 and 4; (ii): 5, 6 and 7; (iii): 8, 9 and 10.
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7



8 9



10



10 Sparkling gold at source is waste, is no good; sources (10) 11 Live by law, love and by middle-age get it (6)



11



12 Instruments to cut bone irst and drill will fetch money (8)



12



13



( set by Afterdark)



14



13 Relying on department head to collect engineer's due (9)



15



15 Light needs little current (4) 16



17



18



19



20 21



22



24



26



16 Son ixes a light source on snowmobile (4)



23



17 Imagining gossip, pun is horrible (9)



25



21 Subject overwhelmed by murderer, saved at the end by officers (8)



27



22 Resistance by union leader at building accelerated (6) 24 Setting ATM! nothing special in this place (10)



■ ACROSS 1 Vehicle essentially speeds on road race (6) 4 Craves for company with stranger to tour Venice primarily and get satisied at the end (6) 9 Rising moon behind river's bit tarnished (4)
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25 Some tax levied on pin (4) 26 Relied on grass found around street (6) 27 Book kept by that woman given to son, not you and me (6)



FAITH



SUDOKU



Ramanuja’s greatness revealed



2 Supplies short of allowance (5) 3 Angry on losing Romeo, girl came on board and agreed to marry (7) 5 No teacher would accept a iend, even for gain (6) 6 Trump, reopen USA for the French, perhaps (9) 7 Drink and incoherently rant in shade (7) 8 Noble eliminated and disposed old lover to go after princess’ spell primarily (13) 14 Steel car damaged, article's missing, but working inside through subatomic particles (9) 16 Instrument to repel woman but attract child in shower (7) 18 Recent development around political leader's one in hundred (7) 19 Crooked news dealer, can be raw inside, provokes (7)



■ DOWN



20 It's easy for school-head to hold troublemaker at the middle of aisleway (6)



1 Neighbour inches away, close to Pune (7)



23 Add a drop of honey in wine and stir (5)



Solution to puzzle 11957 T R U E L I F E



A L A T T E O N E U S S



B S L U P O O T A K C E H E N



E N T S C O U U N E R B E E S S E G E V I T Y S E S P O T D H P O S T N E E E I N L O U I A T E C O V E R I I O A D V E N



U T R K E E S H A R E EW DM A C A T U



T I T I H E P E R P O T E I N X G E C I T OWN Q K O U T H E O A T E R T N R E S S



Solution to yesterday’s Sudoku



Ramanuja’s greatness is revealed by Lord Ranganatha of Srirangam and Lord Varadaraja of Kanchipuram. One day, Ramanuja noticed that Ranganatha looked unwell. He wondered if some dietary variation was the cause for this. Learning that Ranganatha had been offered curd rice together with jamun fruits, Ramanuja said, “That combination must have given him a cold.” He then offered a herbal decoction to the Lord. This incident shows Ramanuja’s concern for the Lord, said Aravindalochanan, in a discourse. In Tirumala, there was a woman named Tudiyur Kombai. She was a supplier of dairy products. Ramanuja’s disciple Mudaliandan asked her how she wanted to be paid. She replied that she wanted Ramanuja’s signature! She explained the reason for her strange request. She had approached Lord Srinivasa for moksha and He had told her that if she had Ramanuja’s signature, then she would automatically enter Sri Vaikuntha. This shows the high position the Lord had accorded to Ramanuja. In Kanchipuram, there was a boy who could not speak. Suddenly he disappeared. He was around seven years of age at the time of his disappearance. Four years later, he came back. But now he was able to speak! He said he had slipped into a river, and had been carried to the ocean. From there he had been to the milky ocean. There he learnt that Adisesha had come to earth as Ramanuja. This jnana was the guarantee of moksha to the boy, for it is important to know of the Acharya’s greatness to attain moksha. Ramanuja’s greatness is also evident from his illustrious disciples. The Acharya took Kooratazhvan and Mudaliandan with him when he went to Goshtipura for instruction. He said that an ascetic is never parted from his staff and pavitra, and these two disciples were to him like the staff and pavitra. A ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



Wawrinka in semiinals Kyrgios pulls out, Federer through



Mourinho decries ‘enemies’ after Pogba blow MANCHESTER



Jose Mourinho said “enemies” were undermining his team after Paul Pogba was injured in a 1-0 victory over FC Rostov that sent Manchester United into the Europa League quarterfinals. “We have lots of enemies. Normally the enemies should be Rostov, but we have a lot of enemies. It’s difficult to play Monday with 10 men. It’s difficult to play now. It’s difficult to play 12 o’clock on Sunday. We have a lot of enemies,” Mourinho said. Pogba faces around three weeks out after sustaining a hamstring injury. AFP



India vs Australia: 3rd Test, STAR Sports 1, 3 & HD 1, 3, 9.30 a.m. Sri Lanka vs Bangladesh: 2nd Test, TEN 3 & TEN 1 HD, 10 a.m. NBA: Sony Six & Sony Six HD, 6 a.m. (Sunday)
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AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE



Fire at Jharkhand team’s hotel



BERLIN



Bayern Munich's Carlo Ancelotti and Xabi Alonso are relishing facing their former club Real Madrid when two of the favourites for the Champions League title clash in the quarterfinals. Holder Real plays Bayern away on Wednesday (April 12) at Munich’s Allianz Arena with the return at Madrid’s Bernabeu six days later.



No change in WICB’s stand G. Viswanath Mumbai



SHENZHEN



TV PICKS



Hazare matches rescheduled



The draw: Atletic Madrid vs Leicester; Dortmund vs Monaco; Bayern vs Real Madrid; Juventus vs Barcelona.



Bhambri battles past Marterer, enters semifinals Yuki Bhambri perspired to a 6-3, 3-6, 7-5 victory over seventh seed Maximilian Marterer in the quarterfinals of the $75,000 Challenger tennis tournament here on Friday. Meanwhile, Divij Sharan and Purav Raja lost in the doubles quarterfinals of the $150,000 Challenger tournament in Irving, USA. The results: Quarterfinals: $150,000 Challenger: Irving, USA: Marcus Daniell (Nzl) & Marcelo Demoliner (Bra) bt Purav Raja & Divij Sharan 2-6, 6-3, [10-4]. $75,000 Challenger: Shenzhen: Yuki Bhambri bt Maximilian Marterer (Ger) 6-3, 3-6, 7-5.



Bayern meets Real in quarterinals



Stretched: Stan Wawrinka battled for two-and-a-half hours to get past Dominic Thiem. AFP *



AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE INDIAN WELLS



Stan Wawrinka reached the semifinals of the ATP Indian Wells Masters for the first time on Thursday with a hard-fought three-set victory over eighth-seeded Dominic Thiem. The third-seeded Wawrinka battled for two and a half hours to get past the rising Austrian star 6-4, 4-6, 7-6(2) and book a meeting with Pablo Carreno Busta. Carreno Busta saved two match points en route a 6-1, 3-6, 7-6(4) victory over Pablo Cuevas. Meanwhile, Nick Kyrgios withdrew from his quarterfinal showdown with Roger Federer, blaming food poisoning for a sudden illness. “Unfortunately I am unable to play today due to



sickness,” Kyrgios said on Twitter. “At this stage we think it’s food poisoning, and I’m praying it’s nothing more.” In his statement on Friday, the World No. 16 said: “After a restless night of being sick I have nothing left, and to play a great champion like Roger I need to be at my best to have a chance. “I don’t take this decision lightly, these are the matches we train for, but I'm in no fit state to take to the court.” The results: Quarterfinals: Men: Pablo Carreno Busta bt Pablo Cuevas 6-1, 3-6, 7-6(4); Stan Wawrinka bt Dominic Thiem 6-4, 4-6, 7-6 (2). Women: Kristina Mladenovic bt Caroline Wozniacki 3-6, 7-6 (4), 6-2; Elena Vesnina bt Venus Williams 6-2, 4-6, 6-3.



The West Indies Cricket Board, which had supported the ICC’s governance and revenue model changes in Dubai in February, will back the resolutions again at the apex body’s meeting in April. “Our position remains the same,” the Board’s president, Dave Cameron, said via email, explaining the WICB’s position following Shashank Manokar’s resignation as chairman of the ICC. Cricket South Africa is known to have confirmed that the ICC proposals have been approved by its board. It is also learnt that Zimbabwe — which had abstained from the February vote because it was against the rule allowing relegation of any full member declared bankrupt, or for cricketing reasons — might be asked to suggest that the rule should exempt the incumbents and apply only to the new members. The ICC is considering admitting Afghanistan and Ireland as full members.



RAKESH RAO NEW DELHI



The Vijay Hazare Trophy semifinal featuring Mahendra Singh Dhoni-led Jharkhand and Bengal was postponed to Saturday, after a fire broke out early on Friday morning at the hotel where Jharkhand was staying. As a result of the fire, which started at the Reliance Fresh store but not serious enough to cause any casualty, the hurriedly-evacuated Jharkhand team headed to the Air Force ground, Palam, before 8 a.m. but without their kit bags. The fire that broke out around 6.30 a.m. was brought under control within an hour and cooling operations continued for the next



few hours. Thirty fire-tenders were pressed into service. At the ground, Match Referee Sanjay Verma had no choice but to call off play. Soon it was learnt that the match was re-scheduled to Saturday and shifted to the Ferozeshah Kotla ground. An obviously-shaken Jharkhand team spent some time at the Air Force ground and waited in vain for the kit bags to arrive. Meanwhile, Bengal wasted no time and had ‘net practice’ before returning to their hotel in Central Delhi. Later, the Board confirmed the rescheduling of matches, with the final moving from Sunday to Monday. However, there will be no live coverage of Saturday’s semifinal.



Bangladesh in control Agence France-Presse Colombo



Shakib Al Hasan struck his fifth Test century and Mosaddek Hossain scored a fifty on his debut to put Bangladesh in control of the second Test against Sri Lanka here on Friday. The visitors were all out for 467 to take a 129-run



SCOREBOARD



first-innings lead over Sri Lanka, which was bowled out for 338 on the previous day at the P. Sara Oval. Sri Lanka was 54 for no loss at stumps on the third day. Shakib made 116 and received strong support from Mosaddek (75) and skipper Mushfiqur Rahim (52).



SRI LANKA V BANGLADESH, SECOND TEST



Sri Lanka — 1st innings: 338. Bangladesh — 1st innings: Tamim Iqbal lbw b Herath 49, Soumya Sarkar b Sandakan 61, Imrul Kayes lbw b Sandakan 34, Sabbir Rahman c de Silva b Lakmal 42, Taijul Islam lbw b Sandakan 0, Shakib Al Hasan c Chandimal b Sandakan 116, Mushfiqur Rahim b Lakmal 52, Mosaddek Hossain st. Dickwella b Herath 75, Mehedi Hasan lbw b Herath 24, Mustafizur Rahman lbw b Herath 0, Subashis Roy (not out) 0; Extras (b-4, lb-8, w-2): 14; Total (in 134.1 overs): 467.



Fall of wickets: 1-95, 2-130, 3192, 4-192, 5-198, 6-290, 7421, 8-454, 9-454. Sri Lanka bowling: Lakmal 253-90-2, Perera 33-5-100-0, Herath 34.1-6-82-4, Gunaratne 7-0-38-0, Sandakan 33-2140-4, de Silva 2-0-5-0. Sri Lanka — 2nd innings: D. Karunaratne (batting) 25, U. Tharanga (batting)25; Extras (b-4): 4; Total (for no loss in 13 overs): 54. Bangladesh bowling: Subashis 5-1-13-0, Mehedi 4-0-20-0, Mustafizur 1-0-6-0, Shakib 20-6-0, Mosaddek 1-0-5-0.



Kerala gets away with an unlikely draw Late strikes see Punjab surrender a two-goal lead in the Santosh Trophy M.R. Praveen Chandran Panaji



It looked like the last roll of the dice when Muhammed Parakkottil was brought on as substitute in the 69th minute. However, the diminutive under-21 striker seized the opportunity, and his twin strikes in five minutes snatched an unlikely draw for Kerala against Punjab in a group-B match at the GMC Stadium in Bambolim on Friday. Muhammed struck in the 89th and 94th minutes as Kerala erased a two-goal deficit to keep its semifinal hopes alive. Punjab continues to lead the table with seven points from three matches. Punjab paid the price for being overly defensive after going 2-0 up early in the second half. Muhammed got the break-



Super-sub: Brought on after Kerala had gone two goals down, Muhammed Parakkottil went on to score a brace in the dying minutes to help the team share points.



through goal in the 89th minute when his glancing header off a fine cross from Jobby Justin was bang on target. With the Kerala strikers



swarming the Punjab citadel in the five minutes of extratime, the second goal came off a throw-in after the Punjab goalie blasted the ball out



to waste time. Sreerag’s throw-in was flicked towards the goalmouth by Jijo Joseph, and Muhammed was at hand to slot it in. The opening goal came in the 49th minute when Amandeep broke through from the left flank and then squared the ball towards Vijay Kumar. But before the ball could reach the striker, Kerala defender Sherin Sam rushed in and intercepted the ball only managing to guide it into his own net. The second Punjab goal was more authoritative. A long diagonal ball from the middle split the defence and came to Manvir Singh who beat two defenders and scored with a right-footer. The results: Kerala 2 (Mohammad 89, 94) drew with Punjab 2 (Serin 49-OG, Manvir 57). Railways 1 (Rahul Das 9-og) bt Maharashtra 0.



A ND-ND
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Pick up your ‘Joycesticks’ Explore Ulysses through virtual reality in this gamiied form of literature study Associated Press Boston



Amish Tripathi announces new book NEW DELHI



Writer Amish Tripathi has announced the release of the next book in his Ramachandra series. He said the book, which comes two years after his bestselling Scion of Ikshvaku, will “not exactly be a sequel as it takes you back to the beginning”. The book will be released by the end of May or in early June. PTI



Bomb detector puppy shot dead at NZ airport MELBOURNE



New Zealand police on Friday shot dead a trainee bomb detector puppy that escaped its leash, ran on to the tarmac and grounded flights at Auckland airport, drawing condemnation from animal rights activists. Authorities said the 10-month-old dog, called Grizz, could not be captured after it ran off. PTI



Students in a college in the United States are developing a virtual reality game based on James Joyce’s Ulysses. The goal of “Joycestick” is to expose new audiences to the works of one of Ireland’s most celebrated authors, as well as to give a glimpse of how virtual reality can be used to enhance literature, said Joseph Nugent, an English Professor at Boston College who is coordinating the project. “This is a new way to experience the power of a novel,” he said. “We’re really at the edge of VR. There’s no guidance for this. What we have produced has been purely out of our imagination.”



Celebrating the author Professor Nugent and his students hope to release a version of the game on June 16 in Dublin during Bloomsday, the city’s annual celebration of the author and novel. “Joycestick”, in many ways, fills in the blanks of the novel, as many of the places key to the story have



New dimensions: Professor Joseph Nugent at the Boston College’s virtual reality lab. AP *



been lost to time as Dublin has evolved, said Enda Duffy, chairman of the English Department at the University of California, Santa Barbara, who has tried a prototype of the game. “The VR version in this way completes the book,” she said. “It makes it real. Ulysses is an ideal book to be turned into a VR experience, since Dublin is, you might say, the book’s major character.” There have been a number of efforts to bring works of literature into the gaming world over the years, including a computer game of F.



Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby that became a viral hit in 2011 as it mimicked the look and feel of a classic, 1980s-era Nintendo game.



Novel attempt But the Boston College project is unique for trying to incorporate virtual reality technology, says D. Fox Harrell, a digital media professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Considered the epitome of the 1920s-era modernist literature, Ulysses traces a day in the life of an ordinary Dubliner named Leopold Bloom.



The title reflects how the novel draws parallels between Bloom’s day and The Odyssey, the ancient Greek epic. “Joycestick” isn’t meant to be a straight re-telling of Ulysses, which in some versions runs nearly 650 pages long, acknowledged Evan Otero, a Boston College student majoring in computer science who is helping to develop the game. Instead, the game lets users explore a handful of key environments described in the book, from a military tower where the novel opens to a cafe in Paris that is significant to the protagonist’s past. It’s also not a typical video game in the sense of having tasks to complete, enemies to defeat or points to rack up. For now, users can simply explore the virtual environments at their leisure. Touching certain objects triggers readings from the novel. The project represents an extension of what academics call the “digital humanities,” a field that merges traditional liberal arts classes with emerging technology.



Arunachal teen develops goggles to help the blind Innovation uses echolocation to detect obstacles Press Trust of India Itanagar



A high school student in Arunachal Pradesh has invented a unique pair of goggles that uses ultrasound and infrared sensors to help the visually impaired detect obstacles on their path. On Friday, the State government pledged financial support for him to develop the gadget. Anang Tadar, a Class XI student of New Galaxy Academy, Nirjuli, was recently awarded the Dinanath Pandey Smart Idea Innovation Award for inventing a gadget called Goggle for Blind (G4B). Impressed by his innovation and keen to launch it in the market, the National Innovation Foundation, set up by the Department of Science and Technology, has asked Anang to create a few prototypes for the visually impaired to test. Anang, who comes from a poor family, approached Chief Minister Pema Khandu for assistance. The Chief Minister offered full finan-



Crossing barriers: Anang Tadar, right, talks about his innovation with Arunachal Pradesh Chief Minister Pema Khandu, left, in Itanagar on Friday. PTI *



cial support to him to develop the prototype. The technology Anang chose to make his gadget is similar to what is used in parking sensors used in cars. The teenager said the googles could be used to detect any obstacles on all sides within a distance of two metres. He says he used the principle of echolocation as used by bats at night. There are two ultrasound sensors on the left and right



of the goggles to detect obstacles. “There is also an infrared sensor in the middle of the gadget to detect obstacles in case both the ultrasound sensors fail,” he said. When an obstacle is detected, a beep sound is heard through the audio output along with vibration to alert the person. “With the intensity of the beep and vibration the person could know how far and near the obstacle is,” Anang added.



Poet Derek Walcott dies at 87 Nobel laureate was the Caribbean’s most renowned writer Associated Press Castries (St. Lucia)



Oldest intact mushroom fossils discovered BEIJING



Researchers from China, New Zealand and the U.S. have found four intact mushroom fossils, preserved in Burmese amber. The mushrooms, preserved for 99 million years, represent four species. The find pushes back the presence of agaric mushrooms by at least 25 million years. IANS



Derek Walcott, a Nobel Prize-winning poet known for capturing the essence of his native Caribbean and who became the region’s most internationally famous writer, has died on the island of St. Lucia. He was 87. Walcott died early on Friday at his home in the eastern Caribbean nation, according to his son, Peter. The prolific and versatile poet received the Nobel



Derek Walcott.



*



AP



Prize in literature in 1992 after being shortlisted for the honour for many years. In selecting Walcott, the



academy cited the great luminosity” of his writings, including the 1990 Omeros, a 64-chapter Caribbean epic it praised as “majestic”. “In him, West Indian culture has found its great poet,” said the Swedish academy in awarding the $1.2 million prize to Walcott. Walcott, who was of African, Dutch and English ancestry, said his writing reflected the “very rich and complicated experience” of life in the Caribbean.



Refugee duo rap to ind liberation Yaser and Mohamed Jamous use music to talk about their past and present lives Agence France-Presse Paris



Staccato lyrics may be no match for Bashar al-Assad’s military firepower, but two brothers, who fled to Paris from Syria and perform as “Refugees of Rap”, find sniping with words a liberating experience. Having grown up officially stateless in a Palestinian refugee camp in Syria, Yaser and Mohamed Jamous rap in Arabic about the war they have fled and their new life in France. “We chose the name because for us, rap represents a country where we can say what we think,” said 28-yearold Mohamed. “And we’re seeking asylum there.” Over a pounding beat, solemn music blending high piano keys and low violin tones, the brothers “spit”, or speak, the chorus in unison: “We have to wake up, stop dreaming. The time for silence is long gone, swept away by words.” The lyrics are from their 2011 song The Age of Silence, one of the last they sung before fleeing Syria via Lebanon. Performing their hip-hop at a Paris community centre, the brothers said the song had been the “first time we dared speak up openly against the (Assad) regime” despite the risk in doing so.
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Making a statement: Yaser, left, and Mohamed Jamous of the band ‘Refugees who Rap’. AFP *



“One word, and you got 20 years (in prison) or death. Here, we wanted to say that the time for silence is over.” The duo were born and raised in the Yarmuk camp for Palestinian refugees on the outskirts of Damascus. Their grandfather fled to Syria from Haifa in 1948 when the state of Israel was created. Yaser and Mohamed left Syria in early 2013 as fighting for control of the camp intensified. The rest of their family also fled and is in Sweden. The brothers created “Refugees of Rap” in 2007 with two friends, an Algerian



and a Syrian, and were one of the first such groups to emerge out of Syria. It now comprises just the two of them — the Syrian member refused to leave and the Algerian went to Germany.



Inspired by revolt Released in 2010, their first album recounts living in the overcrowded camp, as they advocate for the Palestinian cause. Then, after 2011, the revolt provided inspiration. They penned The Age of Silence, Haram, which is about the horrors of the war, Aysheen, meaning ‘We Live’,



and Corruption in the Country. They had completed eight tracks for the second album when they began receiving anonymous threats on social media. “We received two or three messages on Facebook,” Yaser, 29, said. “The messages said ‘We know you’re preparing an album and if you don’t stop... it’s over for you. We’re going to destroy your studio, we’re going to stop you. We’re going to kill you.’ “ It was not the only hurdle they faced. During fighting in Yarmuk in 2012, the group’s recording studio was destroyed in bombings. Their younger brother was then jailed for 40 days for an unknown reason. “When he was released, he was in a horrible state,” recalled Mohamed, who now works in a hotel. “He’d been tortured.” Shortly afterwards, they decided to leave Syria. They were granted refugee status in France, with the mention “nationality undetermined, Palestinian origin” a few months later. For their upcoming third album, the group will “tell the story of our time here in France, our exile,” said Yaser, who now works in a souvenir shop.
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Only 6 of 44 promises kept



Bus mows down student



Danger in the ordinary



Cakewalk in Old Delhi!



Over half the promises laid out in BJP’s manifesto from ive years ago remain unfulilled Page 2



An 18-year-old college student was killed when a bus ran her over on the Moolchand lyover Page 3



Vikramaditya Motwane turns a simple incident into a taut thriller with the help of Rajkummar Rao Page 4



In the season of gujiyas, the milk cake of Hem Chand Ladli Prashad is a delicious alternative Page 5
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Only paper lags at school events, says CBSE



We fear for their safety, says family of clerics gone missing in Pakistan There has been no information about Syed Asif Ali Nizami and his nephew since the last two days New Delhi



The Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) has asked all ailiated schools to ensure that the Tricolour and the Flag Code of India are not disrespected. Schools have been asked to use paper lags during cultural and sports events instead of plastic versions. They have also been told to ensure that lags are not discarded on the ground after events. The lag code says the Tricolour will only be made of hand-woven wool, cotto or khadi and not be used for commercial purposes. STAFF REPORTER



Family members of the two clerics from the Nizamuddin dargah here, who went missing in Pakistan, have blamed the neighbouring country for failing to ensure adequate security for its visitors. Indian nationals Syed Asif Ali Nizami (80) and his nephew Nazim Ali Nizami had gone to Pakistan on March 8. There has no been information about them since the last two days. Mr. Asif Ali Nizami is the head priest of the dargah. Sajid Nizami, the son of Mr. Asif Ali Nizami, said that since his father and cousin had gone missing from the Lahore and Karachi airports, which enjoy heavy security cover, it was Pakistan’s responsibility to keep them secure.



Maruti violence: decision on punishment today GURUGRAM



After hearing arguments of the prosecution and the defence regarding the quantum of punishment for 31 workers convicted in connection with the violence at Maruti Suzuki’s Manesar plant in 2012, a Haryana court said it will pronounce its decision on Saturday. The court, while acquitting 117 other, had ixed March 17 for order on the quantum of punishment. CITY
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Change in Metro timings on Sunday NEW DELHI



The Delhi Metro’s irst train on the Violet Line, between ITO and Central Secretariat, will be delayed by 25 minutes on Sunday. Instead of starting services from ITO to Badarpur at 5:45am, on Sunday the irst train will start at 6.10a.m. Feeder buses will ply between Central Secretariat and ITO Metro stations every 15 minutes. CITY 쑺 PAGE 4 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD



Something is wrong: HC on JNU protests



A short circuit had triggered the blaze



Shubhomoy Sikdar



NEW DELHI



No word from Pakistan However, there was no word from the Pakistani authorities on the issue till late on Friday evening. “We fear for their safety. But, we are hopeful that the External Affairs Ministry will raise the issue with their counterparts in Pakistan and provide some information at the earliest,” said Sajid. He added that while his father had gone to Pakistan after a gap of 30 years, his cousin visited the country often. According to Sajid, the latest trip was undertaken for a personal reason. Detained at airport The duo had first gone to Karachi, which is where Mr. Asif Nizami’s elder sister lives. Later, they had visited Data Darbar and other Sufi



Hemani Bhandari New Delhi



At least 550 guests, including the Mahendra Singh Dhoniled Jharkhand cricket team and Tamil Nadu cricket team, escaped unhurt on Friday after a fire broke out in a mall behind the hotel they were staying in Dwarka’s Sector 10. According to the police, the fire broke out around 6 a.m. in the Reliance Trends showroom on the first floor of Pinnacle Mall due to a short circuit. The Fire Department was informed around 6.30 a.m. and its rescue team reached the hotel within five to eight minutes as the nearest fire station is about 3km away in Sector 6. Smoke from the showroom reached the upper floors of the Welcome Hotel and the players who were staying there were evacuated along with other guests.



Keeping faith: Sajid Nizami, son of the missing head priest of the Nizamuddin dargah, said it was Pakistan’s responsibility to ensure the safety of its visitors. SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA shrines in and around Lahore. “My aunt and her family there are as clueless as us. I last spoke to my father on March 12 when he said that he was on his way to Lahore from Karachi. My last conversation with my cousin was on March 15 when he told me that he had been stopped by the airport authorities. My father, however, was allowed to fly to Karachi. Later, both of them went incommunicado,”



Prayer held The family is also worried about the fact that the missing duo did not have enough



money in case they were stranded somewhere, said Sajid. When asked about the possibility of the duo being detained and media reports about the Pakistani intelligence quizzing them, Sajid said that whichever agency was involved came under the Pakistani government, which “should step in”. A special prayer for their safe return was held at the dargah in the Capital on Friday afternoon.



I last spoke to my < > father on March 12



Bindu Shajan Perappadan New Delhi



Over 2,500 nurses at the country’s prestigious medical institute, All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS), returned to work on Friday after going on a mass casual leave earlier in the day.



The large number of student protests at JNU indicates “there is something wrong somewhere”, the Delhi High Court told the university on Friday while allowing students to agitate near the administrative block.



Distress call: A patient waits at AIIMS on Friday after nurses went on mass casual leave demanding better wages and protesting against the 7th Pay Commission. R.V. MOORTHY



Demanding better wages Emergency services and patient care were disrupted for nearly 12 hours after the nurses went on to protest against the 7th Pay Commission. Demanding better wages, they returned to work after being offered a series of assurances. The AIIMS authorities, however, called the protest “blackmailing and armtwisting” at the cost of patients. The hospital had suspended emergency services and asked doctors and other support staff to take care of the in-house patients. Nearly 90 surgeries



were postponed. Harish Kumar Kajla, president of the AIIMS nurses’ union, said that the strike was rolled back after the hospital assured that it would “take up the matter with the Union Ministry”. Authorities at AIIMS said: “We have forwarded the demands of the nurses to the Health Ministry and requested it to convene a meeting with the Ministry of Finance. AIIMS has already revised pay scales for all employees, including nurses, as per the 7th Pay Commission.”



Protest ‘unjustified’ “The administration has also agreed to demands of study leave and change of nomenclature from staff nurse to nursing officer. Demands for other allowances are under the consideration of an empowered committee of the Central government,” said AIIMS acting director Dr. Balram Airan, who called



30 fire tenders called in “This was a high-rise building so we sent special equipment. Initially, four fire tenders were sent but the officer in-charge requested for more aid. Eventually, 30 fire tenders were sent,” said Rajesh Pawar, Deputy Chief Fire Officer (South zone), Delhi Fire Service. The rescue operation ended by 8.45 a.m.



An official of the Jharkhand team said he was on the 10th floor and was taking shower around 6.45 a.m. when he saw the smoke in his room. “I wore my clothes and went outside but couldn’t see anything till about 1 meter as the lobby was full of smoke,” he said and added that he shouted for help, after which a hotel staff found him and took him outside through the kitchen route. “All players were rescued by then. It was extremely suffocating,” he said.



‘Fire alarms failed’ The official told The Hindu that fire alarms didn’t ring at the hotel. “The alarms did not ring and people had no idea about the fire,” he said. The hotel refrained from commenting on the matter but said in a statement: “A fire broke out in the shopping mall, adjacent to the hotel. We evacuated all our guests. There were no casualties at the hotel.” Rubbishing the rumours about the players’ kits getting burnt, liaison officer with Jharkhand team Vivek Khurana said: “It’s impossible because they could not have been burnt by smoke. The kits were at the stadium because the players had a match that day.”



when he said that he was on his way to Lahore from Karachi. My last conversation with my cousin was on March 15 when he said that he had been stopped by airport authorities Sajid Nizami Son of Syed Asif Ali Nizami



Emergency services disrupted for nearly 12 hours; hospital says it will take up matter with Union Ministry



New Delhi



CM YK



Sajid added. He also said that both the missing members used WhatsApp, an instant messaging service, and had shared pictures taken during their trip. However, the app’s ‘last seen’ feature says that they were last online around 4.30 p.m. on March 15.



2,500 nurses return to work amid chaos at AIIMS



Press Trust of India



92 stirs in 9 months Justice Sanjeev Sachdeva made the observation after the Jawaharlal Nehru University ( JNU) said that in the past nine months there have been 92 protests on the campus that were disrupting its functioning. Directing the students that the university’s functioning should go on, the court allowed them to protest in the front garden and the pavement of the administrative block with the conditions that the exit and entry routes to the building are not blocked and the decibel levels are kept low. The court also modified its earlier order restraining students from protesting within 100 metres of the block. It did not accept JNU’s request for continuing with the earlier order, saying, “What would be the purpose of the protest if it was not visible?”



Fire near Dwarka hotel; Dhoni, team evacuated



the protest “unjustified”. Though the hospital claimed to be “doing its best to ensure minimum discomfort to in-house patients”, it admitted that patient care had been hit. Chaos was visible as patients from across the country remained unaware of the strike. “We are protesting against the retrograde recommendations of the 7th Pay Commission. Our demand is that the entry pay grade for staff nurses be enhanced to ₹5,400 from ₹4,600. Risk allowance and night duty allowances should be given to all nurses,” said Harish Kumar. Patients, meanwhile, were at a loss. “We were asked to go to Safdarjung Hospital. My father has been battling a failing kidney and is running high fever. How can a hospital like AIIMS shut patients out?” asked Sharda Massi from Andrews Ganj.



Smoky trail: The rescue operation ended around 8.45 a.m. on Friday morning. No casualties were reported. PTI



Armyman kills himself Lt. Col was facing an inquiry Staff Reporter New Delhi



A 46-year-old Lieutenant Colonel with the Indian Army was found hanging at his residence in south-west Delhi’s Dwarka on Friday morning. Though it appears to be a suicide, no note has been found, said the police.



No word from officials The family told the police the officer was upset because of an ongoing inquiry against him. However, they remained unavailable for a comment, even as questions about the inquiry to Defence officials went unanswered. Neighbours call cops Deputy Commissioner of Police (South West) Surender Kumar said they received a PCR call from Lt. Col Jagdish
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Prakash’s neighbours at Sector 20’s Salaria Apartments. The police were told that he had hung himself from the railing of a staircase leading to their first floor flat.



Case registered Another officer, who lives opposite the flat of the deceased, saw him hanging when he was going to drop his daughter to school. He then informed Lt. Col. Prakash’s family. “We have initiated inquest proceedings,” said DCP Surender Kumar. Prakash was rushed to a hospital where he was declared dead on arrival. The police said he was serving in the Corps of Engineers and was posted with the Kashmir House on Rajaji Marg.



Minor accuses live-in partner of pushing her into prostitution



Rape accused held again



15-year-old victim led after the man slashed her face with a blade; alleged she was gangraped by two of his friends



Press Trust of India New Delhi



Shubhomoy Sikdar NEW DELHI



A 15-year-old girl has accused her live-in partner of forcing her into prostitution. The victim was also allegedly gangraped by two of his friends. The main accused has been identified as Ranjit. According to the police, the victim, Reshma (name changed), started living with the accused after leaving



her parents’ house in Mandawali last year. She was, however, forced to leave his house after he allegedly slashed her face two days ago.



NCCEBL to the rescue The girl then approached the National Campaign Committee for Eradication of Bonded Labour (NCCEBL) seeking help. Recounting her ordeal,



Reshma said Ranjit would force her to have sex with eight-nine people in a day so that he could make money. “Ranjit used to give Reshma ₹500 for every person she had sex with. He would also beat her up,” said Nirmal Gorana, a member of NCCEBL.



‘Victim blackmailed’ The girl further alleged that Ranjit had made a video of



< >



Ranjit used to give Reshma ₹500 for every person she had sex with. He would also beat her up



Nirmal Gorana NCCEBL member



their first sexual act. “The video was used by Ranjit’s friends— Joru and Sonu— to blackmail her into



forming sexual relations with them,” said Mr. Gorana. On Friday, the girl recorded her statement before a magistrate at Karkardooma Court.



Abduction charges “Ranjit slashed Reshma’s face with a blade. She then left the house and approached us for help,” said Mr. Gorana.



At present, Ranjit is facing charges of abduction based on a complaint filed by the girl’s mother last year. However, as the victim is pregnant and a minor, charges of sexual assault are likely to be slapped as well, said a police officer. Meanwhile, NCCEBL has arranged for the girl’s counselling through the Delhi Commission for Women.



A 22-year-old rape accused, who was on the run for the last eight months after escaping from police custody, has been arrested, the police said on Friday. A reward of ₹25,000 had been declared on his arrest, DCP (Rohini) M N Tiwari said. “The accused, a river, was arrested on March 11 from Gurgaon. He had escaped from the Nangloi police station,” he said. B ND-ND
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Only 6 of 44 promises kept BJP blames Delhi govt for lack of funds BJP councillor and the Leader of the House in the South Delhi body at present, said the civic bodies had managed to deliver services and projects despite “lack of cooperation from the State government”. Touting the SDMC’s green waste recycling programme as one of the biggest achievements, Mr. Arya said: “Of the total garbage, 400 tonnes was green waste. It’s being processed completely now.” Vijay Prakash Pandey, the Leader of the House in the North body, said the BJP dispensation had a long list of accomplishments. “We managed to increase our revenue at a time the Delhi government was cutting our funds. The BJP will inform the public about these achievements in the upcoming campaign.”



Damini Nath New Delhi



Nearly five years after the BJP released its manifesto for elections to Delhi’s municipal corporations, over half the promises laid out in the document remain unfulfilled.



Analysis of manifesto An analysis of the manifesto by The Hindu revealed that 44 tangible promises were made. Of these, six or 13.63% have been fulfilled, 10 or 22.72% partially implemented and 28 or 63.63% remain unfulfilled. The manifesto was released here by the then BJP in-charge for Delhi M. Venkaiah Naidu, the current Urban Development Minister, on April 8, 2012. The BJP had been in power in the civic bodies for five years at that time. Listing its 20072012 achievements, the manifesto had spelt out the vision for the next five years. As political parties get ready for civic polls on April 22, the legacy of the BJP in the corporations will be up for scrutiny. In a surprising turn of events, the BJP will not be fielding any of its sitting councillors in the polls. However, BJP councillors and office-bearers said they did their best despite not getting adequate funds from the Delhi government. Subhash Arya, five-time



‘Sheer incompetence’ The Opposition Congress, however, said the BJP had not only failed to fulfil many of the promises but also repeated the same goals every year in the budget proposals. “It’s sheer incompetence and corrupt practises of the BJP that led to the current scenario. It’s true that the State government didn’t implement the Fourth Delhi Finance Commission, but the bodies also didn’t take its responsibilities seriously,” said SDMC Leader of Opposition Farhad Suri.



Blast from past: (From left) BJP leaders Vijay Kumar Malhotra, M. Venkaiah Naidu and Vijender Gupta releasing the manifesto for the Delhi civic polls in 2012. FILE PHOTO: RAJEEV BHATT *
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Phogat sisters, Ravi Kishan to heat up civic ‘dangal’ for BJP



HC reserves order on civic poll pleas Petitions seek quashing of notiication on allocation of reserved category wards Press Trust of India New Delhi



Party in talks with cricketer Shikhar Dhawan for canvassing



The Delhi High Court on Friday reserved its verdict on pleas seeking quashing of the notification laying down the manner of allocation of wards for reserved categories and women in the upcoming civic body polls. “Arguments heard. Judgement reserved,” a Bench of Justices Sanjiv Khanna and Chander Shekhar said.



Major stakeholders Terming the petitions as “absurd”, the Delhi State Election Commission told the court that there was “no unreasonableness” in the process of the allocation of the seats.



Loud and clear: Preparations underway in New Delhi on Friday for BJP president Amit Shah's rally at Ramlila Maidan on Sunday. PTI *



Press Trust of India
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was no unreasonableness in the process of the allocation of the seats... Delhi State Election Commission



It argued that none of the political parties, the major stakeholders in the present poll, has challenged its formula. “It was so because they were part of the consultation process, after which we took this decision,” the commission, represented by advocate Sumeet Pushkarna, said. It was responding to pleas by non-government organ-



isations and several social activists. The petitioners have also challenged the Commission’s February 6 notification, announcing the election for 272 wards of the three municipal corporations here on April 22. In its pleas, the NGOs have said that the then Delhi Municipal Corporation (DMC) in 2011 was divided into three zone — North Delhi Municipal Corporation, East Delhi Municipal Corporation and South Delhi Municipal Corporation. While the number of wards in each of the three corporations — 104 each in SDMC and North body, and 64 in EDMC — has remained the same, the number of wards in a few Assembly seg-



ments has changed, ranging from three to seven. Claiming that the present notification was contrary to the Constitution as well as Section 3 of the DMC Act, one of the pleas demanded that it be quashed and a fresh circular issued in accordance with the law. It has sought direction to identify and determine the municipal wards for the purpose of reservation for Scheduled Castes, women and general category in terms of Article 243 of the Constitution. The Article provides for reservation of seats for the Scheduled Castes in the municipal area by rotation to different constituency in the civic body.



EDMC workers protest against CM For the ‘role’ of the Delhi government in their salaries getting delayed



New Delhi



The Bharatiya Janata Party has roped in the Commonwealth Games’ medal-winning wrestlers Geeta and Babita Phogat, Bhojpuri actor Ravi Kishan, and several other achievers from different fields to shore up its fortunes in the highstakes civic body elections next month. Sources on Friday said the party’s campaign for the polls, scheduled for April 22, will be a star-studded one. They added that talks were on with cricketer Shikhar Dhawan for canvassing. “We are going all-out in the civic polls and have set a very high target for our party. Our triumphs in Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand have given fresh impetus to our workers and volunteers. To add to that strength, we’re bringing in big faces as well,” a source added. The BJP is betting big on the Delhi civic polls. In fact, party chief Amit Shah, general secretary (organisation) Ram Lal and Union Minister M. Venkaiah Naidu are slated to address a conven-



are < > Petitions absurd as there



Staff Reporter



DCW helps boy get Class XII admit card Staff Reporter New Delhi



The Delhi Commission for Women (DCW) stepped in to help a 16year-old get his admit card to appear for the Class XII board exams. DCW officials said on Friday that the boy, who studies in a private school in outer Delhi, was not given the admit card as he was unable to pay the school fees for the past six months. “His family was facing severe financial crunch following the death of his father. As a result, his fees remained unpaid. His mother approached the Commission for help,” said an official statement from the Commission.



New Delhi



Star power: Wrestlers Geeta and Babita Phogat and actor Ravi Kishan will campaign for the BJP. FILE PHOTO: R.V. MOORTHY & AFP *



tion of polling booth incharges at Ramlila Maidan here on Sunday. “We want our biggest leaders and most famous faces to address the public. We hope that Prime Minister Narendra Modi will address the crowd at least once. We’re going to write to him requesting his presence. Nonetheless, he is our guiding force,” BJP Delhi chief Manoj Tiwari told journalist.



Poorvanchali vote bank The Phogat sisters were recently appointed brand ambassadors by the South Delhi Municipal Corporation to promote Swachh Bharat Abhiyan in south Delhi. Since the Poorvanchali community constitutes a big chunk of voters in Delhi, the



party will front Ravi Kishan in its campaigns to woo people hailing from Bihar and eastern Uttar Pradesh. On the target the party had set for itself in the highoctane civic polls, he simply said: “All 272 seats.” “We’re not competing with the Congress or the AAP, but with ourself. And we don’t want to keep a humble target anymore after elections in U.P. and other States.” The erstwhile Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD) was trifurcated into north, south and east Delhi bodies in 2012. While the North body and SDMC have 104 seats each, the EDMC has 64. The BJP has decided to field only new faces in the upcoming polls.



Sanitation staff of the East Delhi Municipal Corporation (EDMC) on Friday protested against Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal, for what they termed was the ‘role’ of his government in their salaries being delayed.



Wages on time The cash-strapped East Delhi civic body has not been able to pay the workers in time for over three years now. The Bharatiya Janata Party-ruled corporation has blamed the Delhi government of giving it inadequate funds, leading to delayed salaries and pensions. Protesting against the Chief Minister, the workers demanded that he hold a meeting of Municipal Commissioners and come up with a permanent solution. Indefinite strike Sanjay Gehlot of the MCD Swachhta Karamchari Union said the workers would go on indefinite strike if their demands were not met soon.



Up in arms: EDMC workers protesting against Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal near his residence at Civil Lines in New Delhi on Friday. SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA



Father’s death The mother told the DCW that her husband had been ill for a long time and that all their savings had been spent on his treatment. “They even had to sell off the house for his treatment. As a result, she didn’t have the money to pay her son’s fees or a place to live. She was living in a shanty near her old house,” said DCW officials. The school was summoned after the mother approached the Commission in the last week of February. “The school director and principal came the next day and were were counselled that a child’s life was at stake and that they shouldn’t ruin it. The school also waived off the pending fees,” stated DCW officials.



*



B ND-ND
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Think twice before you park Rise in number of vehicles, shrinking space contributing to parking-related crimes



‘Women can approach WCD on cab safety’



Press Trust of India



Press Trust of India



Blast convict seeks quashing of case NEW DELHI



Tariq Ahmed Dar, who was convicted in the 2005 Diwalieve serial blasts here that had claimed 67 lives, on Friday moved the Delhi High Court seeking quashing of a money laundering case against him. Justice S. P. Garg issued a notice to the Enforcement Directorate and asked it to file a response on Dar’s plea, who was recently granted bail by the trial court in the same case. PTI



3 held for stealing music systems from vehicles NEW DELHI



Three persons who used to allegedly steal music systems from four-wheelers under the guise of ragpickers have been arrested in Shahdara. “Acting on a tip-off, that the accused would arrive at a CNG pump along Tahirpur Road in Shahdara, a trap was laid on March 6 and they were arrested,” DSP (Shahdara) Nupur Prasad said. PTI



2 arrested for assault, ripping off man's turban NEW DELHI



Two persons have been arrested for allegedly attacking a man and ripping off his turban in west Delhi. Devinder Singh (30) alleged that Rajesh Gulati and his accomplices got into a fight with his friend Satvinder. When Devinder tried to pacify Gulati and his friends, they allegedly hit him and in the quarrel his turban was pulled off. PTI



Soumya Pillai



New Delhi



New Delhi



Union Minister Maneka Gandhi on Friday said women could directly approach the Women and Child Development Ministry if they faced problems while using cabs, following allegations of harassment by a woman rider against an Uber driver here. “Flag us if you face harassment of any form while being ferried by cabs [sic],” Ms. Gandhi tweeted.



With a considerable spike in the number of vehicles on Delhi’s roads every year, the availability of parking has become a matter of life and death in the city. Delhi Police data show that 15 people have died and over 30 people have been injured in the last three years due to parking-related issues.



Man beaten to death In 2014, a 57-year-old businessman, Rajendra Bhatia, was beaten to death by his neighbours for parking his car in “their spot”. “Our second-floor neighbours and a few men beat my father up over a parkingrelated argument that had ensued the previous evening,” said Rajiv Bhatia, the victim’s son. By the time he was taken to a hospital, he had succumbed to his injuries. “The doctors told us that he had also suffered a heart attack because of the stress and fear from the incident,” Mr. Bhatia said. Stress a factor Experts say that apart from the high levels of stress among the city residents, the increasing number of cars and limited space are leading to such crimes. Alok Agarwal, president of United Residents’ Welfare Association of Delhi, said parking space had become a prized possession among residents. In many areas, people come up with innovative ways to reserve parking slots. “Some people mark their parking spots with metal



US woman gang-rape: accused seeks discharge Says there was delay in lodging case



‘Ensure safety’ She also urged cab aggregator Uber to enforce strict guidelines to ensure safety



rods and chains and when the car needs to be taken out, they lock the chain to the rod so that others cannot park in the same spot. There are also people who write messages such as, ‘Park at your own risk’ or ‘Reserved parking’, outside their houses,” Mr. Agarwal said. He added, “Nowadays, every middle-class family owns more than one car. From where will the government create so much parking space?”



Say no to private vehicles The solution, according to urban planners, lies in the



government controlling the dependence of people on private vehicles. “You can never satisfy the insatiable demand for parking space. The solution lies in providing alternatives. People will not consider buying additional cars if parking space becomes limited and public transport is made more convenient,” said Anumita Roychowdhury, Executive Director (Research and Advocacy), Centre for Science and Environment (CSE).



Matter of concern A study carried out by the



4 held for stealing cars



of women following allegations of harassment by the woman rider against a driver. Uber in a statement said they had barred the accused driver from using the app and had also suggested that the victim take police assistance. The woman had alleged that the cab driver harassed her and forced her to get down midway in the city following an argument. “Uber must take cognisance and enforce strict guidelines to ensure women safety and curb untoward incidents as this [sic]," Ms. Gandhi tweeted.



New Delhi



Four persons, including an ex-serviceman, have been arrested for allegedly stealing luxury cars by disabling their security systems using an imported diagnostic kit. They were arrested following a shootout in Shahpur Jat village in south Delhi.



PUBLIC NOTICES



CSE found out that based on standards laid down by the Delhi government, about 10% of all land in the city is used by stationary vehicles— a little less than the forest cover in the city, which is about 11.5% of all land. The research also pointed out that an average car remains parked for 95% of the time. “The parking policy in the city is car-centric. Even the building bylaws focus on providing space for parking,” Ms. Roychowdhury said. “People think parking is a right, and it is the government’s duty to provide it,” she added.



Bus mows down student 18-year-old came under the wheels after falling of Scooty Staff Reporter NEW DELHI



Nirnimesh Kumar New Delhi



One of the accused in the US woman gang-rape case has sought his discharge, stating that there was a delay of eight months in lodging the case and that there was no evidence except the victim’s statement before a Metropolitan Magistrate Court. The Delhi Police have charge-sheeted four persons--Anirudh Singh, Vivek, Om Prakash, and Maqsood Khan-- for allegedly gangraping and committing unnatural sex with the 25-yearold victim at a five-star hotel in Connaught Place last year. Singh, in his discharge application filed in the court of Additional Sessions Judge D.K. Sharma, said it was unbelievable that a citizen of such an advanced country was so reluctant to lodge a case.



Next hearing on Mar 21 The court heard arguments on the plea on Friday and posted it on March 21 for further hearing. Opposing his plea, the Delhi Police submitted that CCTV footage of the hotel where the victim was assaulted and a mobile phone had been sent to a forensic



laboratory in Hyderabad for examination. The reports are awaited. The counsel for the victim said there was no reason why a foreigner would falsely implicate the accused. Her lawyer said her travel expenses were borne by the legal aid authority as she did not have the means to travel to India. The police had identified the accused— aged between 25 and 40 years — with the help of call records available with the hotel.



Victim threatened The men had made a video of the act and threatened the woman tourist that they would make it public if she dared to lodge a complaint, the charge-sheet alleged. The accused have been charge-sheeted under Sections 376 D (gang rape), 377 (unnatural sex), 328 (causing hurt by means of poison), 323 (voluntarily causing hurt) and 506 (criminal intimidation) read with Section 34 (common intention) of the IPC. The police had arrested the men after the victim expressed her displeasure in an email to the investigating agency on the progress of the investigation.



An 18-year-old college student was killed when a bus ran her over after she allegedly lost balance and fell on the Moolchand flyover from her two-wheeler on Friday morning. The victim was identified as Kajal Mandal, a resident of Sadiq Nagar. According to the police, she was heading to her coaching classes on her Scooty around 9 a.m. when the incident happened.



No control A police officer said Kajal tried to save herself from the bus approaching towards her, but skidded in the process and fell off. The bus driver, Harilal, meanwhile, lost control of the vehicle and and its front wheels ran over the student. The driver and some of the bus passengers rushed the victim to Moolchand Hospital, where she was declared dead on arrival. The police said she had suffered severe injuries despite wearing a helmet. The body was taken to AIIMS for an autopsy and later handed over to the family members.



Tragic end: Victim Kajal Mandal; (right) the Scooty that she was riding. *



SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



The driver was also arrested. The police said Harilal had been booked under Section 304A (causing death due to negligence) and Section 279 (dangerous driving) of the IPC.



Family questions claim During interrogation, Harilal told the police that he had planned to overtake the Scooty and take the middle lane when the victim fell off and came under the wheels. Kajal’s family members, however, questioned this claim, saying she was a good rider and would not not have skidded without a reason.



The driver also told the police that he had tried to bring the bus to a halt but could not do so due to the downward slope of the road. Kajal’s father, Sunil, has a contractual job at the Japanese Embassy, while her mother, Poonam, is a clerk at the Ministry of Defence. The police said Kajal was a Civil Services aspirant. Meanwhile, the victim’s family members alleged that the staff at AIIMS did not cooperate with them and they faced hassles before the body was handed over to them.



DELHI TODAY March 18 Talk: Fourth Habib Tanvir Memorial Lecture: “Navigating spaces: Narratives and processes” by Neelam Mansingh Chowdhry; Chair: Ashok Vajpeyi, at Gulmohar Hall, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 7 p.m. Talk: Reading and discussion based on “What we talk about when we talk about love (1981)”, authored by Raymond Carver, at Amaltas Hall, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 7 p.m. Paintings: “Relection of the Past”, a painting show by Nidhi Jaiswal and Mohit Bhardwaj, at Convention Centre Foyer, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 11 a.m. – 7 p.m. Exhibition: Kairi Exhibition 2017, an exhibition of textiles for summer to commemorate the 50th Year of the Delhi Craft’s Council, at Aga Khan Hall, 6, Bhagwan Das Road, 11 am - 7 pm Exhibition: “Of lesh and fog”, an exhibition of works in pen, ink and watercolours by Tarini Sethi, at Annexe Art Gallery, India International Centre (IIC), 11 a.m. – 7 pm. Culture: “Akhila Bharatha Sadhu Samajam”, discourse on Srimad Ramayanam by Krishna Premi Swamigal, at Rajaram Temple, Dasarathpuri, 6:30 p.m. March 19 Music: Carnatic vocal duet by Sreehari and Sreerag from Delhi at C.D. Deshmukh Auditorium, India International Centre (IIC), 10 a.m.



CM YK



Music: ‘Ragaffaire’ - an Indo-Canadian fusion band presenting a repertoire of semi-classical songs and fusion music. Neeraj Prem on sitar, Bruce Harding on lute, Amarjeet Singh on tabla, Manickdeep on guitar, Afroze Masih on bass guitar and Sajan Prem on tabla at Amaltas Hall, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 7 p.m. Paintings: “Relection of the Past”, a painting show by Nidhi Jaiswal and Mohit Bhardwaj at Convention Centre Foyer, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 11 a.m. – 7 p.m. Art: Show by Arnab Mitra, at Triveni Gallery, Triveni Kala Sangam, 205, Tansen Marg, Mandi House, 11 a.m. – 7 p.m. Art: “Conversations with Nature on Canvas”, a show of artworks by M. Rossetta Luther, at All India Fine Arts & Craft Society (AIFACS), 1 Rai Marg, 11 a.m. – 7 p.m. Exhibition: Painting exhibition by Mohit Gupta, at Open Palm Court Gallery, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 7 p.m. Exhibition: “The women”, group painting and sculpture exhibition, curated by Amrita Prakash, at Artizen Art Gallery, Pearey Lal Bhawan, Bhadur Shah Zafar Marg, 11 a.m. - 7 p.m. Culture: “Akhila Bharatha Sadhu Samajam”, discourse on Srimad Ramayanam by Krishna Premi Swamigal, at Rajaram Temple, Dasarathpuri, 6:30 p.m. (Mail your listings for this column at [email protected]) B ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



Scrap words ‘Aam Aadmi’ from govt campaign: BJP



Maruti violence: court to decide punishment today



NEW DELHI



Staff Reporter Gurugram



NEW DELHI



A missing minor girl from Jaipur has been rescued from a house in Mahipalpur and the 22-year-old accused who kept her hostage has been held, said police. The suspect Imraan used Facebook and Whatsapp to lure the victim to the Capital by promising to marry her. PTI



Friday frenzy



Prosecution demands death penalty for 13 convicts; 7-year imprisonment for rest



Ahead of the civic polls on April 22, Leader of the Opposition Vijender Gupta on Friday sought State Election Commission’s direction to remove the words ‘Aam Aadmi’ from the outdoor media campaign run by the Kejriwal-led government regarding its schemes. Mr. Gupta said the model code of conduct, which has come into force, does not allow the AAP to use its official position for the purposes of election campaigning. PTI



Missing minor girl from Jaipur rescued in Delhi



CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC



After hearing arguments of the prosecution and the defence regarding the quantum of punishment for 31 workers convicted in connection with the violence at Maruti Suzuki’s Manesar plant in 2012, a Haryana court said it will pronounce its decision on Saturday. On March 10, a court in Gurugram had convicted 31 workers, including 13 of murder, for violence at the plant on July 18, 2012, which claimed the life of Maruti Suzuki Human Resource Department General Manager Ashwin Kumar Dev, and left over 90 executives injured. The court, while acquitting 117 other accused for lack of evidence, had fixed March 17 for order on the quantum of punishment. On Friday, prosecution and defence lawyers put forth their arguments on the quantum of punishment.



Angry workers: Violence at the Maruti Suzuki’s Manesar plant in 2012 resulted in the death of a senior manager. FILE PHOTO *



While the prosecution lawyers demanded death for 13 workers held guilty for murder and attempt to murder, the defence argued that it would be an injustice to the convicts since the death of a senior executive in the violence was an accident and not planned murder. Opposing the death penalty, senior advocate Rebecca John argued that the court must consider the aggravating and mitigating cir-



cumstances in the case, including the background of the convicts, and examine whether it was a rarest of the rare case.



Remaining 18 convicts Seeking life imprisonment for the 13 convicts, Ms. John pointed out that all the men had good conduct in jail and had been pursuing educational courses behind bars. For the remaining 18 convicts held guilty on charges



of voluntarily causing hurt and other offences, the prosecution asked for the highest possible punishment — seven years in jail. The defence arguments again involved understanding the socio-economic background and rehabilitative tendencies of the convicts. The defence said that the convicts had already served four or more years in jail, and that this period should be taken into consideration while announcing the quantum of punishment. Heavy police presence was seen inside and outside the court as a large number of workers’ and trade union members were present during the arguments. The district administration, meanwhile, extended the imposition of Section 144 of the Criminal Procedure Code till March 25, preventing assembly of five or more persons around the district court.



Metro’s Heritage Line to miss March deadline DMRC has submitted papers for scrutiny by the Commissioner for Metro Railway Safety Staff Reporter New Delhi



The Delhi Metro has finally approached the safety commissioner for the inspection of its much-delayed ITOKashmere Gate ‘Heritage Corridor’. However, it is likely to miss the March launch deadline. “The Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) has submitted the papers pertaining to the 5.17-km-long section from ITO to Kashmere Gate to the Commissioner for Metro Railway Safety (CMRS) for scrutiny. The DMRC has also submitted papers to the Independent Safety Assessor



The Heritage stretch is an extension of the FaridabadITO corridor (Violet Line).



(ISA) for safety certification of the signalling systems,” a DMRC spokesperson said. “The documents will be scrutinised by CMRS office and thereafter a CMRS inspection shall be planned.



The line will be opened to public after safety certification of signalling system by ISA,” the spokesperson said. Trial runs began last August on the Heritage Corridor, which has three stations: Delhi Gate, Jama Masjid and Red Fort. The corridor is an extension of the Faridabad-ITO corridor (Violet Line). DMRC chief Mangu Singh had said the line was well on course for launch last December but labour crunch triggered by a ban on construction and demolition activities and demonetisation led to the delay.



Sunday timing change Staff Reporter New Delhi



The Delhi Metro’s first train on the Violet Line, between ITO and Central Secretariat, will be delayed by 25 minutes on Sunday. Instead of starting services from ITO to Badarpur at 5:45a.m., on Sunday the first train will start at 6.10a.m. The first train from Central Secretariat to ITO will depart at 6.01a.m. instead of 5.31a.m.



Danger in the ordinary Vikramaditya Motwane turns a seemingly simple incident, getting locked in a lat into a taut thriller with the able help of Rajkummar Rao Namrata Joshi



Trapped Director: Vikramaditya Motwane Starring: Rajkummar Rao, Geetanjali Thapa Run time: 105 minutes



Urban perils: “Trapped” makes us look afresh at all the banal things we take for granted SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT *



into a new apartment in a high rise in Mumbai’s Prabhadevi. The same flat would have otherwise felt like a great room with a magnificent view — sprawling, shiny new constructions stretching all the way; the sea at a distance. However, for Shaurya it becomes a hell hole, despite the “welcome” banner on the wall. A place he gets shut in without a soul being aware of his whereabouts. With him the film takes the audience to the edge of the seat and also makes it face its own weaknesses and resourcefulness in crises. Can we, like Shaurya, overcome the worst of our fears



for the larger question of survival? Can we put something as basic as the elastic in the underwear to good use? Can we find an ally in someone we fear, like a rat? Trapped makes us look afresh at all the banal things we take for granted. A plate of buttery, sinful pav bhaji or the ride in the local packed with sweaty bodies suddenly seems life-affirming and meaningful when life itself is slipping away from you. How could you miss the daily stress of office and something as necessary as bathing can turn into a luxury. It also brings alive the other side of the urban



Bumper-to-bumper: Massive traic jam at Vikas Marg on Friday.



Staff Reporter New Delhi



The Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) has arrested two Delhi Development Authority (DDA) officials in an alleged bribery case. The agency received a



complaint that the officials had demanded a bribe for issuing non-dues certificate against a property located in Azad Market. The CBI laid a trap and caught Assistant Director D. R. Mahto red-handed while



Mantra would work much better on paper—as a short story, novella, script—than it does as a film on screen. There is a lot going— thoughts, observations, ideas—about how the economic liberalisation of 1991 comes to affect a business, a family, friendships and an individual in 2004. There is the clash of the CM YK



than talks, that is about individual goals and disillusionments than common pursuits. And there are friendships torn asunder due to misunderstandings. At the centre of the collapsing universe is a man desperately trying to hold things together but eventually resigning to the march of time and circumstances. It’s much the same with



he was allegedly accepting ₹4,000 from the complainant. A lower-division clerk, Suraj Mahto, was also arrested for alleged involvement. The agency conducted searches on the premises of the accused persons.



jungle — the invisible lives tucked away in unauthorised, unoccupied buildings, of being undetectable in the massive crowds, of finding your voice drowned out in the noise, being utterly alone in the sea of humanity. Rao maximises the minimal set-up available to him as an actor to bring out the vulnerability as well as resilience of Shaurya, moving from exasperation to suffocation to despair with specks of humour and hope thrown in. The music and sound only magnify the tension. As do the interludes of humour in the takedown of the city’s vegetarian fascists. However, there are a couple of critical plot points that left me unconvinced and a bit baffled, specially the one leading to the possibility of freedom for Shaurya. Saying anything more though would be giving away the film.



An addictive soundtrack still reigns supreme in this easy-on-the-eye remake of a favourite fairytale Deborah Cornelious



When making a remake, can you really shake off the effect of the original? And when that original film is the 1991 animated Beauty and the Beast, the pressure is daunting. But Bill Condon has taken the weight of the animated film in his stride and come out with a worthy live action musical. Indeed the fairytale tells of a universal tale to look beyond external beauty, but the real lure of the original film has been its sublime soundtrack which is earworm worthy till today. Condon’s Beauty and the Beast is a tantalising visual spectacle. When both meet, it’s a match made in heaven. And this is evident right from the start, when the Beast as a human (played by Dan Stevens) – in his massive white wig and make-up – is partying with his courtiers. But there’s one track both, kids and adults are bound to enjoy. ‘Be our guest’, performed by the film’s personified objects in a part-Broadway-part-burlesque style, is almost psychedelic but a definite thrill. Emma Watson as Belle the bookworm yearning for a life of adventure is perfect. And



Beauty and the Beast Bill Condon Emma Watson, Dan Stevens, Luke Evans, Kevin Kline, Josh Gad, Ewan McGregor, Stanley Tucci, Audra McDonald, Gugu Mbatha-Raw, Ian McKellen and Emma Thompson. Runtime: 129 minutes Director: Starring:



Reminiscing childhood: Nostalgia and buoyant feeling make “Beauty and the Beast” worth watching SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT *



the Beast’s transformation from monster to man never really jars. The big waltz performance with the two though, underwhelmed. Especially when Belle, human in all her glory, didn’t quite match a CGI motion captured Beast dancing by her side. It’s one of the few



shortcomings of the film, where special effects don’t seamlessly blend with the live action portions. It’s most apparent when the focus shifts onto the household objects. Even big names Ian McKellen (Cogsworth), Emma Thompson (Mrs Potts) and Ewan McGregor



the actor who plays the role. As KK, a businessman going bankrupt, an inadequate father and husband and a friend who tends to bear grudges rather than forget and forgive, Rajat Kapoor gives it his all in a fine character study of isolation and obsolescence. But the film itself fails to reciprocate the gesture. There is more ebb in the telling than a flow. The series



(Lumière) can’t quite humanise the objects they play. Then there’s Gaston (Luke Evans), an arrogant former soldier turned hunter, who deftly evokes the ill-feeling his character deserves. His sidekick and subordinate in crime is Lefou (played by Josh Gad) who will be long remembered after the film is over. And as for all the brouhaha about Disney’s first gay character, I’d have expected the film to be a lot more scandalous. There’s been a fair amount of hype surrounding the film ever since teasers were first released in late 2015. Even if you haven’t seen the animated original, the 2017 remake will leave you reminiscing about childhood. That nostalgia and buoyant feeling is alone worth watching Beauty and the Beast.



Mantra Nicholas Kharkongor Starring: Rajat Kapoor, Kalki Koechlin, Lushin Dubey, Shiv Pandit, Adil Hussain, Danish Husain Run time: 90 minutes Director:



Despite Rajat Kapoor’s ine character study of a man stuck in a David and Goliath situation, the ilm falters in telling a cohesive story old and the new business sensibility. A business facilitated by banks and babus paving way for the one run on venture capital and private equity, about implicit trust giving way to watertight contracts and about the multinational Kipper buying out the small player, King Chips, in the market. Then there is the dysfunctional family that fights more



SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA



Two DDA oicials held for graft



Desi underdog, menacing MNC Namrata Joshi



*



Dazzling and nostalgic



FILM REVIEWS



Most survival films find their protagonists caught in extraordinary situations — between boulders, stranded in the sea, washed ashore on to some uninhabited island. Trapped is about the horror and danger lurking in the ordinary and the everyday; a modern, urban fable about the likelihood of getting marooned in the security and safety of your own home. No wonder the threats and the fears cut close to the bone. It could well happen to any one of us. Dysfunctional locks, forgotten keys, mobiles with discharged batteries, water cuts and electrical outages — we have all been there. Not just that; the film also manages to bring to fore the everyday worries tucked away deep in the recesses our minds even if it doesn’t quite show them on screen — in my case, for instance, it reignited the dread of getting locked out of the car or house, or being home alone in the company of a sinister lizard, or two. Shaurya (Rajkummar Rao), a regular guy with a regular job, moves quietly



“This minor change in timings is necessitated to facilitate the integration of the signalling system from existing operational section with the upcoming ITO to Kashmere Gate (Heritage) section of the Line,” a statement by the Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) said. Feeder buses will ply between Central Secretariat and ITO stations every 15 minutes.



March of time: “Mantra” brings to fore the efect of economic liberalisation.



of scenes and episodes feel disjointed and static than



surging dynamically into each other. Some of the



*



SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



scenes feel way too self righteous and deliberate—like KK



being dwarfed by mountains of Kipper chips boxes in the godown or the talk of development with the camera zooming in on the poor taking shelter under a flyover. My biggest takeaway from the film, however, is a word— anhedonia, a disorder/condition in which you are unable to derive pleasure from the usually enjoyable activities. B ND-ND
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‘They have to be like cousins’



FOOD SPOT



Before the India release of The Sense Of An Ending , director Ritesh Batra talks about the enduring bond between cinema and literature



In the season of gujiyas, the milk cake of Hem Chand Ladli Prashad can be a delicious alternative



anuj kumar



RAHUL VERMA



After the phenomenal success of The Lunchbox , we were waiting to know what’s cooking in Ritesh Batra’ pot. Well, the new dish is ready to be served next week and Batra is excited to know the response of Indian audience. An adaptation of Julian Barnes’ “The Sense Of An Ending”, it stars Jim Broadbent as Tony Webster, an old man confronted by his past. “I read the book in 2011 when it won the Booker. A few years later the producers saw The Lunchbox and they offered me to direct. I felt honoured. (Screenwriter) Nick Payne has done really ingenious things with adaptation. I was very happy to collaborate with him,” says Batra in a chat over phone. Meanwhile, he is busy editing Our Souls At Night , an adaptation of a Kent Haruf novel. It is again about an old couple and stars the legendary Robert Redford and Jane Fonda. Excerpts: What attracted you to “The Sense Of An Ending”? ■ The novel has lot of themes that I love to deal with. Themes of loss, time, loneliness...but beyond that what I loved about the novel was that it was about ordinary people. It shows that there is stuff of great literature in every one’s lives. The ordinariness of it really attracted me. The film deals with past and memories. As a young director, how big is your memory bank? ■ When I was growing up,



Past imperfect: Charlotte Rampling and Jim Broadbent in “The Sense Of An Ending”



I shared my room with my grandfather. I spent my first 18 with his last 18 years. I absorbed a lot what he went through in the last years of his life. That is not say why I am attracted to this kind of material but the thing with great stories and literature is that they make people see themselves in them and that is the real achievement of the book in my opinion. We often edit the past according to how it suits us...is it true with adaptations as well? ■ That is how we interpret our stories for ourselves. It is something the book talks about and that is what makes it a very interesting material to adapt. The novel is told in first person by the main character but the movie is told through relationships. The whole process of adaptation was engrossing. You want to make sure that the movie and the book have to be like cousins, and not siblings. They can’t be too close to each other. The movie should complement the book. It can’t just be a



copy of the written material. Even if you are adapting a Booker Prize winner? You can’t take it lightly but you still have to take liberties. The demands of the two mediums are different. Like Susie is only mentioned in the book, you don’t get to see her. Nick Payne did an ingenious thing by making her a character, a heavily pregnant single mother and daughter of the main character. It is an invention for the movie. ■ How did you adapt for the British milieu? When you have source material which is already very equipped, you try to be true to the material. The movie feels very British. The Britishness of it was very important for me. Of course, it is my interpretation of it and I tried to understand how men and women would interact in the past. It was very different from the way boys and girls interact now. It was very important for me to understand that. Perhaps, you bring in



*



Cakewalk in Old Delhi!



AP



an oriental perspective... ■ I hope so. It is a question for other people to answer but as far as I am concerned I did it for the love of these characters. How should Indian audience approach it? ■ They should buy a ticket! It has a global appeal that’s why it is releasing across the world. Also there are lot of similarities between India and England.



people who < > Most come to watch movies in the West are older people. It is only natural to tell their stories Ritesh Batra



How we eat, how we associate with each other...people would see themselves on screen. Do you have any bitterness left about The Lunchbox not nominated as the Indian entry for the Oscars? ■ No, I don’t remember it any more. If you have some bitterness left, please write about it! There is a sudden resonance about stories of older people. Your next film is also in a similar space. Is cinema no longer about people happening here and now? ■ There is large segment of audience that doesn’t see itself in movies. There are not many movies made about them. Most people who come to watch movies in the West are older people. It is only natural to tell their stories. It makes a lot of sense and it also makes for great stories and I am more than happy to be part of it which allows me to reflect on life from that standpoint.



This is the season for gujiyas, but I haven’t had my fill of these Holi special sweets stuffed with sugared khoya or coconut. In Dehradun last week, I found myself in the midst of an argument between two genial old men on who made the better gujiyas. I couldn’t be a judge because while one lot of gujiyas was there in a box waiting to be eaten, the other lot was still being prepared by an army of men and women. But the ones that were there were indeed delicious. The pastry was fluffy, crisp and light in colour, and the stuffing was delightful. Since I was a guest there, I limited myself to two gujiyas, and looked sadly at the ones that were left in the box. That is why, after I returned to Delhi a few days later, I went to the Walled City to pick up some sweets. And while I had gujiyas in mind, I got distracted when I found myself in a narrow lane in Chandni Chowk – and suddenly remembered an old shop that I used to haunt once. The name of the shop is Hem Chand Ladli Prashad Milk Seller, and the address is 336, Kucha Ghasi Ram (Phone nos: 9891183455 and 56). The shop is on the Fatehpuri Mosque side of Chandni Chowk, close to Brijwasi Bhojanalaya. You enter the galli and turn left when it takes a sudden



The milky way: A Hem Chand Ladli Prasad creation



sharp turn. On the right is the sweet shop. When I used to go there long years ago, I always had – over a sweet or two – a pleasant chat with the owner, Gopi Kishan Gupta, whose father had started the business some 80 years ago. Gopiji is no more; the shop is now managed by his son, Anup Gupta. It is a small place which doesn’t look much like a sweet shop because there is nothing on display. But if you know the shop, you will know that its milk cake is among the best in town. They just sell two kinds of sweets – burfis and milk cakes. However, if you place an order in advance, they will make rabri and khurchan for you – two other kinds of sweet that I am greatly fond of. Once I was there, I forgot all about gujiyas and asked for some milk cake (₹500 a kilo) and burfi (₹440) to be packed. I think what makes their



In the Straits of creativity



sweet so special is the milk that they use for their products. The Guptas are very careful about the quality of the milk, and that shows in the sweets. Take the milk cake. It had just come off the stove in a steel container when I was there, so it was deliciously warm and moist. They thicken the milk for long hours, which is why the sweet is alluringly brown in colour. It is grainy, has just the right amount of sugar in it, and is not hard as milk cake can be. Likewise, the burfi is superb. It is not dense, as some burfis are, but light in taste and texture. I had a piece there and decided that I had to take some for family and friends. The sweets were devoured in no time at home. And no one said a word about the missing gujiyas.



the writer is a seasoned food critic



HOTSPOTS



In Delhi for a concert, Chris White and Terrence Reis talk about the Dire Straits phenomenon and tasty Indian curries Atif Khan



New deinition: Models wearing outits created by Amit Aggarwal



Back in vogue Designer Amit Aggarwal rediscovers the charm of hand-woven saris for his inale collection at AIFW Madhur Tankha



Amit Aggarwal is now all set to showcase vintage pieces of saris in a modern avatar in the grand finale of the Amazon India Fashion Week (AIFW) this Saturday. The Delhi-based designer explains how he will be showcasing his passion for magnificent weaves in multiple outfits like short saris, playful saris and prepleated saris. On showcasing Patola and Benarasi saris I have always been fascinated by these beautifully hand-woven heirloom saris and wanted to give it our very own structure keeping its charm intact. So it is our tradition coming back as a clothing but with a contemporary touch for a modern bride who wants to wear something traditional and eclectic on her special day. On the motivation For me, it starts with the feeling of love for these magnificent weaves and utilising these vintage pieces in a modern outlook is how I wish to sustain these unusable textiles for a new generation of women to wear. On technique and methodology involved in creating these works of CM YK



art These saris have been converted into an extensive range of couture outfits by using contemporary industrial treatments like pleating, bonding and weaving with recycled metallic materials to give it the strength and structure it requires to go a long way. These saris are sustained in a way that uses the maximum yardage of a sari. On the experiment resulting in functional, practical clothing These saris are rearranged and pre-draped into skirts, blouses, couture outfits, etc to make it easier for a bride to wear these on a wedding day. The collection encompasses outfits that can be worn by the woman on various other occasions as a part of a wedding. Thus an exotic elaborate Benarasi brocade becomes more wearable for a woman who wants to take a comfortable route and yet keep it traditional for her prewedding schedules. For this particular collection, we have also worked with Misho by Suhani Parekh and Aparajita Toor as our accessory and shoe partners to create the complete look for a bride.



In a first, band mates from the original Dire Straits, Chris White and Chris Whitten (drums), supported in the lead by Terence Reis (lead vocals and guitar) and other band members — performed at ‘Play for a Cause’ concert at the Leisure Valley Park on Friday as part of the Dire Straits Experience. Dire Straits catalogue has some of the greatest hits of the 1980s including “Money for Nothing”, “Walk of Life” and “Brothers in Arms” which the band played for the first time in India. At the press conference in Gurugram before the concert Chris White commented that today the bands performs together because the managers want them together but earlier people used to come together because of their passion and that also gave birth to Dire Straits which rose from an apartment in SouthEast London where band mates Mark Knopfler with his younger brother David Knopfler started it with a passion which was so over riding that they could not do anything else. Excerpts from an interview with band mates Chris White and Terrence Reis on the sidelines of the event. Tell us about your journey with the Dire Straits Experience Chris: I got involved with Mark first on a rehearsal for a film soundtrack which was supposed to be a one-hour meeting but it went so well that I came out of the studio after three days. I met him when Dire Straits was already a big name and I found him very controlled but he was actually open to every good option. For instance, while we were in a rehearsal for Brothers In Arms tour we were playing Romeo and Juliet and there was no solo saxophone in that but when I played it in the composition, he looked at me and said that



it will be there and since then we have saxophone in it. Mark is a perfectionist and I learnt many things from him. He was a songwriter from his childhood and had deeper interests in arts which in many ways reflected in his works. Terrence: Though people compare me with Mark who is a wonderful songwriter, I never met him. I was always a fan of Dire Straits because of songs which have a dictionary of his own which have words forensically scrutinised and notes which are still popular among the masses. There must have been a baggage of responsibilities to maintain the legacy of Dire Straits and particularly the work that Mark Knopfler did. Chris White: There were no plans to go on but the reason because of which the band is still popular is because of the love that people from all over the world shower upon us. I am aware of maintaining the legacy which the band has and the only way to take it forward is to go there and perform well. Every musician in the band is working separately also but we do want to take Dire Straits Experience to the world by not to copy every note they used to play but to keep the music dynamic and alive for which people know it. As we are performing here for a charity and it is been always the reason to come together for a cause through our music. What cultural influences do you have like Terrence's finger picking gui-



do want to take < > We Dire Straits Experience to the world by not to copy every note they used to play but to keep the music dynamic and alive for which people know it Chris White



tar techniquedoes not have European roots? Terrence: I can say I am a white African guy who now lives in England. I think, coming from English roots, I had an opportunity to witness different cultures. When I was growing up in Mozambique, there was folk rock all over that place and I was introduced to the acoustic guitar which people used to make at home. Also, African music with elements of Jazz and folk traditions had an impact on me as a child. Dire Straits has this quality of having ancient music in their compositions and the reason it appeals to all over the world because it has elements which are very old and yet people can relate to them. How do you see the change in the music industry through your journey in the last three decades? Chris: We feel privileged that we belonged to a golden era when the infrastructure was on the large scale and there was a buzz for creating records be it the Rock and Roll revolution of the 1950s and 1960s or the later when Pink Floyd came up with concept albums which had a rich canvas. But the real joy in performing in 2017 lies in having a fan-base that allows us to practice that particular form of expression which is a covenant between them and us. Terrence: The technological change these days with the advent of Internet is a double-edged sword as these days people are listening to music for free on it but brighter side is that people who genuinely like the music can connect to their own type of music, which in a way will create its own system. We have lost musicians recently and according to me people realise your talent when you die but music is like life which keeps going on. People in each generation will have their own star and even if



SHOW



Fifty In February Old World Culture presents a comedy show by Manish Tyagi. The ex-Indian Navy commander after quitting does stand-up comedy. Venue: Stein Auditorium, IHCLodhi Road, New Delhi Time: 7 p.m.



TALK Sound check: Chris White and Terrence Reis in New Delhi *



SPECIAL ARRANGMENT



they remember the stars from the earlier generation, they will create their own stars. Be it Brothers in the Arm or Walk of Life, Dire Straits songs always had a spiritual element . Chris: I know people need music but I do not know whether they consider it to be a spiritual path or not. If I do not rehearse for a day, I feel grumpy and I understand for many of us it defines many things may be some moments they cherish. Whether it is a Ravi Shankar piece or Pink Floyd’s music, people connect with it. Does contemporary music lacks that rebellious political stand which gave birth to Rock and in later time to Punk? Chris: I am from the United Kingdom and there is a real movement which is going on there where people are coming together and playing stuff that they want to play which is angry and rebellious. It is based on their



experiences, their life which has altogether changed as it used to be when we were young. I think there is a healthy growth in it. Online radio has become so specific in nature and you can have thousands of songs based on one search which has made people think on lines of saleability. Branding of some of the songs are keeping others out because of the corporate interests but independent music is growing in a healthy way. Did you have any influence from India before coming here? Terrence: When I arrived, I was thinking how people are thin here when you have such tasty curries which I recently ate at a restaurant. I did not have any influence from Indian music but I am open to collaboration with artists from here as an independent musician as there is always the possibility of something new and I term it as cross fertilisation as it gives a new product.



Landscape in the Works of Juan Rulfo This talk by Indrani Mukherjee is tribute to Juan Rulfo, Mexican writer and photographer. Venue: Instituto Cervantes, 48, Hanuman Road, Time: 12 noon



EXHIBITION



Rohit Chawla: The Inspired Frame This exhibition brings together fashion photographer, Rohit Chawla’s work from four different series that reconstruct tableaus and compositions as featured in famous works of art. Venue: Bikaner House, Pandara Road Time: 10.30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m. B ND-ND
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The Goan blueprint Architect Raya Shankhwalker’s guide to restoring Indo-Portuguese homes and how he creates an interesting aesthetic juxtaposing the new against the old 1



4



5



Growing up in the parijat-strewn courtyard of our 300-year-old ancestral house in Panjim influenced me a lot. The house is a stunning example of a Hindu-Goan house — an undercelebrated aspect of Goan architecture. The courtyard was not only a fabulous climatic adaptation, but also an ideal private living space. I still carry vivid memories of the warmth of the space and the smell of flowers and beaten earth. These memories instilled a strong sense of belonging, which later kindled a desire to conserve this unique heritage. My tryst with conservation began during my college days in Goa. As part of my architecture curriculum, I covered many assignments on Goan heritage and was fascinated by its sheer volume. It challenged my imagination and inspired me to research on the subject. Also, as one of the founding members of the Goa Heritage Action Group (1999), it got me involved in the field further.



First steps Working with architect Sarto Almeida, to restore the façades of the Custom House and the Police headquarters — two prominent public buildings of historical importance — instilled a liking for conservation. I worked on several similar urban conservation initiatives before I took up my first residential project at Siolim village — converting a 150-year-old residence into a guest house. The challenge was maintaining the home’s old characteristics and combining it with urban needs. A fairly low-budget project, we kept the purity of the spaces intact, retaining the old walls and accommodating the large bathrooms within the home’s existing framework. The original flooring was preserved as well and we used recycled wood for the doors. Love for open spaces While British colonial architecture in



India evolved over time — adapting to local tastes and climate — Portuguese architecture did not do so. The blueprint for Indo-Portuguese homes was borrowed from homes in North Portugal, where they had harsh winters. So a typical home was linear, with a foyer that leads to two halls on either side, which then splits into rooms. But tropical living calls for semiopen spaces and we introduced such spaces in our project at Assagao, which was a renovation and extension of an old Goan house. The villa is cocooned by paddy fields; thus a seamless connection between the landscape and the interiors became a key design driver. This was inspired by the evolution on architecture in the 18th century. One of the key ones was the wrap-around veranda and the balcão or the entrance portico.



Modern twist Travel is a strong inspiration for me. My earlier trips to Portugal helped develop my approach to conservation. In India, most interventions are replicated from the past, but in Portugal, conservation is looked at with a modern perspective. I believe that not all buildings need to be restored; a few need to be evolved. Where new meets old Preservation refers to structures with historical and cultural value, on the other hand, conservation refers to homes that need not hold historical importance. I believe in the latter and when we take up a restoration project, we assess the home and add suitable elements. We approach each project on individual merit. The Villa Ribander, located on the banks of the Mandovi, was originally built in the early 19th century. During its restoration, we retained its character and added a new wing. The exterior was meticulously restored, involving extensive research on the



building style of the period. For the flooring, I used terrazzo — chips of marble or granite set in concrete, which is sensitive to insulation. Rather than emulating the design style of the original villa for the new wing, it follows a contemporary design language that introduces lightness and modernity. The intent was to create an interesting aesthetic, juxtaposing the new against the old.



Lost heritage Building technologies and materials used in the Portuguese era were distinctive, but unfortunately, most have been lost. For example, stucco (the application of lime plaster on exteriors that prevented water seepage) is a technique that has been forgotten. Similarly, the use of broken China mosaic was a traditional element that one can’t find today. Several similar techniques have been lost, as they weren’t documented. In our projects, we try to understand methods such as plastering techniques, usage of flooring materials. . If elements of historical importance are present in a home, we restore them. Colour wheel Colour played a significant part in Indo-Portuguese architecture. They used three primary colours — red, yellow, and blue — made with naturallyavailable pigments. We don’t use natural pigments today, so for those looking at incorporating Portuguese décor at home, look for the closest shade in the commercially-available brands. Buying local crafts and artefacts from Goa will add authenticity to the look. Goan homes are embellished with rich details such as chandeliers and China vases. Goa has a few crafts, too, which are dying art forms now, such as terracotta and cane. Using them in your décor will not only add to the aesthetics, but also help in their revival and conservation. For instance, I have used the hand-woven baskets unique to Goa, as a lighting installation in one of our commercial projects, the SinQ Beach Club. Call for conservation Heritage conservation holds immense tourism potential. The restoration of Indo-Portuguese homes has given the city character — not just the built environment, but in terms of natural beauty, too. These homes were depleted of their historical value before people started buying and restoring them. We believe conservation extends beyond homes and impacts the region’s local art and culture.
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As told to Nidhi Adlakha



Raya’s picks



Recycling design



Pottery: For traditional pottery, head to Socorro’s potter’s village, where ive to six potters will also customise on demand.



쐍 The three primary looring materials used in Indo-Portuguese homes were cement, broken China and tiles imported from Europe. The walls were plastered or painted, and had elaborate graiti. Wood was also extensively used for the roof, doors, windows and furniture.



쐍



쐍 Hand-woven baskets: At Mapusa’s Friday market, check out the wide range of handmade baskets made by weavers from across Goa. A basket that is 1.5 feet in diameter will cost you between ₹300 and ₹350. More intricate ones are available for upwards of ₹600.



Remains of the day: Soro - The Village Pub is a tavern conceptualised within the ruins of an old corner store (2), with (1) bold graphic cement tiles



Lighting accessories: We mostly source from Chor Bazaar in Mumbai. We also get customised lighting accessories made by New Delhi-based Imagination Light & Décor. 쐍



Tiles: We get most of our tiles from Mumbai-based Bharat Flooring and Tiles. They were the irst in India to make coloured mosaic cement tiles. Embedded with marble chips, they come in custom-mixed bases.



쐍



쐍 Ethnic furniture: We source furniture from small dealers who have their yards in the tourist belt, in North Goa — Mapusa, Parra and Assagao.



Old-world charm: Renovated rooms at the Assagao villa (3, 4, 5) and the Villa Ribander (6)



Craft: Visit the weekly markets and fairs held across the State and keep an eye out for traditional craft items. We have picked up quite a few artefacts from the market in Mapusa.



쐍



For my projects, I buy recycled wood and upcycled furniture from local markets. For a house in Guirim, we used a lot of recycled wood sourced from a yard in Mumbai — for the false ceiling, the doors and windows, and even part of the looring.



쐍



We use a lot of old objects like trunks, windows and doors as lifestyle objects. We did this in the Assagao project.



쐍



Beetle wings and rubies



Smart route to space



Lush silks, gold and precious stones mark embroiderer and revivalist Asif Shaikh’s new collection



Here’s how Ooty’s Cosmic Ray Lab uses recycled steel pipes in an ingenious fashion



“I’ve used aari embroidery in my new collection — chain stitch worked on the karchob, zardozi and marodi worked on karchob. The colours include white, off-white, beige and cream, while the embroidery is executed using gold, silver and pastel colours,” he shares, adding that he has experimented with Benarasi brocade, Tanchoi, Chanderi, Maheshwari, and net from Varanasi.



chitra balasubramaniam



Blood-red rubies studded on pure zari embroidery, aari chain stitch so minute, you need a magnifying glass to capture its intricate beauty, and beetle wings affixed delicately to silk, which harks back to the Mughal period. Each of Asif Shaikh’s 20 garments — created to celebrate his 25th year in the field of embroidery — encapsulate technique and inspiration. The collection, which was also a tribute to his late mother, was showcased last month at CEPT, Ahmedabad, during Archiprix 2017. However, Shaikh is not one to rest on his laurels. He is already busy at work, embroidering panels inspired by Mughal miniature paintings — to create wall art and installations — for his upcoming art show at William Siegal Gallery, Santa Fe, in July. This is the first time that an art show on Indian embroidery will be held in the US.



Where skill matters An interior designer by training, Shaikh is a master embroiderer, revivalist and craft exponent, besides the founder of the CDS Art Foundation. However, it is his passion for all forms of embroidery that sets him apart. “I dream of embroidery and then translate it on to fabrics,” says the 49-year-old, for whom skill with the needle and thread trumps even design and silhouette as the crowning glory of a garment. Being an embroiderer makes it easy for him to experiment with it. It is this understanding that has helped him recreate the Kha Kha stitch, or the Forbidden Stitch — a CM YK



Stitch in time: Asif Shaikh at the grand inale SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



rare technique that was part of the Parsi Gara saris made in China (for the Indian market) in the 18th and 19th centuries. The Emperor of China had forbidden its use in embroidery, hence the name. Shaikh created a simpler version, which looks similar to the original, but does not harm the artisan’s eyes with its intricacy. Another invention he has been working on for the last several years is the re-design of the karchob or scroll frame. “The Mughals brought the karchob to India, and it has been used as is since then. I have re-designed it, making it simpler to tie and use. It is being patented now,” explains Shaikh.



Aari connect Shaikh’s work recalls an older, more gracious time, when the quality of craftsmanship was uppermost. “I am old-fashioned. I have the time and patience to create something fine. It is a time-consuming process, but I am neither in a hurry nor greedy to cut corners,” he says. His latest collection is inspired by the Mughal period, especially its architecture, textiles and paintings.



Go for gold One of the standout pieces is the ruby-and-aath maasi (pure zari) work. The use of real gold threads is common in weaving, but almost never used in embroidery. Shaikh worked with a craftsman in Varanasi to create the fine gold thread. “I sat with him, testing the thickness using a magnifying glass, till I got the quality I wanted,” he says. The use of real gemstones in garments is also a Mughal tradition. “I’ve used beetle wings from Thailand on a garment. The Nizams of Hyderabad used this in their Bandobast embroidery. I’ve recreated it,” adds Shaikh. Staying true to his belief that “if we lose our craft, we lose our culture”, other experimentations include handwoven Pashmina embroidered with Pashmina yarn (which has never been attempted for marodi embroidery), and a similar piece with ahimsa silk. ♣09824059491, [email protected]



soutik biswas



What does a sensational scientific discovery about a solar storm in the Earth’s magnetic field have to do with old, recycled steel pipes that have been buried for more than a decade under a now-defunct gold mine in India? Almost everything. What’s unearthed is as precious as gold because 3,700 such pipes are at the heart of a significant scientific finding that has been revealed in a recently-published paper by a team of Indian and Japanese scientists. The paper recorded the events that unfolded after a breach in the Earth’s magnetic shield. The scientists used the GRAPES-3 muon (a sub-atomic particle) telescope made using recycled pipes — the world’s largest of its kind — at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty. They recorded a two-hour burst of galactic cosmic rays that invaded the atmosphere in June last year. Dr Sunil Gupta, one of the scientists leading the research, says, “Solar storms of such high magnitudes can knock out satellites and aircraft autopilots, cause catastrophic power outages, and can take us ‘back to the Stone Age’.”



Recycled solutions “Indian scientists have mastered the art of recycling and coming up with their own inexpensive solutions,” says Pallava Bagla of Science magazine. The telescope in Ooty is the perfect example. It’s made using fourdecade-old recycled zinc-coated steel pipes. Atul Jain, a scientist at the facility, says 10 such pipes are recycled every day for experiments. “The plan was to make very sensitive sensors to detect the weakest of signals. We wanted to measure cosmic rays with higher sensitivity than ever done before.” Work on recording cosmic rays in Ooty began in right earnest in 1998, when scient-



ists began making muon sensors from discarded pipes to research high-energy cosmic rays. Today, 3,712 steel tubes, stacked up against layers of concrete, are housed across four brown-and-white buildings, home to the world’s largest muon telescope.



Home-grown innovation A majority of the electronic equipment is designed, assembled and manufactured inhouse. The software for the computer programs is also locally made. The raw data that the lab generates every day is stored and processed by a cluster of computers, which has been largely assembled in-house, cutting costs and saving hefty maintenance fees. Old computers are stripped for parts. A locally-developed cooling system using fans saves electricity, too. B ND-ND
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